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I 

INTRODUCTION: 

l 

In a colonial society all major problems owe their 

origins to colonial rule. From the point of view of social 

transformation colonial liberation movement thus becomes 

t~e inevitable fir~t condition before the question of 

classes within the colonial society is addressed to. The 

two questions have often been combined and as a result the 

anti-imperialist movement has in itself been the struggle 

for social change; given the nature of leadership and the 

ideology that guide the movement. However, where the anti

imperialist movement is of a multi-class nature and is led 

under bourgeois hegemony, the existence in it, of a revo

lutionary ideoloay of the workina class and peasantry is 

possible only as one of the many competitive ideologies 

that characterise the movement. Even if this ~~eoloay 

comprises a fully backed programme for the working class 

and peasantry based on the objective assessment of socio

economic conditions in the society concerned, the question 

of social transformation would be postponed till the anti

imperialist struggle attains success. 

The role of peasantry in this struagle is significant 

to the extent it is able to exert influence on the anti-imperi

alist leaderhip for its own mobilisation. More precisely, 
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in the anti-imperialist struggle which is led under bourgeois 

hegemony the peasantry, unable to throw up its own leadership 

to the apex level, is mobilised as an ally in the multi

class movement. The very inclusion of peasantry in the 

movement compels certain sections of leadership- despite 

their heterogeneous character, to address themselves to the 

agrarian and peasant problems and to visualise solutions for 

them. This outlook for agrarian reorganisation in the 

liberated society is significant from the point of view of 

agrarian policy in the post-colonial situation. Indeed, it 

is all the more interesting if the nationalist leaders who 

were major ideologies and leaders of peasantry during the 

anti-imperialist struggle are also involved in policy 

formulation after independence. The above description in 

fact applies to India. 

Indian Nationalism was the product of the disgruntle

ment of every section of Indian society against British rule. 

India being a predominantly agrarian society the ~os.=t:' 

widespread disgruntlements arose in the sphere of agriculture 
~ 

The British policies in land and industry produced the worst 

crisis in the sphere of aqriculture. Peasant movements 

widely scattered in time and space during the colonial rule 



are suggestive of the negative impact of British policy on 

the Indian peasantry. However, beeause of its urban middle 

class oriain and the diversities of interests which the 

nationalist leadership represented, the peasant problem 

did not claim the primary position in the national move-

ment. ~enever disgruntlement came to the fore, nationalist 

leadership was drawn into it. This, nonethless, provided 

the ground not only for mobilising the peasantry in the 

national movement but also the ground fbr _ soulsearching 

within a section of leadership towards the solution of 

agrarian problems in India after colonial liberation move-

ment came to an end. The heterogeniety of nationalist 

leadership however, prevented agrarian question from throwing 

up a sinale, unified ideeloay. Instearl, diverse and even 

conflicting ideologies came into being within the nationalist 

movement , the character o.f -;tl)e_ .id~ology being dependent on 

the character and perspective of the social force which 

souaht peasant support. 

On the agrarian question there were thus two broad 

types _of conflicts of interests durtng the colonial phase: j 

the first was between the imperial interest and the national 

interests and the second, between classes within the Indian\ 

society itself. Both t~pes of conflicts gave rise to 



ideological confrontations, while the former was responsible 

for the confrontation between the colonial and the nationalist 

ideoloaies, the latter gave rise to distinct ~~eological 

demarcations'within the nationalist ideoloay. These 

latter ideologies were of various kinds ,, and~anged 

from mystical conservative, rightist varieties to radical 

ones. During the Gandhian phase in Indian Nationalism 

all these ideologies within the nationalist movement 

aimed at independence as the main objective and thus 

nationalist politics as a who~e was geared towards this 

objective, taking the immediate issues into account in 

which peasant problems figured prominently. But in Gandhian 
' 

politics of class harmony national independence being the 

prime objective all the sensitive class-based issues were 

postponed till the attainment of independence.Whereas 

the rightist ideolgies fotind Gandhian approach as sufficient 

in itself, the radical ideoloay sensed an inadequacy in it, 

with regard to class based issues. Our main concern here 

is to deal with the latter ~ideologies which we have 

chozen to call radical nationalism. 

As a trend in the national movement radical nationalism 

was pioneered by Jawaharlal Nehru and because of its appeal 



was able to exercise influence on a larqe number of 

nationalists who agreed on the inadequacy of the 

Gandhian ideoloay and believed in the necessity of 

programmes pertaining to social change. Thus while in 

the anti-imperialist str.ugqle it supported wholeheartedly -- -

the anti-imperialist endeavours of Gandhi, in matters 
-~·~ 

of social transformation and the class based issues it 

pairl attention nolit only to the question of immediate 

grievances of peasantry but extended tentative agrarian 

programmes of long-term importance. Without anticipating 

a parting from the main nationalist urqes, this ideology 

accommodated a significant measure of radicalism borrowing -. . 

from and emulating, the radical ideas and experiences of 

the contemporary wor!Hd. Thus it ooerated within the 

general nationalist paradigm and simultenously advocated 

socialism as the solution to the problems of Indian 

peasantry. The radical advocacies of this ideoloay are 

comparable only to those of communist ideoloqy which grew 

outside the bounds of the nationalist ideoloay. Communist 

movement in India had a late emergenue, its sphere of 

influence among the masses remained limited for a long 

time. Thus these limi&tations were prominent in the 

Communist influence on peasantry as well. Still it 

gradually built up pockets of influence after coming 

close to·the national movement. 
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Communist movement was different from the national 

movement in one fundamental respect. Whereas the national· 

movement aimed at national liberation as the sole objective, 

the communist movement often advodated along with national 

liberation, revolutionary social change. The reason for 

this specificity of communist position lay in the fact that 

it was guided by Marxist ideology and the belief in proltterian 

internationalism. Thus its activities in India were part 

of the larger movement at a globl.b level. This also explains 

why the communist attitude to the national movement also 

changed at different points of time. The two movements 

converged and diveraed depending upon the communist under-

standing of the Indian situation from time to time. It was 

during the phase of convergence that communism and radical 

nationalism found many a common ground in each other and as 

far as the agrarian question was concerned both advocated 

the same solution for immediate and long term problems of 

the peasantry. When controversies on the understanding 

of Indian situation resulted in ru-ptures, the two move-

ments assumed different cours~~the comrnunistseoncentrated 
I 

on grass-root base· and the nationalists on national indepen-

dence. The radical nationalists meanwhile tried to steer the 

Conoress towards socialism. 
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As the national movement contained within it the 

historical uraes of different classes and was the only 

movement able to do so, the anti-imperialist movement finally 

reached its end with the transfer of power from the imperia

list government to the ind~ one under Congress leader

ship. Thus the dominant classes of national movement came 

to exercise their control over the newly created politic~! 

and institutional system. Different ideologies of the 

nationalist movement assumed primacy in the new situation. 

There was new ground for the radical ideoloaies to militate 

against the conservative ones and the cleavages manifested 

themselves in politics. This applies to Nehru's radicalism 

as well. 

After independence, Nehru's radicalism became a 

prisoner of the overall nationalist ideologv and under the 

constraints office, lost its sharpness of the pre-independence 

phase. ~r, with regard to agrarian question Nehru 

tried to retain his commitment to radical programmes in 

the face of conservative oppositions. But being part of 

his general developmental strategy in which the institutional 

structure exercised a crucial role, his agrarian policies 

met with serious constraints in the.ir implementation. 



This exercise is on Nehru, focussing upon his 

perception and treatment of the agrarian question in India. 

It studies Nehru both a& a radical nationalist leader as 

well as the first prime Ministerof India. It is an attempt 

to cover his long career that progresses throuah the 

political course of national movement as well as post-

independence politics. Because of the vastness of the area 

the topic limits itself to Nehru's ideology and politics, 

with reaard to their relevance for the agrarian question. 

Most of the works on Nehru are biographical. They are 

concerned with the many sirlert career of a leader who has 

played significant role in India's independece~ and in the 

shapinsof policies for India after independence. Among the 

major contributionsare Michael Brecher's biography of Nehru, 

S.Gopalfs biography of Nehru and B.N.Pande's book on Nehru 
/' 

I, ' anp some othe~, But topical contributions towards the study 
"--------- < -

of Nehru in relation to the economic problems of Inrlia would 

be useful not only from the point of view of studying Nehru 

but also of the social importance of the problem in relation 

to which we are studying him. R.C.Dutt's book on Nehru's 

socialism is a contribution at a broarl level in this direction. 

To rstudy Nehru from a more specffic point of view such as 



this exercise attempts to rlo, will be among the first 

attempts of this kind. 

Both primary sources, which include Nehru's own 

writings and speeches and the organisational and governmental 

sources as well as secondary sources comprisi.na the books, 

articles and m')-e£ial as we.'.,_ have considered releva/.6,; 

our purpose, have been used in our writing. 

The first chapter deals with· th~ various perceptions 

of the agrarian question in the colonial context. It 

situates Nehru's perception as radical nationalist, analy-

sing at the same time, the nature of his ideoloqy from the 

point of view of its form in an independent India. 

The second chapter traces Nehru'shleological development 

till it gains definiteness and studies his p~rceptions and 

views on the agrarian question, in'the liqht of his theore-

tical understanding of Indian economic problems. His out-

look was characterise9 by an objective sense of history. 

He advocated such solution to agrarian question as he 

considered esse~ntial for India based on his understanding. 

The thitd chapter deals with Nehru's agrarian polit\cs 

before independence- showina the mutual relationship between 

his ideoloay and politics. The latter was always influenced 
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by the former. Thus his attempt at influencing the 

Congress agrarian policy in a socialist ·.direction by adopting 

the necessary agrarian resolutions in Congress forums and 

his socialist endeavour in other spheres of politics 

have been examined. 

The fourth chapter examines Nehru's role in the 

shaping of Conqress agrarian policy after independence, 

as the Prime Minister. It examines the constraints in 

which Nehru 1 was operating while formulatina policies. 

Locating his agrarian policy in his overall strategy of 

development through planning it examines the social and 
• 

institutional hurdles which resulted in the failure of the 

implementation of his policies. 



ll 
CHAPTER - I 

PERCEPTIONS OF AGRARIAN QUESTION IN INDIA 

The circumstances which qave an initial stimulus to 

intellectual enquiry into the land problems in India were 

primarily socio-politicalr- The enquiries into the land -__ :___----
problem were initiated by those concerned directly with 

the formulati1n of land and revenue policies or the critique 

of these policies. Thus land problem as an area of research 

was the gift of the British rule before the Mutiny of 1857. 1 

This earlier phase of British rule was, in the words of 

Ranade, characterised by 'the tendency to innovation and 

the levellinq of oriental institutions to the requirements 

of the most radical theorists in Europe. 2 This tendency of 

drastic nature was clearly seen in the British interference 

with the traditional land and revenue systems in India, which 

bPqan after the securing of Diwani rights of Ben~al in 1765 

by thP. British administrators. 

The policy decision for vast chanqes in agrarian 

institutions was preceded as well as followed by momentous 

controversy and discussion amonq British administrators 

themselves. This discussion on lanrl policy was conducted 

with an appeal on the one hand to the principles of Western 

1. P .C .Joshi, Land Reforms in India, New Delhi, p. 7 
2. Mahadev Govind Ranade, Eassays on Indian Economics, 

Third erlition, G.A.Natesan & Co., Madras, 1916, p.265 
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economic theory and on the other to the facts relating to 

the Inrlian society in general and the agrarian system in 

particular as they were perceived by the British administra

tors.3 The British after cominq in control of Indian 

economy introduced new system of landownership and created 

private property law. Motivations guidinq the introduction· 

of these systems have been subject of comment and analysis. 

Furnival explains British dynamism in Inrlia as opposed to 

Dutch least interference in Java to the presence of British 

export economy and its absence in the Dutch case. 4 Ramakrishna 

Mukerjee emphasizes the British need of new markets. 5 

Eric Stokes explains this to the need of bringing order and 

regulation to the decayed indioeneous revenue systems. 6 None 

of this denies the fact observed by Marx that the new 

systems like permanent settlement introduced private property 

in land. This caused a major upheaval in society. It faced 

the problems of emergence of elements of new society in the 

frame works of colonial. exploitation, in other words land 

systems in India were introduced with the intention of private 

property leading to economic development. But colonial 

policies of creating a permanent class with fixity of revenue 

in the absence of fixity in land holding and rent led to 

-- ~ 
3. Eric Stokes, the English Utilitarians anrl India,·clarerdan 

Press, Ox)6~~, 1959. ~ 

4. J .s .Furniyall, Colonial pi:Uicy and practice(Cambridge, 1948) 
and Nethe~ds India(Cambridqe, 1939) 

5. Ramakrishna Mukerjee, the Rise and Fall of East India 
Company,(Berlin, 1958) 

6. Eric Stokes,(ed) The Peasant and the Raj(Vikas, Delhi,1978) 



increasing rents, and mounting debts and evictions causing 

distress and agrarian revolt. It signified the revolt of 

Indian peasant against land systems, solicitious in intentions 

but exploitative in their effect on various strata of the 

peasantry. 

From a methodological point of view, however, P.C.Joshi 

as a social scientist, notes that the contribution of the 

British rule to development of enquiry into the land 

7 problem was three fold. · 

Firstly, questions relating to the character of the 

indiqenous land and revenue systems and their compatibility 

with economic and social progress were posed for the first time. 

Secondly, these questions marked the beoinnings of an 

intellectual effort at the level of both theorising and 

empirical investioations. At the theoretical level, thPse 

questions could not be taken up without initiating a oeneral 

debate on the basic conditions of economic and social progress 

on the one hand and the relevance of Western concepts and 

theorie~ of progress to Indian conditions on the other. 

Thirdly, these questions also created the need for 

precise and authentic data reqarding the institutional. 

framework of Indian society includinq its land and revenue 

7. P.C.Joshi-op.cit., pp 7-8 
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systems. The creation of agencies for data collection 

and the use of modern methods and techniques in economic 

and social surveys were some developments during this period. 

Land question became the focus of attention as a 

consequence of the needs of the East India Company to 

administer revenue system in a colonial setting. The 

colonial loot and plunder was the cause and consequence of 

this exercise. So, if one examines the method of survey 

minus the colonial setting it may have something positive. 

But for the massess affected by this exercise it meant 

pauperisation and spontaneous peasant revolts and general 

drama of 1857. This great event brought about a reversal 

of t~e assumption and premises of British P?licy in India. 

In pa~ticular, the mutiny marked an end to the era of 

maintenance of status quo in the institutional structure, 

specially the property structure. Henceforth, the aim of 

Bri~~sh Policy was to explore prospects of growth and 

development with in the given institutional framework. 

Thus there followed a period of caution as opposed 
' 

to the limited dynamism of the initial phase in the poli

tical sphere. This led to similar trend in the intellectual 

sphere. In place of a relatively uninhibited enquiry into 

all important aspects of the Indian e~onomic problem there 
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was new a -px~nc:e'd tendency towards restricting the scope 

of enquiry to such selected aspects as did not lead towards 

a sharp critique of British policies. As a result, questions 

relating to tee institutional structure evolved under British 

rule and its relation to economic backwardness were, by 

and large, excluded from the purview of all official 

enquiries and investigations while questions unrelated to 

the Brit~sh created institutional strucmure,were given 

exaggerated importance. The most important consequence of 

this shift in the focus of enquiry was that the study of 

agrarian strucL~e was relegated to the background in all 

important enquiries into the problem of agricultural back

wardness.9 

The most significant example of this shift was the 

Repoft of the Royal CoT~mission on Agriculture. This Commission 

was appointed in 1928 to make recommendations for the 

improvement of agricultture and to promote the welfare and 

prosperity of_the rural population. The scope of the 

'Commission's enquiry was, however, circumscribed by its terms 

of reference which directed the Commission not to make 

recommendations regarding the existing system of landowner

ship and tenancy or of assessment of land revenue and irri-

gation charges. Thus if the political requirements of the 

9. P .C .Josh~, Land Reforms :;ndia- page-9. 
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pre-Mutiny phase of the British rule brought into prominence 

the land problem and land policy as major problem areas for 

enquiry, the political situation after the Mutiny led to a 

decline in importance attacehed to these problem areas. 

If some light was thrown on the agrarian relationships, it 

is because of the close inter-relation of the agriculture-

economy with the agrarian strucbure. 

In the post-Mutiny period of British rule agrarian 

problems ceased to be the main focus of enquiry by the 

British rulers. With the decline of official interest on 

the ~grarian strucutre, the thread of agrarian research was 

resumed by the representatives of the emerging Indian nationa-

lism. The nationalists brought into prominence the land 

problem and land policy as major problem areas for study 

by making use of the information and insights scattered in 

official reports. It is imperative to take note of the 

intellectual contradiction between the 'nationalist' viewpoint 

on the one hand and the 'British Imperial' view point on the 

other on questions of India's poverty and backwardness. 

The response to the question of poverty which was posed 

vehemently by the nationalist opinion, took the form of 

what Myrdal has called, the 'colonial theory' of poverty 

and economic backwardness. 10 This theory tried to explain 

10. Gu~nar Myrdal, The challenge of World poverty, 
Penguin, London, 1970, p.17 
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India's poverty and backwardness without reference to the 

economic and social framework created undefBritish rule. 

Nehru's description of this attitude of British brings if \ 

out thus: " If India is poor, that is the fault of her 

social customs, her banias and money lenders and above all 

her enormous population". 11 

Land problem and land policy were proposed as crucial 

problem areas for intellectual enquiry by Indian nationalists 

from an early period. More especially, the concern · for-the 

agrarian strucutre and its effects on economic progress was 

a very important part of the institutional approach upheld 

by the early nationalists. Among them Ranade considered 

institutionalism to be the key for the development of an 

Indian political economy'. He questioned the view that the 

truths of economic science ••• are absolutely and demonstrafuly 

true and must be accepted as guides of conduct for all time 

and place whatever might be the stage of national advance. 12 

Ranade's v~ew suggests~.t the political necessity of pro

viding an effective critique of the 'colonial theory' led 

him towards questioning the very methodology and premises 

which were implicit in that theory. It led him towards 

exploring a new methodology and new premises so as to 

contribute an alternative theory which tried to establish 

a causal nexus between the institutional structure created 

by the British and the phenomenon of Indian economic back-

wardne55, 

11. Dorothy Norman, Nehru:· The First Sixty Years, vol-II/ 
Asia Publishing House, Bombay, 1965,p.556. 



From the premises and assumptions of the colonial 

theory Ranade makes a break in two important respects in 

explaining the backwardness of Indian agriculture. The 

colonial theorists underplayed if not ignored the question 

of institutional struou-tre. The colonial theorists dre~ 

attention to only such elements of the instituional structure 

e.g. religion and caste which according to them influenced 

the economy. In fact,, the role of.a retrogade land system 

in buttressing retrogade social relations was always over

looked. 

Unlike the colonial theorists Ranade tries to relate 

the backwardness of Indian agriculture to the economic basis 

of institutional structure viz. the retrograde system of 

land relations in India under which the state had become 

the super landlord leaving the landlords and tenants without 

any incentives or resources for agricultural development. 

Another significant intellectual advance made by Ranade 

distinguished him from colonial theorists(and even from 

Nationalist Agrarians of the later period). This was his 

emphasis on the link between agricultural regeneration and 

industrialisation. In his view lack of industrialisation 

thwarted agricultural regeneration by creating over pressure 

on land and thus by perpetuating the retrograde agrarian 

strucutre. Ranade, thus saw the two way relationship 
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between institutional structure and er:onomic backwardness. 

It is not only the form-er which caused the latter but latter 

also in turn reinforced the former. At the operational 

level therefore it was necessary to work on two fronts . 
rather than only one. 13 Restructuring of the institutional 

framework had to be combined with creation of new economic 

opportunities. In the absence of the latter the institutional 

structure of the old type would reappear in a new garb. 

Another nationalist critic of colonial theory was 

R.C.Dutt who atrributed agricultural backwardness to British 

created 'institutional framework of agricultural production', 

including land tenure, credit system, revenue system, marketing 

structure etc! 4 Dutt contributed insights into the inter-

connections and interactions between different elements of 

the institutional framework. He also indicated the scope 

as well as the limits of a land policy in the evils of the 

institutional framework. In concrete terms he also showed 

that lack of industrialisation accentuated basic evils of 

the agrarian structure including preponderance of tenancy 

and small size holdings. 

However, the analysis of the early nationalists, 

did not develop into a full-fled~ed exploration of an 

alternative institutional framework because, the early 

13. P.K.Gopalakrishna, Development of Economic Irleas in 
India, 1880-1950, Peoples publishinq House, Debhi; 
1959, pp.11 0-11. 

14. Ibid-pp.162-163 
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nationalists could not perceive the working of colonial 

system and constraints arising therefrom for economic development. 

Interest in land problem and land policy was thus a 

part of the emerging confrontation between the colonialist 

and nationalist standpoint. In the formative years of Indian 

nationalism this confrontation encompassed the interests 

of only a narrow section of Indian society which did not 

pose a major challenge to the dominant economic and political 

regime. The intellectual perspectives represented by the 

'ideolooues of this narrow section were also circumscribed 

by this basic class limitation. · The understanding of the 

relationship between Great Britain and India and of the 

internal class structure as conditio~ed by that relationship

this was an intellectual task to which not only the early 

nationalists but also their successions addressed themselves 

under the stimulating influence of nAw currents and forces 

in the socio-political sphere. The spread of nationalist 

awakening to newer social classes and strata anrl e~pecially 

to rural areas widened the social base of Indian nationalism. 

It heralrled a new epoch challengino the upper class and' 

urban dominance of India politics. 15 It initiated a new 

phase 

basis 

--
of ant~erialist 

includ±nf s~cially 
' " .I 

mobilisation on a much wider 

the Indian peasantry. 

15. For an account of the Urban Class interest represented in 
the national movement during early phase. See Pattaabi 
Sitaramayya- The History of Indian National Conoress, 
p.22-58. 
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The intellectual response to the new challenge resulted 

in sharp demarcation from the perspectives of earlier 

nationalists. Three clear approaches to the Indian economic 

problem crystall~~ed as a result of the critical appraisal 

of the early nationalist approach. These can be identified 

as the Gandhian approach, the radical-nationalist approach 

and the Marxist approach. 

In the bacKground of the rural awakening which 

characterised the anti-imperialist mobilisation under Gandhi, 

there also emerged a sharper perception of some of the basic 

aspects of the Indian economic problem and specially of the 

rural pro'-~blem. Even though Gandhi did not locate the basic 

contrdictions of the Indian rural society in the sphere of 

its land relations he provided insights into certain a~pects 

of the rural problem which eluded not only his predecessors 

but also his contemporaries as well as his successors. And 

here even thoqgh his prescriptions were not always sound 

and were sometimes backward looking, his prescript'ions were 

-eminently sound and of enduring significance. Among the 

many insights into the rural problem which Gandhi contri

buted the following are quite basic. 16 

Firstly Gandhi's main focus was on the village as the 

backbone of Indian society and on the positive tradition~. · 
. 1 '11 . t h . .lt/·;r ... of the tradi t1ona v1 age economy- 1 s emp as1s on 1n. fer- )· 

dependence and cooperation and balance between'small 
DISS 

16. P.C.Joshi, op.cit,pp.13 
- '\ ' 

v 

338.954 
Ah52 Ja 

!! ~ 1111 \! \ll\1\lllill\11 II II lll 
TH1589 
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industry, agriculture and social services which required 

to be preserved and reinforced. 

Secondly, Gandhi gave insight into all rural urban 

cleavag~in the context of foreign rule and critique of 

conceptions treating the rural economy as a hinterland of 

the urban areas. 

Thirdly, Gandhi gave jign~ficant critique of the 

parasitical nature of lKest~n~trialism from the point 

of view of overpopulated agrarian countries like India and 

the need for a new type of town-village interdependence • 

. foufthly, Gandhi gave a synthetic view of rural 

economic backwardness and the need for mQn~y-sided economic 
I\ 

technological, social, political and cultural innovations 

for rural uplift. 

Fifthly, Gandhi emphasised the human factor and man-

power mobilisation for development. 

Gandhi thus initiated the three fold transition in 

Indian life- from a partial to total con~rontation with 

imperialism, from urban to rural orientation of Indian 

politics and from main pre-occupation with the interests 

of the upper classes. of the ~ and the village to encompassing 

the interests of the masses in the course of political 

mobilisation. 17 This provided the basis for the emergence 

17. P.C.Joshi, " Developmental perspectives in India: 
Some Reflections on Gandhi and Nehru", in B.R.Nanda 
and V.C.~oshi(eds), Essays in Modern Indian History, 
Vika~, Delhi, 1972. 
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of radical nationalist and the Marxist perspectives which 

presented new perceptions and insights into the Indian 

economic problem. Both these perspectives focus attention 

on the gaps and inadequacies of the early nationalist and 

Gandhian approaches. 

A major consequence of this new ferment of ideas was 

a sharper perception of the relationship between Great 

Britain and India in politico-economi~ terms, that is to 

say, as a relationship between industrially developed 

metropolis and its agricultural hinterland. This represented 

a sharp break from the perspectives of early nationalists 

like Ranade and Dutt. It is important to note that the 

early nationalists did not regard the end of British rule 

as a necessary condition for independent economic development 

In fact, Kanade was of the view that despite some of the 

harmful consequences of British rule, India's contact with 

British represented " the beam of light which alone 
, 

illumines the surrounding. 

A totally different view of the British rule emerges 

from the writings of the later nationalists like Jawaharlal 

Nehru whom we will study in this work. Let us take this 

important observation: " Nearly all our major problems of 
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today have grOWJt up during British rule and as1 direct \ / 

result of British policy; the princes; the minority problem;·' 

various vested interests, foreign and Indian; the lack of 

industry and the neglect of agriculture;the extreme back-

wardness in the social servic~ and above all, the tragic 

poverty of the people". 18 

was a 

light 

In this backgro/,9~ the category of colonial economy 

t;remendous thevtical advance which shed ~hew 

on the phenomenon of Indian economic backwardness. 

Indian backwardness was no more regarded as simple backwardness 

of a country which had lagged behind in the economic race. 

It was now seen as backwardness of a country which had 

been reduced into a colony and which was exploited as 

a source of raw materials and as a market for the manu-

facturers of the dominant country~ The abolition of this 

backwardness was linked in the first stage with the 

abolition of the colonial system. Thus independent 

economic development and colonial status could not go 

together"With the new political imperatives the theory of 

Indian economic backwardness was reformulated as a theory 

of colonialism. 

18. Jawaharlal Nehru, The Discovery of India, London 
1946, p. 304 



The problem of land was no more projected as a 

problem of feudal land relations and social customs 

inherited from the pre-British period. The camplexity 
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of land problem was perceived as arising from the fact that 

India's land relations after British impact were neither 

feudal nor capitalist but belonged to a third i.e. 

"colonial" category. 

Colonialism exercised the most impartant influence 

in shaping the institutional framework of agriculture. 19 

By bringing about the deindustrialisation of the country 

it led to manpower over pressure on agriculture ahd conse-

quently to enormous competition for land. Further; Indian 

agriculture was drawn into the vortex of the market and 

commercialisation without much technological change. This 

latter circumstance together with the first pushed into 

prominence a conglomerate of landlord moneylenders-traders 

serving as the agency of colonialism and appropriating the 

surplus from the direct producers, without this surplus 

contributing to capital accumulation either in industry 

or agriculture. The chronically depressed sta~e of the 

agricultural economy was consequently regarded as inherent 

in the colonial economic system. Thus,in the new phase, 

the explanation of agricultural backwardness was also 

provided in terms of the theory of economic colonialism. 

19. P.C.Joshi, op.cit p.15. 
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If the accentuation of anticolonial consciousness 

represented the first major feature of both the radical

nationalist and the Marxist viewpoints, the growing awareness 

of internal class cleavage was another. While the first 

led to the identification of colonialism as an economic 

category, the latter led to a perception of some of the 

glaring class contradictions within the rural economy. Early 

nationalists like Ranade and Dutt had focussed attention 

mainly on the conflict of interest between the British 

rulers on the one hand and all the classes of Indian society 

on the other. It should be noted that even some of the 

British administrators in the earlier period and Indian 

traditionalists in the later period were inclined to 

regard the social structure of Indian village as community 

an~ from class conflict and based on inner homogeneity and 

cohesion. The new political wave led to the questioning 

of this view of harmony of interest between all classes 

underlying the conceptions of early n-ationalists20 as well 

as some of the British administrators. It brought to light 

the conflict of interest between different classes, specially 

the landlords, moneylenders and traders on the one hand 

and the peasants and landless masses on the other. Some 

of these social conflicts were also perceived as conflicts 

20. Bipan Chandra gives details of the early nationalist 
views on questions of land revenue, peasant and landlord 
peasant and moneylender, capitalist farming, agriculture 
and industry; in Rise and growth of Economic Nationalism 
in India, PPH, New Delhi,pp.394-494. 



between the.town and the village. Colonialism was now 

credited with having sharpened these cleavages which 
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existed in a latent form in the traditional social structure. 

The quest-ioning of the earlier assumption of the 

harmony of interest among classes and the grewing acceptance 

of the assumption of conflict of interest logically led to 

the third important development in political sphere. It was 

the questioning of the imperialist and the conservative 

nationalist prescriptions for economic development. 

The early nationalists had criticised British rule 

for its un-British approach towards problems of Indian de-

velopment. The introduction of a capitalist framework in 

both industry and agriculture was regarded by them as 

necessary for India's economic progress. The introduction 

of a capitalist framework both in industry and agriculture 

was regarded by them as necessary for India's economic 
' progress. The British had introduced some changes in this 

direction but opposed those other changes which would 

culminate in capitalist transformation. Thus the earlier 

nationalist and more specially Ranade considered economic 

development to be inseparable from the capitalist path 

of development. 21 They belonged to a period of ascendant 

21. Bipan Chandra .pp.487-88 
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capitalism in the West and during this period Western 

theorists enquiring into the wealth of Nations regarded 

capitalist institutions as indispensable for economic 

progress in all parts of the world. It is important to 

note that even Marx recognised its contribution to economic 

progress and seemed to believe that underdeveloped countries 

in Asia would have to traverse the same road for overcoming 

their economic backwardness.22 

When the early nationalists believed in the necessity 

of capitalism for economic progress, it was not because they 

were the apologists of capitalism but because they fully 

concurred with general values and beliefs prevalent in t 

historical period to which they belonged. Their ideas 

regarding the canditions of agricultural progress were a 

logical extension of their ideas regarding the conditions ~~L 
} :I 

of economic progress in general. Their thinking on the r--•JN<:~\.\:r 

land problem is therfore based on the incompatabili ty of \~ J ~ 

peasant agriculture with the demands of agricultural progress. 

The questioning of this basic assumption reflecting 

an anti-pea~t and pro-upper class bias was the third major 

development at the political level since the twenties of 

22. Marx, Capital, Vol-I, Preface 

~u-1 
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of the present century. Thinking an agrarian problem 

---· 
began to reflect a pro-peasant orientation from this period 

which provided stimulus to the search for a developmental 

perspective favourable to peasant interests. This is how 

the alternative to capitalism emerqed as a major intellectual 

challenge from this period. 

The political process brought to the fore-front four 

new and fundamental problem areas~ 3 

(i) The evolution of the semit- feudal agrarian 

structure as a consequence of the transformation 

of the Indian economy into a colony of the 

British Empire. 

(ii) The emeroence of the rural-urban cleavage as a 

major feature of the colonial economy 

(iii) The internal class structure of the Inrlian 

aqrarian society as conditioned by the three 

morles of PXploitation of the aqricultural producer 

throuqh landlordisum, usury and price mechanism. 

(iv) The ~on-relevance of the Western model of agricul-

tural transformation and industrialisation to India's 

predominantly agrarian economy and soceity dominated 

by ~mall producers and the groping for an alternative 

model suited to Indian conditions. 

"3• P.C.Joshi, op.cit.p.17 
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The radical nationalist and the Marxist position 

carne to converge in so far as both identified India as a 

colonial economy and the agrarian class structure as a 

semi-feudal class structure based on the triple modes of 

exploitation of the peasantry. But it is also important 

to identify the points of divergence between the two approach~~ 

The radical nationalists did not always try to analyse the 

phenomena of colonialism or feudalism in India with reference 

to a scientific methodology or theory. It had the elements 

of liberal outlook, nationalist identification in universalist 

frame and influence of Marxism. Therefore it may be 

impressionistic as well as theoretical and empirical or, 

as P.C.Joshi says~ their perception, therefore was more 

intuitive than theoretical, more impressionstic than 

ernpirical24• In contrast the Marxisutried to present 

'colonialism' and 'feudalism' as scientific-economic 

categories and to analyse the Indian situation in terms of 

Marx's class theory in general and Lenin's theory of 

imperalism in particular. While str~nger in general laws, 

the Marxists worked out their national specijics in the 

course of struggle, with elements of errors in relating 

24. • 1- Ibid. p-17 
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general laws and national specifics. The radical nationa-

lists' perception therefore could seldom go beyond vague 

and general indictment of imperialism. It was far removed 

from a scientific cfitique based on an understanding of the 

'laws ofmotion' of the colonial system. However, it can 

not be denied that radical nationalist and Marxist analysis 

indicted capitalism in their own ways and sought to fight 

it in their own ways. Another point of basic divergence 

was that the radical nationalists viewed the agrarian 

class structure in terms of a two-class model of landlords, 

money lenders and trad~rs on the one hand and the peasants 

on the other. They used the general term peasantry and 

tended to overlook the class distinctions within the broad 
25 peasant category. The Marxists in contrast, showed some 

awareness of the latent or emerging class stratification 

within the peasantry. They indicated how comercialisation 

coupled with 'certain pitiful attempts at carrying through 

agrarian refonns"' facilitated the 'gradual conversion of 

semifeudal landlordism into capitalist landlordism and in 

certain cases the establishment of a narrow stratum of 

kulak peasants26• They showed some perception of how the 

2 5 • · ·-.' ~·· .. -r.d Ibid p-1 7 
26. Sixtn'Congress of the Communist International, Revolutionary 

movement in colonies and semi colonies, PPH, Bomay,1928 
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upper layer of peasantry had potentialities of growing 

into a new exploiting class as employers of labour, money 

lenders and traders. The Marxists therefore anticipated 

the potentialities of confli'ct between the upper layers 

of the peasants on the one hand and the poor peasants and 

landless masses on the other. However one cannot ignore 

the fact that the Marxist analysis led them to regard upper 

sections of the peasantry as an ally in the anti-imperialist 

struggles. The nationalists of all hues were also intereted 

in using the peasant energies against imperialists advising 

them haltingly against feudals. For example, peasant 

movements under the Congress leadership in Bihar, Gujarat 

and U.P, Nehru's involvement in the peasant struggle in 

Eastern U.P brings home the man's desire to alleviate the 

misery of the peasants in 1920s without yet having a fully 

backed theoretical framework. 

Finally, the radical nationalists and Marxists both 

advocated drastic changes in land ·and revenue sys tern in 

favour ·of the peasant. This was in contrast to the view 
+c 

of early nationalists like Ranade who seemed ~rely on the 

dynamic landlord as the engine of development. But while 

both the radical-nationalists and Marxists supported peasant

oriented land-reforms, the former gave greater weight in 



their analysis to the interests of the rich and middle 

peasants. The latter on the other hand gave greater 

attention in their analysis to the interests of the poor 

peasants and the landless classes. 
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There was another important difference between the 

radical nationalists and Marxists. Marxists in India who 

took a very narrow view of the Marxian concept of class 

concentrated only on questions relating to the 'economic 

basis' and ignored questions relating to the 'superstructure'. 

The radical nationalists who had Bo such theoretical 

constraints or doctrina$ire bias gave adequate prominence 

to the problems created by caste, untouchability, religion, 

language and such other factors in rural society. 

As far as forms of struggle and methods of mobilisation 

are concerned, it can be said that on the question of anti-

feudal mobilisation the radical-nationalists by and large 

avoided the task of independent class mobilisation under the 
~ 

Indian National Congress. The Marxists ~ frinciple 

emphasised the necessity of class mobilisation of the 

peasants in Kisan Sabhas; sections of the radical nationalists 

were wedded to the principle of non-violence in the course 

of peasant mobilisation. The Marxists had no such commitment 



to this principle. The radical nationalists did not suffer 

from fetish of either violence or non-violence. 

We have so far tried to see how the political forces 

of Indian Nationalism threw up the agrairan problem into 

prominence. The leaders of Indian nationalism not only 

contributed penetrating insights into the nature of this 

problem but the views and counter views among politcal 

leaders indifferent phases of the nationalist movement 

helped to focus attention on different facets of this 

problem. The need for new theoretical perspectives and for 

empirical investigations was also felt most strongly by 

political leaders who had to grapple with praetical problems 

of ideological struggle and political mobilisation against 

imperialist rule. 

Radical nationalism as an ideology believes in the 

necessity of the twin objectives of nationalism and socialism. 

Nationalism as the only ideology of a colonial liberation 

movement addresses itself to the immediate necessity of the 

anti-imperialist struggle. But socialism which should be 

simultaneously espoused offers a content to the nationalismr 

:r, by advancing an economic ideology of social change. If 

these are taken to be the ingredients of radical nationalism 

Nehru was the first and the most outstanding of all radical 
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nationalists inside-the Congress and he became the intellectual 

leader of the socialists. For Nehru, socialism was not 

only essential but, for its su~ess, was dependent on the 

attainment of national independente. 

Nehru's activities were not confined to politics alone. 

He was among other things, a thinker, of high order. And 

even without his outstanding political work, resting on his 

literary works alone, he would, it seems, have earned the 

attention and interest of future genera4tions. But his 

literary works can not be separated from his political 

biography. He had a powerful sense of history and he turned 

to the past in order to understand the present and forsee 

the future. 27 He approached history asa~tionalist, without 

~prio~ unhistorical categories, looking for its inner 

meaning and logic. Nehru also looked at India's past in 

this way. He came to acknowledge the inner laws of historical 

development and thus took an important step towards ~.a 

realistic, one might almost say materialist understanding of 

the historical process. Thus recognition of objective laws 

led him to realise the ~irection of the historical process 

upwards in spiral, to understand it as an objective and 

progressive course of events preceeding from lower to higher. 

27. Discovery of India; OUP, New Delhi, pp-22-24 
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He adhered to the conception that the real agent of 

history is the people, and that the activities of political 

leaders should be subordinated to the struggle to satisfy 

the hopes and aspirations of the popular masses. Nehru 

stressed " The people were the principal actors and behind 

them, pushing them on, were great historical urges ••• 

But for that historical setting and political and social 

urges, no leaders or agitators could have inspiredfuem 

to action".28 

These views were definitely influenced by Marxism 

But he stDove to know and assimilate as much as possible 

of the experience accumulated by mankind and to select the 

best of it. Thus in political struggle, he sometimes used 

isolated premises from various philosophical systems, and 

this often prevented him from seeing their irrconcilability 

and their antagonism. And then he inevitably tended towards 

~lecticism, which he wanted at all costs to avoid. 29 

The direction of his political and social searches, 

the trends of their development, were fruitful and are still 

important today. In seeking an answer to the problems of 

the anti-imperialist struggle and the future of former 

colonies, Nehnu strove to keep in step with the times. 

28. Nehru, An Autobiography, London, 1936.p.272. 
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\ ;", .. 
Nehru imbibed tfie traditions of ancient Indian 

culture and the history of the national liberation movement, 

especially the philosophy and practice of Gandhiam. He 

assim~lated all that West European bourgeois liberalism had 
• to offer, receiving his edu~ation in Brit~in, and turned 

his disappointment to socialist ideas, at first in ~heir 

Fabian version. But naving once turned to the ideals of 

equality and social justice, he was bound to perceive, by 

force of his critical mind, many of the premises of scientific 

socialism. He eagerly studied th& theory and practice of 

scientific socialism and found much there that was applicab1e 

to India. Thus he was one of the first national liberation 

leaders unafraid of speaking of1 the -importance of Marxism-

Leninism. 

Underlining the influence of Marxism on him he wrote: 

" The theory and philosophy of Marxism lightened up many a 

dark corner in my mind. History carne to have a new meaning 

for me. The Marxist interpretation threw a flood of light 

on it, and it became an unfolding drama with same order 

and purpose, ho~soever unconscious, behind it. In spite 

of the appalling waste and misery of the past and the present 

the future was bright with hope, though many dangers 

intervened. It was the essential freedom from dogma and 

the scientific outlook of Marxism that appealed to rne~30 

30. Ibid pp.262-63 

" ? ' 
' . 
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Socialism attracted Nehru because of the revolutionary 

changes which it produced in Russia. This gave incentive 

for the unity of thought and action; Nehru saw the socialist 

transformation of society as the natural result of the 

world's historical development. He stressed that capitalism 

is no longer suited to the present age and that the world 

had outgrown it. At the same time he was one of the first 

leaders of the anti-colonialist movement to make quite clear 

that the movement towards socialism was a specific need for 

developing countre:il:s, an objectively predetermined road 

of progress for states liberated from imperialist rule, 

including India. The introduction of this aspect of 

internationalism was novel in India and if we leave aside 

communists, it was first introduced largely by Nehru.~1 

In his speeches regarding the social and economic 

policies of the ruling party of the Indian National Congress 

after independence, Nehru laid the main stress on the need 

for industrialisation and planning in order to ensure inde-

pendent national development and an improvement in the 

economy and in the welfare of the people. He said, 

"Broa41y our o~ective is to establish a welfare state with 

socialist pattern of society, with no great disparities of 

income and offering and equal oppo)jtunity to all11 •
32 

ML!L..~~p!.<.YJ 1'/f£ 
31. L.P.Sinha, The Left Wing in India,kp.333 

32. Jawaharlal Nehru's Speeches, September 1957 -April 1963 
Vol-4, Delhi, 1964,p.151. 



Although Nehru recognised the objective need for the 

reorganisation of Indian society along socialist lines, 

his understanding of the actual process, of the forms and 

methods of reorganisation betrayed his own specific, mainly 

subjectivistic idealist notions that came about as the 

result of the complex interplay of class contradictions in 

modern India,. as a result of the plurality of social 

structures and, most important of Nehru's undell$t.iimation 

of the special historic role of the working class as the 

bearer of the ideology of scientific socialism. 33 

The ~lignment of class forces in the nation liberation 

movement against British rule, and in independent India 

afterwards, restricted Nehru's chances of realising his 

subjective ideal in practice. 

~pr~'s ideas, and especially his practical politics, 

were ~ne-fabbly affected by the enormous number of unresolved ~. 
democratic tasks which faced India and created the basis 

'~ 
for the broad unification of national forces. He tended 

to absolutise the~mp&rary alignment of classes, which was 

determined by the particular level of the democratic move-

ment and correspondence to the aims of a particular stage, 

but which could not be retained if there was to be socialist 

33. Ulyanovsky-op.cit,p.204 
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transformation. Thus he was unwilling to admit that the 

struggle for socialism required a radically different class 

orientation and that in passing from general democratic to 

socialist goals the content, make-up and correlation to 

components of the united front of the period of the anti-

imperialist movement must change radically. 

Thus while he recognised the existence of classes 

and struggle, he proceeded from the thesis that class 

contradictions could be resolved through comproGmises and 

reforms based on class cooperation. He considered that 

conviction was enough to prevent the growth of influence 

of propertied and exploiting classes in theoonmtry's 

economic and political life. One is bound to notice in 

this a certain amount of liberal bourge'ois ideology, plus 

traces of Gandhi's utopian moralistic ideas. Thus towards 

fifties and sixties Nehru tried in vain to reconcile his 

recognition of class struggle with the Gandhian concept of 

class harmony, thus contradicting his own evaluations of 

previous years. 

This position owed enormously to the requirement 

- -- -.--------resulting from a political course largely determined by the 

conservative forces in the leadership of the multiclass and 

extremely heterogeneous ruling party- the Indian National 

Congress- forces that were consolidating their influence 

at that time, which subsequently led to the division of 

Congr~ss. 
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It weald be clear from the above discussion that 

Nehru • s treatment of Agr..arian and peasant question in 

India was dependent ~is overall i.deological formulations 

and also bore the impress of pragmatism of practical politics. 

Thus in practical politics, ideology and policies influenced 

each other. The chapters that follow, have been devoted 

to the study of these aspects ~f Nehru's ideology and 

policies with agrarian and peasant question as the 

focus. 
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CHAPTER - II 

NEHRU AND THE AGRARIAN QUESTION: 

I 

CAny study of Nehru, from the point of view of his 

economic ideology necessitates a focus on his socialism. 

Indeed it was an evolving ideology which reflected, from 

time to time, the needs and constraints of Indian nationalism. 

In tbis context, it would be useful to trace the developnent 

of his ideology from ~he early stage of its evolutio~~ 

~ehru's outlojk, during the early years of his life 

was shaped in his aristocratic family atmosphere by the values 

of secularism and ap~litical liberalism which characterised 

his father's outlook~ Right since his days of schooling in 
I 

England, he had curiosity in political events, both in 

England and India and this often helped him in a soft way 

to have his own judgements on politics. ~t is interesting 

to note that during his student days he had a dislike for 

moderate politcs in India because of the actionl~ss policies 

it produced, which was counter to the future of Indian 

nationalism. Although this feeling of emotional nationalism 
vJO.~ ti11J 

in Nehru was still W$-~, in terms of a definite ideological"ou:tUtt<. 

two traits are nevertheless clearly discernible in these 
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early days of his life1- his sympathy for the "underdog" 

which formed the basis for later day socialist outlook, 

and his love for action, as aaainst mere talk~. 
. ~ ) 

When he retun:r.:ed<rndia after completing his 

higher educat~ Britain, he was on the whole a cultured, 

sensitive man with wide interests and highly receptive to 

ideas, from whichever sources they came. (He had a logical 

mi~unaffected by religious mysticism and dogmas. In his 

two years stay in London he was influenced by the socialist 

ideas of Fabian variety'. With his sympathy for the under-
/. 

dog" he was interested in these ideas but in the field of 

politics it was nationalism that filled his mind. But 

to the urges and curiosities which Nehru had, moderate 

politics was no answer. 

~h~ biggest single event which overcame Nehru's 

hesitations and doubts was the coming of Mahatma Gandhi. 

In Gandhi's satyagraha and non-cooperation he found, at 

last, a programme of mass action which appealed to him. 

It was at this time that he made his entry into politics 

under Gandhi's leadership~ 
/ 

1 • R .c .Dutt, Sociali_sm of J awahar lal Nehru, New Delhi-1981 
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~bout this time, an event occured in his personal 

life, almost without his volition,which brought new light 

to him and changed his outbok. 

In may 1920, when he happened to be in Allahabad, 

he came in touch with the peasant masses. About two 

hundred pe2sants from the interior hac marched fifty miles 

to the city to acquaint the towns people with their 

conditions. Jawaharlal heard of this and went out to mee~ 

them. Later, on their insistence, he accompanied them to 

their villages. The result was revelation of rural conditions 
~~~-t..... 

of which the young Nehru had hitherto not bee~d~scribed 

in his own language~ 
/ 

~efore his visit to the rural areas Jawaharlal 

described his ~n attitude in the following words in his 

_§utobiography2 

" In 1920 I was totally ignorant of labour conditions 

in factories or fields, and my political outlook was entirely 

bourgeois. I knew, of course, that there was terrible 

poverty and misery, and I felt the first aim of a politically 

free India must be to tackle the problem of poverty. But 

political freedom, with the inevitable dominance of the 

2. Nehru, Autobiography, London 1936,p.49 
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middle class, seemed to rile the obvious first step". 

This attitude of inevitable middle class dominance in free 

India did not probably change, but after his visit to the 

villages he acquired a new awareness of his own responsi

bilities in the matter. He thus writes: 3 

"They showed their affection to us and looked upon us 

with loving and hopeful eyes, as if we were bearers of good 

things, the guides who were to lead them to the promised 

land. Looking at them and their misery and overflowing 

gratitude, I was filled with shame, shame at my easy-

going and comfortable life and our pet~y politics of the 

city which ignored this vast multi tude of semi-naked sons 

and daughters of India, sorrow at the degradation and 

overwhelming poverty of India. A new picture of India 

seemed to rise before me, . naked, starving, cv~shed and 

utterly miserable. And their faith in us, casual visitors 

from the distant city, embarrased me and filled me with a 

new responsibility that frightened me~. 

This impact on an honest, sensitive soul could 

not be ephemeral. Though Jawaharlal had as yet worked out 

no political or economic solutions to the problem of 

poverty11 though his mind) at this stage was filled mainly 



by nationalism which would inevitably lead to bourgeois 

dominance, the new sense of responsibility to the poor 

which, he thus acquired so early in his career left an 

impression on him all his life. It formed the basis of 

what came to be known as his "socialistic outlook". 

46 

~n the meantime, the socialist revolution ~ad 

already taken place in Russia. The developments in Russia 

had an impact on Nehru's and in a conversation with Tiber 

Mende he admitted that the Bolshevik revolution was to him 

"very exciting indeed". He further saict, 4 " Our sympathies 

were very much with Lenin and others, without knowing much 
I 

about Marxism. I had not read anything about Marxism by then)• 

~egarding the applicability of Russian experiment in 

India Nehru said that "if made me think of politics much 

more in terms of social change. It was not merely a nation

alist upsurge, or one against autocracy like the ~r• s rule, 

but a social change coming up in precise problems of demo-

cracy and authofitarianism did not trouble me, they did 

not come up befollie me. These developed in later years"l 5 
/ 

In the early twenties Jawaharlal was fully involved 

in the Gandhian movement. He was first imprisoned for a 

·period of about three months in December 1921. While he 

Lf. R · C.· D-14ft cp· ~'+· B 11 · 
s . -r b i c~) B l3 . 
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was still in gaol, however, Gandhi called off the non-co-

operation movement, after the violence in Chauri Chaura and 

Jawaharlal was bewildered initially to reconcile himself 

to work for Congress under Gandhi. He was imprisoned again 

after a short respite. 

The prograrr~e of non-cooperation which Gandhi had 

initiated had answered Jawaharlal's keen desire for action. 

The insistence on nonviolence, and even more·so, the import-

ance attatched to the right means satisfied his sense of 

higher values. Indeed, all the best of the British values 
~ 

that he had imbibed as ~en~ in Britain, the sense 

of honour, the liberal values of human dignity and democracy 

responded to Gandhiji's call. 

0s he recorded in his Autobiography6 : "what I admired 

was the moral and ethnical side of our movement of satyagraha. 

I did not give an absolute allegiance to the doctrine of 

non-violence or accept it for ever, but it attracted me 

more and more ••• The spiritualisation of politics, using 

the word not in its narrow religious sense- seemed to me 

a fine idea. A worthy aim should have worthy means leading 

upto it. That seemed not only a good ethical doctrine but 

sound practical polibcs, for means that are not good often 

6. Auto~iography, op.cit.p.73 
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defeat the end in view and raise new problems and difficulties,V 

It was not merely in regard to the doctrine of non

violence, however, that Jawaharlal differed from Gandhi 

even at this stage of his life. His predominant feeling 

in the early twenties was nationalism, thl'ough fresh r_eading 

was crystalising the socialist ideas in his head. Jawaharlal's 

nationalism had however, taken him a step further than 

Gandhi. He·re~arded British imperalism as ari evil and 

wan~ed India to severeall connection with it. He stood 

for complete independence, and he expressed himself strongly 

on this issue, though he did not at this stage press o~ 

the acceptance of this view by the Congress. In his pre-

sidential address to the U.P conference in October 1923 

he made his position clear. 7 

\" ••• I am convinced that the proper and right goal for 

India is independence. Anything short of it, whether it is 

styled Dominien rule or partnership in the British common 

wealth of Nations or by any other name is derogatory to the 

dignity of India. There can be no peace or friendship bet

ween India and England except on the basis of perfect equality, 

and this equality can not be gained so long as India remains 

7. R.C.Dutt.op.cit.p24 
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an appendage of the British Empire11
., lie added later 

" I am not desirous of changing the Congress creed at this 

stage. This would give rise to unnecessary debate and 

controversy and might narrow the Congress and exclude some 
8 people. Let us keep the Congress open for all" • 

The last part of the statement is worthy of note for 

it is this desire to keep the Congress open for all that 

prev.ented Jawaharlal at various stages in his career from 

Jarlafiing and p~suing the courses which his personal. 

inclination and judgement indicated. 

(the embers of socialistict ideas raised other doubts 

and other questions in his mind, but he left theses doubts 

unresolved and questions unanswered. They were allowed to 

be submerged by his nationalist emotion and his desire 

to sacrifice hims~lf, if need be, for the cause) An 

interesting comment on Nehru, as he was in the early 

twenties, is furnished by a foreign correspondent who 

interviewed him in Lucknow ~trict Jail in October 1922 

on behalf of the Manchester Guardian: " The desire to 

make a sa.crifice had evidently been and still, I think
1 

was very strong in him ••• But though the man's intellegence, 

refinement and patriotism were very apparent I failed to 

get from him any idea of how he proposed to win "swaraj" 

a. Ibid-pp-24-25 
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II 9 
or what he proposed to do with it when he had won it. 

~he predominance of the nationalist feeling in 

J awaharlal at this stage undoubtedly delayed development 

of his socialist thoughts, of which he had acquired a 
•. 

Fabian background in England. It is true that his experience 

of rural poverty in his pr6dnce as well as the happenings 

in Russia had rekindled his interest in socialism, but 

it was his latent boyhood nationalism which now found 

an outlet in the Gand0ian programme that occupied his mind 

fully. He was content to make social change await achieve-

ment of independence, and was not willing to parsue a 

socialist programme emphasising class conflict, lest. 

it affect the unity of the nation which he considered so 

necessary for the national struggle. 13 
&here was indeed a measure of validity in according 

nationalism overriding priority, in giving of preference 

over social change. The first necessary condition of any 

social change in the Indian context was the overthrow of 

British imperialism. Unfortunately, though a necessary 

condition, it was not also a sufficient condition for social 

9. Report of the interview reprinted in the Bombay chro
nicle dated 26 December 1922 and quoted by S.Gopal 
in his Biography of Jawaharlal Nehru, Vol-I.(OUP). 

(p.69). . 

10. R.C.Dutt.op.cit,p-26 
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change. National independence achieved without conscious

ness of class interests could well result in foreign 

imperial~ interests being replaced by national bourgeois 

capitalist interests. It is the awareness of this 

danger that underlies thesocialist emph_asis on the class 

interests o~ deprived sections of the!population, which 

made J awaharlal himself in subsequent years emphasise the 

socialist content of the struggle against imperialism. 

For the present, however, he was content to overlook the 

danger, and to view the national struggle and class struggle 

as different and dist~ct steps in the historical process, 

&ne to follow the other. This was the nature of his 

ideological development up to the middle of the twentiesJ 

([he turning point in Jawaharlabmental development 

was the invitation to help in organis~ng and participating 

as the representative of the Indian National Congress in 

the International Congress Against colonial oppression and 

Imperialism held at Brussels in February 1927. Nehru's 

participation in the Brussels Congress undoubtedly marked 

an important stage in the development of his thoughts. His 

mind was receptive, as indeed it continued to be till the 

end of his days, and the fact that he was for the first 

time brought in physical contact not merely with anti-
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imperialis~but also with those who spoke for the peasants, 

the workers and other hitherto deprived sections of the 

community, in fact with socialists of all hues, not 

merely Marxists and commun~s, who made a deep impression 

on him. This impact he carried into subsequent years, and 

developed further by wider reading, deeper thinking and 

broader experience. It would, however, be wrong to create 

the impression that Jawaharlal broke.into Marxist termino

logy or suddenly displayed an unusual interest in Marxism 
. 1 1 

at the Brussels Congress • On the other hand, he had doubts 

about the possibility of coordination of national interests 

with labour interests abroad, about the possible dictation 

by the communist International, and considerable hesitation 

about the concept of socialism being accepted by his party 
12 

at home. After Brussels Congress Nehru made a brief 

visit to Russia and was impressed by the Soviet system and 

the theory and philosophy that guided it and thus found many 

things in Russia which Inuia could emulate~ 
/ 

~ehru describes his outlook after his return from 

Europe thus13 •••" the sense of inner conflict and frustra-

tion that had oppressed me so often previously was, for the 

11~ This position is established by Micheal Brecher, Nehru's 
official biographer in Michael Breacher, Nehru- A political 
Biography(pp-110 and 112) 

12. R.C.Dutt, op.cit 

13. Autobiography p.166 
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time being, absent. My outlook was wider, and nationalism 

by itself seemed to me definitely a narrow and insufficient 

creed. Political freedom, independence, were no doubt 

essential but they were steps only in the right direction; 

without social freedom and socialistic structure of society 

and the state, neither the country nor the individual could 

develop much". Jawaharlal, on returning to India plunged 

into Congress politics at the Madras session of the Indian 

National Congress. Hereafter he entered politics not 

only with enthusiasm but indeed with a changed out~lobk 
t . 

moving resolutions which demanded 

endence but gave economic content 

not only 

to it~ 14 
/ 

complete indep-

(the outlook which Nehru bnought to bear on the Madras 

Congress was not only new and unfamiliar to the Indian 

scene, but was in fact much in advance of contemporary 

opinion. He was thinking on socialist lines, and though 

he disclaimed to be a pioneer in this field in India, 

socialism·was not a familiar concept in the Congress 

circles then. This along with personal populaiity of 

Nehru ensured their easy passage, but the passage of these 

resolutions was not by itself of any significance. What 

,was of much greater concern to the then leadership of the 

1 4. R .c .Dutt, pp. op. cit 43-44 
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Congress was/ these new ideas, if unchecked, would filter 

down in due course and upset the established ideas. Gandhi 

shared this concern and chided Nehru for "~oing to~5 

It was at this point that both Nehru and Gandhi rjfised/~d 
{6 / 

made clear the differences that separated them(_~mough 

the belief in Gandhi's indispensability for the national 

movement kept Nehru from any thought of formal parting~ 
/ 

~uring 1928, 1929 and until Civil Disobedience 

commenced in 1930 Jawaharlal travelled a great deal all 

over the coun~ry presiding over 

students' Conferences and Youth He writes: 

"Every where I spoke en political in ependence and social 

freedom and made the former a step towards the attainment 

of the latter. I waited to spread the ideology of socialism 

especially among Congress workers and the intellegentna, 

for these people, who were the backbone of the national 

movement, thought largely in terms of the narrowest 

nationalism" 1? 
These speeches of Nehru are of great interest. They 

present a study in contrast to his earlier speeches before 
' 

/ 

his visit tp Europe when he had been an outlet for his 

energy and his yearnings in the Gandhian movement. (The 

main features of the socialist thinking he had now adopted 

are worthy of note. 18 

15. Ibid- p.46 
16. Ibid- pp.46-47 

17. Autobiography op.cit.p.182 
18. R.C.Dutt.op.cit.pp.48-53 
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First, he was strongly in favour of complete indepen

dence and was opposed to Dominion Status or to any other 

arrangement within the British Empire and he emphasised 

the relation between imperialism and capitalism. Secondly 

he recognised the existence in capitalist societies not only 

of conflict of class interests but also of class conscious-. 
ness as determining factors in attitudes of different 

classes. 

Thirdly, his statements and speeches during the 

period make it clear that while he did not at any stage 

accept the methods of communism, he accepted its aims and 

ob~jectives and regarded the capitalist system, based on 

the private profit motive and~ comptttbn, as inequitable. 
- .\ 

He wanted the system to be replaced by a socialist system 

based on cooperation, and a freedom of each individual 

to develop according to his capacity) 
( / 
~Fourthly, he recoqnised nationalism as a sentiment 

which evoked strong emotional response in the country, while 

few people here have heard of socialism and consequently 

they fear it". He did not, however, accept the criticism 

that socialism with its emphasis on class conflict would 

raise discordant voices and thus retard the national 

movement. On the contrary he felt that national movement, 
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to be successful, needed sanction, and sanction would be 

forged only if the support of thepeasants and the workers 

could be enlisted by placing before them programmes which 

they consider worth the struggl:) 

(!his desire to enlist the masses in a national 

struggle with social overtones, directly relevant to 

their social condition, led Jawaharlal to a concept of the 

struggle basically different from the struggle condu.cted 

by the Indian National Congress. Freedon~to Jawaharlal 

had a social as much as political content. Without the 

former the latter had no meaning. 

The view Nehru held at this stage of his life can 

also be judged from his activities and from the attitudes 

he adopted to»wards the concrete situations which eroase 

from time to time. Following the Madras Congress he orga-

nised an independence for India league as a pressure group 

within the Congress. The object of the League was not 

only to compaign for independence, but as 

Dev, fune of its sponsors, put it, "it has 

reconstruction of society on a new basis~ 

not satisfied with political independence 

Acharya Narendra 
/ 

among yts objects 

The leauge;is 

only".~~wever, 
the league did not make much progress\ S~imilarly, the 

./ 

19. Nehru, A Bunch of Old Letters,pp.72-73 
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Madras Congress also approved of Jawaharlal's proposal to 

make the Congress an assotiati~~of the League against 

Imperialism. But giving his endorsement to Nehru report 

which was drafted ~n~his father Motilal ~u's chairman

ship he alienated himself from the lea~~ater. In the 

wake of labour trouble in the industr~and mining areas 

during 1928 and 1929, he was dra~n into Trade Union 

movement although his venture had no lasting effect on 

it. Nonetheless it illustrates his own desire to forge 

a link between the national and the labour movements, 

to the mutual advantage of both, in accordance with the 

views expressed at the Brussels Congress. When the 

Nehru report was rejected by the government Jawaharlal 

became busy preparing the country organisationally and 

~psychologically for the coming struggle. ~hile continuing 

his socialist progagandq~ he also got a resolution passed 

at his instance in the U.P Congress of action to the AICC 

meeting on 25 May 1929 at Bombay. Though the AICC considered 

it unncessary at that stage to stand committed to a 

detailed programme of action they accepted its preamble20 

which emphasised on the need to make revolutionary changes 

in the economic and social structure of society\ 
/ 

20. R.C.Dutt.op.cit pp.58-59· 



During the Meerut conspiracy he exerted himself 

a great rieal, especially in tryirig to collect funds 

both from within the country and from abroad for th~f nee 

f th -' . t. A t t f h. t. . -1" j o e accusen commun1 1es. es o _ 1s an 1-1mp a f-'sm 

came wheh he was confronted with the signing of the Delhi 

manifesto for he had to sign it after much careful thinking 

and as a result his link with the league aoainst imperialism 

was broken. 

([he last scene in the long period of wait a.nrl prepara

tion from the end of the non-cooperation movement was 

enacted at Lahore. Jawaharlal, who had campaigned for 

socialism for the last two years and had vir~1ally been 

accepted as the leader of the youth in the country had 

been elected the president of thP Congress. Thus for 

t~~rst time socialist views were heard from the presidential 

G
r/um of the Congress: 

" I must confess that I am a socialist and republican 

and am no believer in kings and princes, or in the order 

which produces the modern kings of industry, who have 

greater powers over the lives and fortunes of men than 

even the kings of old, and whose methorls are predatory 
' 

as those of the old feudal aristocracy". 2~ 

21. Ibid p.62 
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~eferring to the peasantry and labour, Jawaharlal 

repudiated the theory of trusteeship though it was held 

by no les~ a person than Gandhi. " Paternalism in 

industry or in land is but a form of charity with all 

itsG~~s and its.utter incapacity to root out the 

evi • The new theory of trusteeship which same 

advocate, is equally barren ••• The sole trusteeship that 

can be fair is the trusteeship of the nation and not 

of one individual or a group". 22 

He ended up by urgirva' the countrymen to "forge sanctions 

to enforce the nation's will". To him this was not merely 

national independence but a socialist transformation of 

society. Thus, the views Nehru expressed at this period 

of his life advocated social ownership and control over the 

means of production and distribution, peasant proprietorship 

in land, social equality and a government in the interest 

of the masses of the country) 
J 

~!though in practicGl politics Nehru's views would 

encounter differences and opposition,;in his,_eS'pousal of 
-

them he however preserved their logical purity. Thus he 

always developed and recorded his thought. The clearest 

statement of his views are contained in an essay he 

wrote in 1933 called "whether India"? 23 This essay 

22. Ibid-p.62 

2 3. Nehru, .Recent Essays and writings; also selected 
works-vol-6 



t.s 
shows~perspective, not only on the question of national 

liberation but also the question of social freedom which 

was inextricably linked with it. "Again whose freedom 

are we particularly striving for, for nationalism covers 

many sins and in~ludes many conflicting elements ? There 
' . 

is the feudal India of the princes, the India of big 

Zamindars, of small Zamindars, of the professional 

classes, of the agriculturists, of the bankers, of the 

lower middle class, of workers. There are the interests 

of the foreign capital and those of home capital, of 

foreign services and haMe service~. 

~xamining the limitations of the narrow nationalism 

of the middle class origin he says:) 

"The nationalist answer is to prefer home interest 

to foreign interests but beyond that it does not go. It 
___.-·/ 

tries to avoid disturnin~the class division or the social 
~ 

status·quo. It imagines that the various interests will 

somehow be accomodated when the country is free. Being a 

middle class movement nationalism works chiefly in the 

interest of that class. ~t is obvious that there are 

serious conflicts between various interests in a country 

and every law, every policy which is good for one interest 
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may be harmful for another. What is good for Indian 

Prince may be throughly bad for the people of his state 

what is profitable for the Zamindar may ruin many of his 

tenants, what is demanded by foreign capital may crush 

the industries of the country~. 
) 

Thus it was important to recognise the essence of 

social freedom in relation to the specific classes. 

"We can not escape having to answer the question, 

now or later, for the freedom of which class or classes 

in India are we especially striving for ? Do we place the 

masses, the peasantry and woz:kers, first or some other 

small class at the head of our list"? 

~hile Nehru accepted the basic Marxist analysis of 

the historical process he did not give up the liberal 

value of freedom: 

"Let·us give the benefit of freedom to as many groups 

and classes as possible but, essentially who do we stand 

for, and when a conflict arises whose side must we take ? 

To say that we shall not answer that ~uestion now is 

itself an answer and taking of sides, for it means that 

we stand by the existing order, the status quo". 



The achievement of freedom therefore lay in dive•sting 

the vested interests. Thus if an indegebous government 

took the place of foreign government and kept all the 

vested interests intact this would, according to him, hot 

even be the shadow of freedom) 
/ 

~ypical of the Marxian analysis of the thirties, 

he ·not only regarded the recumng crisis and depression 

as a feature of capitalism, but the Great Depression of 

the thirties and the rise of Fascism as marking the 

evening of capitalism. The difference between the East 

and the West, he thought indicated the different stages 

of economic growth. As regards nationalism he felt it was 

"still the strangest force in Asia ••• But the powerful 

economic force working for change in the world today have 

influenced the nationalism to an ever increasing extent 

and everywhere it is appearing in socialist garb. 

Gradually the nationalist struggle for political freedom 

is becoming a social struggle for economic freedom". 

Indeed, he ended the essay with ~ optimistic 

answer to the question he posed in its title earlier: 

"Surely to the great human goal of social and economic 

equality and to the ending of all exploitation of nation 

by nation and class by class, to national freedom within 



the framework of an international cooperative socialist 

world federationj. 

thus Nehruts ideology as we have examined from the 

above writing was shaped by many dimensions of his basic 

his 

as 

re meticulously synthesised. Micheal Brecher 

grapher, has referred to his four beliefs 

him 

Western liberalism'consisting of individualism 

and democracy; 

(ii) _Socialism-social and eonomic equality to be 

achieved through planning; 

(iii) Gandhism-the method of morally sanctioned non-

violent change; and 

(iv) Nationalism. 

However, Brecher gives the impression that these were 

four different strands of thought, not adequately synthesised 

But at least until he assumed authority and thus became 

subject to the constraints of practical politics, not only 
oJso 

in the domestic but in the international context, the 
" 

predominant value that he cherished was that of socialism~ 
/_ 

(Gandhism in its moral aspect certainly influenced 

Jawaharlal. He stated once that the insistence on worthy 

means to abhieve worthy ends was not only a good moral 



principle, but good strategy too. As regards non

violence, however, he never concealed the fact that 

he did not gotthe whole length with Gandhi and he had no 
. I\ 

ideologica~ inhibition to change this social structure 

by violence or coercive means. 

Finally, abovt nationalism, Jawaharlal was 

undoubtedly a nationalist in the Indian context. He 

believed tha~ nationalism was a narrow creed which was also 

associated in the world with Fascism and Imperialism, and 

that he was a nationalist with these issues in mind. 

Apart from these,.Nehru's belief in scientific 

socialism is of importance. He was attracted to it partly 

because of its explanations of the process of history and 

of modern conditions appealed to him, but mainly because 

it was scientific and therefore ffiree from dogmas. 

As years passed on, however, even before indepe-

ndence, while his basic views did not change, a certain 

mellowness entered his make up and his emphasis on different 

aspects of his thoughts change~ 

(!akin~ the late twenties as the divide in 

Nehru's career from the point of view of ideological 

definiteness, his perceptions on economic issues can be 

examined. It is important to note that in Nehru's 
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politically active career, after this 

. pr£uncem 

p{ tions on 

written contribution and his speeches a 

offering the revealing dimensions of 

economic problems in which agrarian and peasant question 

' claimed the most important position. The major works of 

Nehru, The Glimpses of World History, An Autobiography 

and ~he Discovery of India were all written after 1930 

the first in 1933, the second in 1935 and the third in 

1944. Many other writings--and also his speeches which 
-

scatter ~v~i his long career are important in this regard~ 

~~ld not be difficult to examine his views on agrarian 

and peasant questions based on these sourc~. 
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~ehru's perceptions on all the questions relating 

to Indian society was based on his sense of history. Thus 

it was from this perspective that he viewed India's present. 

Both the elements of continuity and those of change are 

important to his understanding. He writes: 11 We have 

been changing continually throughout the ages and at no 

period were we the same as in the one preceding it. Today, 

radically and culturally, we are very different from what 

we were, and all around me, in India as elsewhere, I see 

change marching ahead with giant's stride. Yet I can not 

get over the fac~ that Indian and Chinese civilisations 

have shown an extrodinary staying power and adaptability 

and , in spite of many changes and crises, have succeeded 

for an enormousspan of years, in preserving their basic 

identity11 • 2~ 
Thus refe~ng to the specificity of the civili

sation that was built up in India he says, 

"The civilisation that was built up here was 

essentially based on stability and security, and from this 

point of view it was far more successful than any that arose 

in the West. The social structure, based on caste system 

25. Discovery of India,p.144 



and joint famil~es, served this purpose and was successful 

in providing social security for the group and a kind of 

insurgence for the individual who by reason of age, infirmity 

or any other incapcity was unable to provide for himself~2~ 

(rhe caste system as an essential feature of 

Indian village life, as Nehru viewed, throge even till the 

present day because of the unifying role it played in 

holding the Indian village life together. However the 

rigidity which it came to a~quire later on was prompted 

by invasions and other troubles and the rigidity became 

counter productive to the earlier ahos of unity. 27 But 

Indian civilisation nontheless remained accomodative 

through the ancient and medieval times and synthesised the 

elements that came from outside with those already within. 

The common cultural background which was thus created gave 

India an impress of unity inspite of its diversit~. At the 

root of the political strucutre was the self governing 

village system, which endured at the base "while kings 

came and wentn.28 The power of the State, however despotic 

in appearance, was curbed in a hundred ways by customary 

and constitutional restraints, and no ruler could easily 

interfere with the rights and privileges of the village 

community~ 
.J 

26. Ibid, p.144 

2 7. Ibid, p. 1 45 

28. Ibid,p.145 



Thus while the elements of continuity throve 

for centuries they, for the first time met with challenge 

from British rule. As Nehru writes, 

" The impact of Western culture on India was the 

impact of a dynamic society, of a 'modern' consciousness 

on a static society wedded to medieval habits of thought 

which, however sophisticated and advanced in its own way 

could not progress because of its inherent limitations. 

And, yet, curiosly enough the agents of this historic process 

were not only wholly unconscious of their mission in India, 

but as a class, actually represented no such procesa. In 

England their class fought this historic process but the 

forces opposed to them were too strong and could not be 

held back. In India t~Y had a free field and 'Nere success

ful in applying the b~akes to that very change and progress 

which, in the larger context, they represented. They 

encouraged and consolidated the position of socially 

reactionary groupeg in India". 29 

(Thus the classes which were agents of change in 

Britain became the hurdles in the way of similar change in 

India and whatever changes took place inspite of them, were 

the unexpected consequences of their policy. Introduction 

---------------------------------
29. Discovery of India; p.291 
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of railway, for example was a big step towards a change 

of medieval strucutre. Nehru writes, "Change came to 

India because of this impact of the West, but it came 

almost in spite of British in India. They suceedee in 

slowing down the pace of change to such an extent that 

even today the transition is far from complet~~ 30 

The fQa,.dal landlords and their 1~who came 
I I 

from England to rule over India had the landlord's 
\~ 

view of the world. To them India was a vast estate 

belonging to the East India Company and the landlord was 

the best and the natural representative of his estate and 

his tenants. 

The earliest......-ofln:i:-: tates to ~ under 

/ ------Sri tish rule was Be~.§.l.:ana;;;:.-i·r-~~ly based on 

the 

its 

exploitation th~Industrial revolution took shape in Britain· 

~ith the developments in industrial techniques in England 

a new class of industrial capitalis~rose there, in whose 

interest the British policy was designed in a way that 

Indian goods which were initially imported to British were 

excluded from Britain by legislation. Thus started a 

process of breaking up the Indian industries to make the 

~:dian market safe for British good~ 

30. Ibid, p.291. 
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"(!. vacuum was created which could only be 

filled by British goods, and which led to rapidly increasing 

unemployement and poverty. The classic type of modern 

colonial economy was built up, India becoming an agri-

cultural colony of industrial England, supplying raw material 

and providing markets for England's industrial goods". 31) 

(!he liquidation of artisan class led to unemploy

ment on a prodigious scale. Thus removed from industry . ' 
millions of artisans and manufacturers turned to land. 

The pressure on land grew giving rise to fall in standard 

of living. This movement back to land of artisans and 

craftsmen led to an evergrowing disproportion between 

agriculture and industrj. Agriculture became more and 

more the sole busines~ of the people because of the lack 

of occupation and wealth producing activities. Nehru 

describes the consequence of this burden on agriculture thus: 

"The crisis in industry spread rapidly to the 

lan-d and became a permanent crisis in agriculture. Holdings 

became smaller and smaller, and fragmentation proceeded to 

an absured and fantastic degree. The burden of agricultural 

debt grew and ownershi,P .of land often passed to money

lenders. The number of landless labourers increased by 
I 

31. Ibid.p.299. 
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by the million. India was under an industrial capitalist 

regime, but her economy was largely that of the precapita

list period, minus many of the wealth-producing elements 
' of that precapitalist economy. 5he became a ;>ostive agent 

of modern industrial capitalism, suffering all its ills and 

with hardly any of its advantages". 
3
' 

(Prior to the adv4nt of British rule the basis 

of Indian economy was the village community with its 

transitional de~ision of labour and without the British 

rule, it would have come under the influence of the world 

capitalism. But the change that took place under British 

rule was not a norm-al development and it· disintegrated the 

whole economic and stru~ural basis of Indian society. 

11 Asystem which had so~ial sanctions and controls 

behind it was a part of the people's cultural heritage was 

suddently and forcibly changed and another system, admini

stered from outside the group was imposed. India did not 

ceme into a world market but became a colonial and agri

cultural appendage of the British structure. 33 

The village community, thus was disintegrated, 

losing both its economic and administrative functions. The 

village communities had everything they wanted, within 

-----·---------------------------
32. Ibid, p.300 
33. Ibid, p.303 
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themselves and resmbled little republics enjoying their 

own freedom and independence. The distinction of village 
0 

industries was a powerful bl~ to these communities. The 

balance between industry and agriculture was upset the 

traditional division of labour was broken up and numberous 

stray individuals could not be easily fitted into any 

group activity. 

A more direct blow to the village community, 

according to Nehru came from the introduction of the land

lord system, changing the whole conception of ownership 

of land.
34 

This conception had been one of communal owner-

ship, not so much of the land as of the produce of the 

land. Taking the step deliberately~easons of their own, 

as it appeared, the British governors themselves represent-

ing the English landlord class, introduced something 

resembling the English system in India. At first they 

appointed revenue-landlords. Thus the village community 

was deprived of all control over the land and its produce; 

what had alwav~ been considered as the chief interest and 
lew 

concern that community now becQl.Tle the private property ·of 
" 

the newly created landowner. This led to the breakdown of 

the community, and the cooperative system of services and 

functions began to disappear gradually) 
' / 

34. Ibid, pp-303-304; 
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The introduction of this type of property in land 

was not only a great economic change, but it went deeper and 

struck atfue whole Indian conception of a cooperative 

group social structure thereby giving rise to the class 

of land owners and the communal cleavage based on ownership. 

A new class, the owner of land appeared; a class 

created by, and therefore to a large extent identified with 

the British government. The break-up of the old system 

created new problems and probably the beginni's of the 
35 

new Hindu-Moslem problem can be traced to it. 

\Big landowners, were created by the British after 

their own English pattern, chiefly because it was far easier 

to deal with a few individuals than with a vast peasantry. 

The objective was to collect as much money in the shape of 

revenue, and as speedily, as possible. If an owner failed 

at the stipulated time he was immediately pushed out and 

35. (The lnndlorn system was flrst introduced in Bengal 
and Bihar under the system known as Permanant Settlement. 
It was later realised that this was not advantageous 
to the State as the land revenue harl been fixerl and 
could not be enhanced. Fresh settlements in other 
p~rts of India were therefore made for a period only 
and enhancements in revenue took place from time to 
tim~. The extreme rigour applied to the collection 
of revenues resulted, especially in Bengal, in the 
ruin of the old landed aentry, and new people from 
business classes took their place. Thus Bengal became 
a province of Hindu landlords, while their tenants 
though both Hindu and Moslem, were chiefly the latter. 
Nehru's ideas on communalism came to be based on 
this socio-economic unnerstandina~ 

/ 
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another took his place. It was also considered necessary 

to create a class whose interests were identified with 

the British. For the fear of revolt filled the minds of 

British officials in India. 

British rule thus consolidated itself by creating 

nPW classes and vested interests which were tied up with 

that rule and pri.vileqes which depended on its continuance. 

There were thelland owners and the princes, and th§f~SSe 

a lc1rge number of subordinate members of tn~~;'~~r? l') 
~ 

various departments of ~overnrnent, from the patwari, the 

village headman, upwards. Tbe two essential branches of 

~overnment were the revenue system and the police. At 

the head of both of these in each district was the collector 

or district magistrate who was the ljnchpin of the 

administration. These momentous changes brought ahout 

by British policy in land, worsened the lot of Indian 

peasantr:i) 

~ehru•s understanding of agrarian conditions in 

India embrace their various dimensions such as how the 

lot of Indian peasant grew steadily worse and how he was 

exploited by every one who came in contact with him, by ;{ 

tax gatherer5, and landlord and bania and the planter a ~~:- " 

his agent, and by the biggest bania of all, the British I 
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government, actina either throuah the East India Company 

o~ directly. At the basis of all this exploitation lay 

the policy deliberately pQt"sued by the British in India. 

The destruction of cottaqe industries with no effort to 

replace them by other kinds of industry, the driving 

of the unemployed on land; landlordism; the plantation 

system, heavy taxation on land resulting in exorbitant :' 

rent cruelly collected; the forcing of the peasant to the 
~..u-~~ 

money-4from whose iron grip he never escaped; innumerable 

ejections from land for inability to pay rent or revenue 

in t;me and above all the perpetual terrorism of policeman 

and taxaatherer and landlor_d..!..s-agen-t-and. fac.tory agent whic '/ 

almot~~ and saul that the Indian / 

~nt possessed, -constituted thus the main features of 

Indian agrarian and peasant problem_:) 

~ehru's understanding of Indian agrarian problem in 

this way as the product of Britlsh imperialism is comparable 

to the account given by Marx in his articles on India on 

the consequences of British rule and the destruction of 

its self-sufficient vilLage economy which resulted in the 

miserable state of Indian peasantry. 36 Based on this under

standing Nehru's principal object of attack was directed 

against British rule• for it throve on the peculiar 

36. Marx 'The British rule in India', 'The East Indian 
Company-history and results, New York daily tribune, 
11 July 1953; and 'The Government of India' NYDT, 
20 July,1853, in Avinery, Marx on Colonialism. 
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foundation of capitalism and it is in this sense that 

Nehru's anti-imperialism was different from the nationalism 

of others including Gandhi. 

"Many of us who denounce British Imperialism in 

India do not realise that it is a phenomenon peculiar to 

the British race or to India, or that it is the consequence 

of imperial development p~ capitalist lines. Capitalism 

necessarily leads to exploitation of one man by another, 

one 9rou~ by another and one country by abother. If 

therefore, we are opposed to this imperialism and exploi

tation, we must also be opposed to capita~~ 
~sa necessary result of this dec~~e must fiqht 

Bri. tish dominion in India, not only on (nationalist grounds, 

but also 6n social and international grounds. 

;;. ~e may demand freedom for our country on many 
38 

~rounds, but ultimately it is the 
0
economic one that matters" 

Thus for the improvement of the conditions of the 

peasantry and artisans was dependent on the change of social 

fabric created by the British rule. "The only alternative 

that is offered to us issome form of socilaismy. 

37. Article in the New Leader, a journal edited by Fenner 
Brackway, and reprinted in the Hindu, 11 August 1928, 
selected works of Jawaharlal Nehru-vol.3-pp-370-71. 

38. Ibid-p. 371 
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III 

0eh.ru addressed himself to the land proble..,wi th his 

definite ideolooical perspective. The first step in the 

direction of solution to land problem was to be the aboli-

tion of landlordism. 

" What shall be the shape of such a Swa:raj ? How can 

the present injustice be removed ? So long as the land 

is owned by the Zamindars, till then the Kisans will be 
h under their tyrarw. At present the landlords reap the 

maximum benefit without doing anything, and those who do 

no produce anything are a burden on the country. In an 

ideal country there would be no landlords." 39 

A number of countries, according to Nehru, who had 

big landlords in the past had done away with them and th~ 

land was qiven to the peasants. Nehru wanted this to take 

place ·in India~0 Every farmer should own as much as he ant:i 

his family are able to cultivate. He should pay a certain 

amount as .tax to the main Panchayat of the country. The 

bi9 panchyat will be the governm~nt of the country, but 

that s~ate will be responsible to thP people. The amount 

collected as tax would then be spent for the imprnvement 

of the country. If the landlorrl is done away with, the 

39. Pamphlet published in Hindi, September 1928. Jawaharlal 
Nehru Miscellaneous papers, N.M.M.L, selected works, 
Vol-3, p. 373. 

40. Ibid-pp.373-374. 
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kisan's income would increase and they would· be more 

independent. The national revenue would also increase, 

and this would enable the government to do more for thP. 

welfare of the kisans~ 
/ 

([_he prime duty of the new government should according 

to Nehru, be to improve the conditions of kisans and take 

measures for their ~elfare,With an indigenous government, 

canals could be dua, wells could be constructed, hospitals 

and dispensa~ies could be opened in the villages. Arrange

ments could be made for the proper education of their 

children4~ But these benefits for the kisans could not 

be brought about without the immediate abolition of the 

landlords. However, Nehry was also aware of the power 

of the landlords with the support of British government 

behind them. 

"So to remove them will not be easy. But we. should 

help our ideals before us and strive our utmost for attai-

ning it. Side by side we should also try to reduce our 

daily miseries as much as possible". 4~ 
(Refering to talugdari and big Zamindari system in 

Oudh Nehru writes in his Autobioqraphy; " It hardly seems 

41. Ibid-p. 374 
42. tbirl-p.374 
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a matter for arournent that this semi-feudal system is 

out of date and is a great hindrence to production and 

general progress. It conflicts even with a developing 

capitalism, and almost all over the world large landed 

estates have gradually vanished and given place to peasant 

proprietors". 43 

The next question that arises from the point of 

vi~w of abolition of bi9 landlords is of compensation. 

Nehru beleived that it was desirable to qive compensation 

through "peaceful and demo~ratic method" in order to 

"avoid conflict which is likely to be wasteful and more 

costly than the compensation itself 11 • 4~ 
(But, for Nehru, anything in the nature of full 
\.... -

compensation was ·utterly out of question, especially 
C! in so far as the bio landlords were conernerl,for,to aive 

such compensation in the shape of bonds would be to 

mort9a9e the future of the land and to continue almost 
& 

the same burden on1peasantry, thoOgh in another form. 4§ 

A~ regards the mirldle landlords, they should get propor

tionately more than the bigger ones. 

Nehru's firmness of view with regard to the abolition 

of Zamindari i~ totally in contrast to that of Ganrlhi.· 

43. Autoqiooraphy, p.534 

44. Selected works vol-7, p-110 

45. Ibid.p.110 
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He says, " I had always imagined that the only possible 

question that could arise in India was one of compensation. 

But to my surprise I have 1iscovered rluring the last year 

or so that Gandhih~approves of the taluqdari system as 
-;:;/ \ 

such and wants it to continue" •4~ 
0andhi had said in July 1934 at Kanpur that better 

relations between landlords and __ ~enants could be brought 

about by a change of hearts on both sides~ If that was 

done both could live in peace and harmony. He was never 

in favour of abolition of taluqaari or Zamindari, and 

those who thought that it should be abolished according to 

him, did not know their minds. He was further reported 

to have said that he would be no party to dispossessing 

propertied classes o£ their private property without 

just cause. On the other hand his o~ective was to 

"reach your heart and convert you (he was addressing a 

deputation of big zamindars) so that you may hold all 

your private property in trust for your tenants and use 

it primarily for their welfare ••• But supoosing there is 

an attempt unjustly to deprive you of your property you 

will find me fighting on your side". 4 '? 
4~. Autobiography- p.535 

4 7. Ibid, p. 535 



~ehru reacts sharply to this attitude of Gandhi 

in his autobioqraphy. "Indian capitalist and landlord 

have ionored far more the interests of their workers '· 

and tenants than their ~estern prototypes. There has 

been practically no attempt on the part of Indian land-

lord to interest himself in any social service for the 

tenants' welfare ••• 

" If the taluqrlari system is good, why should it 
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not be introduced all over India ? Large tracts of India 

have peasant proprietors. I wonder if Gandhi would be 

aareeable to the creation of large zaminrlars and taluquas 

in Gujarat ? I imagine not. But then why is one land 

system aoorl for the U .P., Bihar or Bengal, and a>nb.ther 

for Gujarat and the Punjab ? Presumably there is not any 

vital difference between the people of the north and 

east and West and South of India, and their basic conception 

are the same. It comes to this, then, that whatever is, 

should continue, the status guo should be maintained. 

There should be no economic enquiry as to what is most 

desirable or beneficial for the people, no attempts to 

change present conditions; all that is necessary is to 

change people's hearts. That is the pure reliaious 
' 

attitude to life and its problems ••• n 48 ) 
/ 

48. Ibirl.p.536 
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~hus for Nehru abolition of zamindars was an eco

nomic and social necessity for it would not only remove 

a hindrance for- production but liberate the tenants from 

the landlord's tu(elage. 

Having rejected landlordism Nehru turned towards 

the peasants and concentrated on the problem of land 

which was the basic problem in India. 49 He discussses 

the role of the peasants in antifeudal struqgles and 

in the work of aaricultural production, the sianificance 

of coopPratives, of the modern methods and technoloay 

for the increase of agricultural production. 

Nehru regards the entire class of peasants to be 

anti-feudal because it was affected by the land system in 

the long run. Secondly, the fall in prices affected all 

the strata, occupancy or non-occupancy tenants. 50 The 

recognition of the anti-feudal role of peasantry brinas 

Nehru near the Marxist view of peasant contribution in 

anti-feudal struggl~ 

-----------------------------------
49. P.<S1.Jo9hi, "Nehru and the land problem in India", 

Summary of lecture delivered by the author, at the 
Nehru Memorial Museum and Library on 12 November, 
1982. Patriot,- November 15, 1982. 

50. Nehru, 11 0n Rent and Revenue Condition in U.P. 11 

18 April 1931. Selected works, Vol-5. 
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~ngels had indicated his awareness of the heterogenity 

of the peasant class. 51 He divided the peasants into t:t'!lree 

categories which were subsequently elaborated upon by 

Lenin and Mac. Marx, Engels and Lenin had further empha

sized that sociali1=;ts should not emphasize on the small 

peas'ant economy. They should emphasize on cooperatives. 

If you emphasi7.e on small peasant property, the dange~ 

then is of Bonapartism as brought out by Marx in his 

52 excellant work on Louis Bonaparte. However, in the 

transitory staqe, Lenin emphasizes, small peasant should 
- I ., 

be the ·last to be touched and that too r'.Pecs.tFa~sl\v:ell::Y and 
I 

not forcibly. Nehru is aware of the het~ooeneity of thP 

peasantry in India when he talks in terms of tenants with 

occupancy and non-occupancy rights and the role of the small 

peasant. In the transitional periorl he also regards the 

small peasant as important. We donot however, find much 

in Nehru's writinas on the question of liquidation of 

small peasant property. This is not to say that he had 

Bonapartist vision. On the contrary, he was thinLna in 

terms of layinq down the fundamentals of socialist society. 

The evidence for saying this is his pbea for collectives 

and cooperative~. 

51. Frederick Enaels, The peasant War in Germany, Progess 
Moscow, 1974. 

52. Karl Marx, Eiahteenth Brummaire of Lomis Bonap~rte, 
Edition.3, New York; International publication, 1969. 
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(Making a strong case for land-to-the tiller Nehru 

emphasized the collective aspect of peas3nt life. He 

wanted the peasants to rliscusss their problems in their 

associations e.g.problems connected with the AgrQ:tenancy 

Act and Oudh Rent Act which had denied occupancy rights to 

the farmers. The principal gains from such collective 

style of functioning would be two fold. Firstly, by 

taking up the question of rent and revenue the peasants 

could make their association O.Jl organ of struggle. Secondly 

these associations would become organsfpolitical power 

after independence when it came. 

Thus the important measure which should either 

follow or accompany the abolition of Zamindari was co

operative and collective farming. While taking care of 

the peasant's interest it would at the same time ensure 

another achievement which greatly concerned Nehru-produc1;i

vity. Thus he says, " I think that nothind short of a 

large-scale collectivist or cooperative farminq will deal 

effectively with the land question. The wretched small 

holdings will then disappear,production will oreatly 

· 53 A . lt 1 d . t' th 1ncrease... qr1cu ura mo ern1sa 1on was ano er 

53. Discussion with India Conciliation Group, at its 
meeting on 4th February 1936, Selected works, 
Vol-7, p.110. 
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important step towards the increase in productivity. 

Nehru wanted Indian peasan~ to take advantage of modern 

methods, improved tools and machinery and other improve

ments in agricul~ture that came from the development of 

science and technolog~ 

~ndian agriculture and Indian life will only 

benefit by the introduction of modern technical approaches 

to such problems of agriculture ••• u 54 

However, he never lost sight of the massive un-

employment and underemployment that prevailed in rural 

India. He also knew that by scientific farming, it was 

possible that unemployment might even increase a little 

as far as direct employment on land was concernect. 55 

Therefore he favoured the idea of removing some people 

from agriculture to industry. 56 It has been already 

noted that Nehru visualised the crisis in agriculture 

as interlinked with the crisis in industry out of which 

it had arisen in colonial Inmia. The two therefore could 

not be disconnected and dealt with separately and as a 

result he emphasized that the disproportion between the 

two should be remedied~ 
J 

54. Government of India, Nehru on Community Development, 
Panchayat Raj and Cooperative, New Delhi, p.159 

55. Nehru, India and the World, London, Allen and Unwin 
1936, p.158 

56. Norman Cousins, Talks with Nehru, New York: John Day 
and Co.1951 
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~e problem of rural credit and the chronic indebted

nefss of the Indian peasant which had bec~me a great factor 

fo~~~e ejection of the peasant and kept him at rockbottom 

existence required appropriate solution. Thus the problem 

of credit should be solved through state controlled agen-

cies or the existing agencies should be directed to this 

need. He writes, " If banks, insurance etc., were not 

to be nationalised they should at least be under the 

control of the state, thus leading to a state regulation 

of capital and credit. 57 

Finally, an important dimension of the land problem 

which concerned Nehru was the social and cultural beck

wardne~s of the man behind the plough;the small pe~sant 

burdened by the customs, habits and social institutions 

of a semi-feudal social structure. 58 Nehru was of the view 

that all the gains of the land reforms would be nullified 

tf the peasant's social outlook and social framework surroun-

ding him were not reformed and reconstituted. Even the 

opportunities given would not be perceived or gains from 

opportunities utilised would be dissipated through conspi

cuous consumption, if the -itller of the land was not reformed 

as part of the programme of agricultural development. 

57. Discovery of India, p.405 

58. In 1928, while accounting for the factors which were 
responsible for the misfortune of the peasants he 
blamed not only the British Government and the British
created landlords but also, to a certain extent the 
Kisahs themselves as ,well, Selected Works; Vol-3,p-376. 
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Thus Nehru's outlook, en agrarian reorganisation 

encompassed both the larger issues of economic develop

ment as well as improvement of the conditions of peasantr)f 
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CHAPTER III 

NEHRU AND CONGRESS AGRARIAN POLICY 

Ideology and Politics before Independence: 

f 

(I he present chapter deals with~: Nehru's attempt 

at steering the Congress agrarian policy in his ideological 

direction, for which he used his important position in the 

Congress; and his involvement in the peasant problems which 

influen~ed him greatly in this regard. In the previous 

chapter we have discussed in a summarised manner, Jawaharlal's 

ideological position till Lahore Congress(1929). This period 

in Nehru's career was important from the point of view of 

his economic ideology. To Jawaharlal, Lahore Congress, 

which endorsed the demand for independence, " Purna Swaraj", 

was a green signal for further struggle which was to 

follow. 
The demand was popularised by the country wide 

pledge taken at numerous public meetings on 26 January 1930 

to prepare the country for Civil Disobedience, including 

non-payment of taxes, and to implement the Congress directi

ves "for the purpose of establishing "purna Swarai-". 
'1,\. 

India had been ruined politically, economically, culturally 
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:II 
and spiritually, ~he Declaration stated, and went on to add . 
" We hold it to be a crime against man and God to subrni t 

any longer to a· rule that has caused this fourfold disaster 

to our country''· 

The country-waited with excitement Mahatma Gandhi's 

lead to launch Civil Disobedience. Jawaharlal Nehru shared 

the excitement, while he continued his efforts to educate 

his countrymen on the nature of the struggle which, was 
.r 

not merely political, but had an economic content. ~e was 

specially interested in the peasantry and made no secret 

of his view that the community of Zamindars was superflous. 

" I can not understand the sense of Zarnindars", he 

said, " the man who works should enjoy the fruits of his 

labour white the man who sits on the cu~on should get 

nothing". 1 

Pursuing this line o~ activity, Jawaharlal moved 

a resolution at the meeting of the U.P.Provincial Congress 

Committee on 26 February 1930 which declared that the 

economic programme for the nation should lay down that the 

principal.industries of the country are owned and controlled 

by the st~te and the land is owned as far as possible, by 

the peasant who works on it". 2 He then proceeded to outline 
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an economic programme which contained items such as change 

of the land sysd;lem " to remove all intermediaries between 

the cultivators and the state", reduction of land revenue, 

annulment of agricultural indebtedness, formation of 

producers and consumers cooperatives, state ownership of 

principal industries as also means of transportation and 

distribution, a minimum income for all workers and steeply 

graded income and inheritance taxes~. It should be noted 
/ 

that as far back as October, 1928,Nehru had made concrete 

reference to q~estions which were likely to arise if and 

when the intermediary system was abolished. And, it was 

here that he had emphasised the necessity for chalking out 

an economic and socia~ progr~me which would provide freedom 

for t~e masses and then tq indicate the manner of creating 

sanctions. to enforce, that programme. ~or the first time 

the problem of Zamindari abolition was brought to the 

fore front_by Nehr~ in a-powerful provincial unit. 3 
' -1\ ) 

Thus the economic res~t1on which Nehru moved at the 

meeting of U.P.Provincial Congress Committee in February 

1930 was a step forward in the direction. However, 

things would be different at the CongEess~ session. 

N'"'-" \Ju-t-<, JC~r-t, 

3. H.D.Malv~ya, Land Reforms in India1 Ap.20 
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The Congress was obviously not prepaT.ed to endorse 

all these items, as the Karachi session about a year later 

clearly indicated, but the resolution is of interest as 

reflecting in concrete terms the socialist programme which 

Jawaharlal had in mind at the time. It did not amount to 

a revolutionary transformation of sociS¥ , but the programme 

did provide for a firm basis on which further progress 

could be made in the socialist directio~ 

~e Congress met for its annual session at 

Karachi at the end of March 1931. It was a momentous 

session, not because/ fiK it endorsed th;{)lhi ·pact, but 

because for the first time "it took ~ a very short 

step", as J awaharlal put it in his a<h:~ography, " in a 

socialist direction by advocating nationalisation of 

services and key industries"\ Jawaharlal dutifully moved 
./ 

the resolution seeking approval of the Congress to the 

Delhi Pact. Having accepted the Pact, however, reluctantly, 

he could not shy away from it, or shrik the logical 

consequences. But his heart lay elsewhere. 

fue had long talks with Gandhiji before the Congress 
''-

session, and the latter had welcomed the idea of having a 

a resolution ~n economic matters. A resolution had accordingly 
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been drafted which had the approval of Gandhiji, and at 

the Karachi session it was moved by Mahatma Gandhi himself. 

It was indeed only a short step towards socialism. 

" In order to end the exploitation of the masses ", the 

preamble stated, "pmlitcal freedom must include real 

economic freedom of the starving millions". The resolution 

thereafter listed a number of fundamental rights which any 

future constitution of India should provide. Those 

relevant to agriculture were items (vi) and (vii). 

Item (vi) provided for "substantial reduction in 

agricultur-al .rent and revenue paid by the peasantry, and 

in case of uneconomic holdings, exemption of rent for such 

period as may be necessary, relief being given to small 

Zamindars where necessary by reason of such reduction. 

Item (Vii) provided for " imposition of a progressive 
• .r. 

income tax an agricultural incomes above a fixed minimum. "V 
However, the U.P. Provincial Congress Committee, 

at the instance of Jawaharlal Nehru, had passed economic 

resolution before. Indeed the one passed a year earlier 

had gone much farther than the Karachi resolution did by 

advocating the abolition of. all intermediaries between 

the cultivators and the state, and the annulment of agri

cultural indebtedness. The significance of the latter, 

4. The Indian Anneal Register, 1931, Vol-I,pp 277-281 
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however, lay in the fact that for the first time a 

resolution of this type had been adopted by the highest 

forum of the Congress. But a still greater significance 

lies in the fact that it was a triumph, at least a partial 

one for J awaharlal. ~ awaharlal had been widely criticised 

for subordinating his personal views to those of Gandhiji. 

It w~s natural that the views of Mahatma Gandhi, as long 

as he remained its unquestioned leader would to a large 

extent guide and shape the movement. No movement could 

flourish otherwis~. .It did not however follow that the 
. _/ 

views of a notable participant like Jawharlal had no influence 
' 

on t~e ~ovement. (:he Karachi resolution was the first 

concfete i~stance where the economic thinking of Jawaharlal 

was accepted, th~ugh only partially, by the movemen:9 

As the movement developed further it was influenced 
I . . 

more.~nd more by his economic thinking, though it was not 

often that such thin\ng was expressed in the form of 
. ' 1'- . 

concrete resolutions5 • While Jawaharlal accepted at the 
~ i ! : 1 

instance of Gandhi various facets of the movement, with 

which he did not agree, he plso influenced, to a considerable 

~b~~ .st J".ti.!o..l~Vl N4k.-1t</N~DUW._,tct8t" 
5. R.c.q~tt, 4 p.75 
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e, the tone of the movement. 

~ith its endorsement by Karachi Congress the final 

seal of power was placed on the Delhi Pact, but it did· 

not mean ·.tt.\@ same to J awaharlal as it di:::i to Mahatma Gandhi 

and probably to great majority of the Congress leaders. 

To the Mahatma it was a settlement, but Jawaharlal could 

not conceive of a settlement until independence, which was 

the declared /j/c?i~e/of.-l~e Congress, had been .achieve9 

. Soon llz s uj· belli_ .~l:.os e. ~ th the onset of 

great depres.Q.i.~n 19-.3-1~d the consequent fall in 

agricultural prices 1 an agrarian crisis developed in U.P. 

The tenants found it increasingly difficult to pay their 

rent to the landlords, of whom there were about 160,000 in 

the province, who intervened between the cultivator and 

the state. The great majority of the landlords were 

themselves impoverished, for they held small bits of 

fragmented land, but as a class it was to their interest 

to extract as much rent as possible from the tenants. 

This they proceeded to do with the help of the 

In 1931 alone 64,076 tenants were evicted from 

of land and property of the tenants were sold 
6\ 

in 1 3, 337 cases • ..J 

6. Gopal -Vol-1,p.163. 
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~he agrarian situation in U.P was deteriorating 

- .. \ 
even when Delhi Pact was signed earl y/~:n Ma~;ch.) Gandhi 

had agreed not to resume Civil Disobediance while the 

Round Table Conference was in session, but this did not 

preclude the Congress from taking up the cause of the 

tenants, and even engaging in a struggle on their behalf, 

if it became necessary. ~he Congress, in Nehru's argument, 

was an organisation of the tenants and workers, and they 

could not leave the peasant alone when they needed their 

heip. The peasant's struggle, if any would be economic and 

political in nature. Gandhi accepted this position and made 

no serious attempt to restrain-'J J awaharlal, though he did 

not accept the class implication of the struggle. He 

advised the tenants to pay whatever was within their indi

vidual cap~ty and in modification of the resolution of 

the U .£f;cc/ suggested that in no case should the rent r1 , 
offered~the tenants be less than 8 annas in the rupee 

for statutory and non-occupancy tenants and 12 annas in 

the rupae for occupancy tenants) 

~he government, on the other hand, were apprehensive 

of the class implicption of the movement, th~ more so 

because Jawaharlal had been freely expresing his socialist 
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views and his opposition to landlordism as ·an institution. 7 

Jawaharlal continued to lead the movement till 

his arrest at the end of December 1931. Some of his 

pronouncements were indeed radical, for he talked of war 

with government and made no secret of his personal view 

that Zamindari as a system should go. " We should also 

try to have Swaraj in our country- not of the capitalists 

but of the poor and the peasants, " he decrared at the 

Kisan Conference at Allahabad on 25 November 1921. If 

.Swaraj means that the British should leave India", he 

added, " and the capitalists, the rajas and the maharajas 

should come in their place, the lot of the peasantry can 

not be improved. You should therefore take up the campaign 

for swaraj in your hands8 • In action, however, he showed 

great moderation~ He was aware that Congress leadership 

preferred to highlight Bardoli, which was a straight 

fight between the peasants and the government, rather 

than the U.P.movement, which inevitably involved a struggle 

with the landlords) They did not therefore emphasis~the 
/ 

U .P case i'n the working committee when Gandhi's participation 

in the Round Table Conference was under discussion. 

7. Go pal • p. 1 65 
s. Selected works, Vol-5,p-179 
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~ven in the course of the movement he strictly complied 

with the directives of the Congress High Command, then 

under the presidentship of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, 

and negotiated patiently with officials at the Central as 

well as Provincial level4only on two occassions did he 

deviate from Gandhi's views. The first was when he 

interpreted Gandhi's advice to the occupancy and non-

occupancy tenants to pay 12 annas and 8 annas in the 

rupee respectively to mean that these were the maxima 

and that the actual payment should be according to the~ 

capacity of the individuals to pay. The second oc~ion 
h th · · 1 t · t d A · tt / was w en e prov1nc1a governmen appo1n e a comm~- . ee 

I 
and invited Gobind Ballabh Pant to serve on it •. Gandhi 

advised him to accept fuhe invitatLon but the provincial 

Congress Committee under Jawaharlal did not permit him 

to do so~ 
/ 

The negotiations continued pointlessly for months. 

Government made some concessions, but these were not 

considered adequate by the Congress. The movement inevitably 

slided to its logical conclusion of a non-tax campaign. 
~ On 15th November, when a final round of negotiations was 

entered into, the U.P, Congress Committee with the 

approval of the then Congress President, Sardar Patel, 
J . 
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advised the Kisans of Allahabad District to withhold 

payment of rent and revenue pending negotiations. 

~waharlal was now preparing himself for a str~ggle'\and 
. / - _} 

with his wanted forthrightness declared at the Kissan 
/ l/ 

Conference at Allahabad on 25 November, " If we ·are to 

die, we shall die after a fight, I do not want a half way 

settlement or a half way fight". And yet he was rel()ctant 

to commence the fight in theabsence of Gandhi and without 

his specific approval. He therefore, cabled to Gandhi. 

In reply Gandhi said , 11 You should unhasitaatingly take 

necessary stepst::meet every situation. Expect nothing here". 9) 
I 
(there was nothing to prevent an open struggle now. 

Gover.ment on their part were also prepared for it, and on 

26th December Jawaharlal was taken off the train on his 

way to Bombay to receive Maha tma Gandhi, arrested and 

sentenced a week later to two years' imprisonment. Thus 

began his spnt;;;,.--\n gao~~ 
The U.P,1agrairan ~ovement provides another instance 

of the influence thai Jawaharlal had on Congress tnspite 
.\ / 

of his diffe~s with Mahatma Gandhi and the majority 

of the Congress leadership. The latter were not unaware of 

the class implication of this movement. They had in fact, 
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attempted to soft-pedal the U.P. movement, and Gandhi 

himself was not in favour of a general condemnation of the 

~mindars. They were obviously not in agreement with the 

various pronouncements of Jawaharlal. And yet proceeding 

constitwtionally, Jawaharlal had his way. The cabled reply 
I 

of Gandhi gave him a fe~e hand. It was J awaharlal' s v:lew 

that had prevailed over those of his older colleagues. 
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Jawariarlal's prison sentence was due to expire in 

mid-September 1933, but he was released a little earlier, 

on 30 August, on account of his mother 1 s illness. But 

despite this personal problem his mind gropped for a 

solution to the contradiction that was tormenting him. 

On the one hand, he was attatched emotionally as ever. 

He was also convinced that there was no alternative leader-

ship for the country. On the other hand there was growing 

intellectual estrangement from-Gandhi's views and indeed 

from the manner in which he functioned. This contradiction 

could be solved, if at all, by a personal talk with Gandhi. 

Aed so he took the earliest ·"oppportuni ty to visit him at 

Poona. 

The"Poona Talks", as they were called, gave rise to 

great expectations among his radical colleagues and followers. 
r~ ,~ 
·~awaharlal's growing dissatisfaction~~ith jthe Gandhian views 

and methods were known to his colle~uges, and some of his 

utterances immediately on his rise 

to the hope that he would break from Gandhi and lead a 

Socialist party. These hopes were, however, bound to be 

disappointed, as indeed they were. Jawaharlal's socialist 

convictions were firm enough, but he had worked out no 

clear path to socialism. He disapprov~the Russian method, 
• 
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and he had a firm faith in liberal democracy. He felt that 

nationalism was a narrow concept, but accepted it as ~~ 

inevitable first step before any social change could be 
1 0 

introduced. Apart from his emotional attachment to 

Gandhi, ~herefore, he was fully in acce12d with the national 

movement which Gandhi led. Jawaharlal believed in the 

existance of class conflict and he even accepted the need 

to divest the vested interests, though he wanted to do it 

as gently as possible .• In th~s he differed with Gandhi 

to whom the conflict of class interest,. if any was reconcilable. 

He also differed from Gandhi in regard to the need to define 

and emphasise the social objectives in such broad terms as 

social justice or uplift of the poor. As Jawaharlal stated 

in his autobiography. 

"Sfumet~mes he(Gandhiji) calls himself a socialist, but 

he uses the word in a sense peculiar to himself which has 

little or nothing to do with the economic framework of 

society which usually goes by the name of socialism. 

Following his lead a number of prominent Congressmen have 
1 . 

taken to the use of that word, meaning thereby a kind of 

muddled humanitarianism" 
1
' 

11. Autobiography-p.515 
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There were indeed great differences between Gandhi and 

Jawaharlal in outlook, the methods to be adopted and the 

concrete programmes they respectively envisaged. But 

since both were agreed about the first step, namely, 

\~ national independence, though even here there was a great 

difference in outlook and ~ethods to be adopted, ~nd 

. . 
0~ . d d t s 1nce J awharlal ~: was conv1nced "the 1n epen ence movemen 

mofe effectively than Gandhi, he regarded a complete 

break from Gandhi as an act of adventurism. 

(Gandhi, on the other hand, though he did not share the 

outlook and the concrete economic objectives of Jawaharlal 

had regard for the latter's sincerity of purpose. He also 

realised that whatever his personal views, the future iay 

with the younger generation, who increasingly came under 

the influence of Jawaharlal. He therefore never contemplated 

a br a , with him, as he did with some others like N.etaj i 

5u On thecoontrary he backed Jawaharlal at crucial 

of as he had done once for the presidentship of 

and he was to do again late~ 
~ith this mutual attitude there could be no bree.k 

between Gandhi and JawaharlalJhowever much the latter might 
\ 

be irritated from time to time at Gandhi's waays anct~ decisionl~' 

12. R.C.Dutt p-83 
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Thus the talks between Gandhi and J awaharlal at Poona. 

\
1_, 
~ did not result in a break. But the result of the talks 

was a disappointment to Jawaharlal's admirers. But personally 

for Jawaharlal this period marked the full bloom of his 

socialist ideas and it was about this time that his views 

were pblished in "Whither India"! 3 The interesting thing 

about his views here was that he accepted the basic Marxist 

analysis of the historical process, but did not 9ive up 

the liberal value of f-reedom. For he favoured the idea 

of the benefit of"freedom to as many groups and classes as 

possible" while in the case of class conflict to oppose 

status quo •. 

The essay attracted wide interest and naturally enough 

considerable criticism too.· To the rising socialist group 

in the Congress,"Jayapraksh Narayan, Acharya Narendra Dev · 

and others i t
0

marked J awaharlal e~t as leader of socialist 

thoughts. The conservatives, on the other hand, and the 

faint-hearted shrunk back in 11 moral indignation" at the 

concept of class struggle and pointed to the " coercien" 

that the establishment of socialist order involved. 

But Jawaharlal visualised the coerci~on in the non-

violent method itself. In a rej oineer entitled " some 

criticism considered", he stated: " I have no doubt 

that coercien or pressure is necessary to bring about 

13. A reference to his essays in" Wither India? 
ha~e been made and his views have been discussed in 
the previous chapter. 
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political and social change in India. Indeed our non

violent mass movements of the past thirteen years have 

been powerful weapons to exercise this pressure". 14 

~categorical statement of his faith appeared in a 

letter he wrote which appeared in the Manchester Guardian 

on 15 December 1933, "I am strGngly attracted to communism", 

he said, " and I feel that the only reasonable and scientific 

explanation of history is the communist one. I do not 

approve of many things that have taken place in Russia, 

nor am I a communist in the accepted sense of the word. 

But taking everything together I have been greatly impressed 

by the Russian experiment"~~ 
~n advocating a socialist solution, however, he had 

been careful not to undermine the Congress, or to be taken 

in by catchy slogans) He recognised that the outlook of 
/ 

the congress was not as progressive as he would like it 

to be, and that there were groups within the organisation 

which were socially very backward. He was arrested by the 

government again for these seditious views and a little 

later Gandhi called off the civil disobedience movement. 

Jawaharlal continued his journey through prison for the 

present ; watching events outside only to the extent 

prison permitted. With the Civil Disobedience movement 

14. Rece~t Essays and writings- pp-34-35 
Q Q~f.i\:,' 

15. uoted in R.C.Dutt,,p86 
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called off there was a rush to form parliamentary party 

to enter legislatuyes and even Gandhiji blessed the move. 

Though no believer in legislative work in the circumstances 

then prevailing, Jawaharlal did not mind the decision as 

much as the attitude if betrayed. 

(t:om prison he also read reports of the First All 

India Conference of Congress Socialists at Patna on 17th 

May under the presidentship of Acharya Narendra Dev. 16 

The conference resolved that the future constitution of 

India should provide for the transfer of all power to the 

producing masses, for the economic life of the country to 

be planned and controlled by the state, socialisation of the 

key and principal industries, state monopolies of foreign 

trade, elimination of princes and landlords, re-distribution 

of land to the peasants, promotion or cooperative and 

collective farming, liquidation of debts owe.ct.~: by peasants 

and workers, and adult franchise and functional basis. 

But the resolution instead of having any positive influenence 

on the Congress in the progressive direction hardened their 

attitude. For the Congress resented the loose talk about 

confiscation of property and class war which according to 

it was not contemplated in Karachi resolution1 This ~ 
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view was stated by a working committee m~eting on 17 and 

18 June. 

Jawaharlal watched the development in prison and 

during the eleventh day release which was given to him 

for his wife's illness took the ooprtunity to resent the 

C tt t d t th C . 1 . t 1 7 b . t. ongress a u u e o e ongress soc1a 1s s , y wrl 1ng 

his feelings to Gandhi. 

"··· It sesmed that the overmastering desire of·the committee 

was somehow to assure vested interests even at the risk of 

talking n~nsensen. 18 

He was soothed by Gandhi who wrote him ••. " Greatest 

consideration has been paid to socialists some of whom I 

know so intimately. Do I not know their sacrifice ? But 

I have found them as a body in a hurry. Why should they 

not be ? Only if I can not march quite as quick, I must 

ask them to halt and take me along with them. That is 

literally my attitude ••• n 19 

However, Gandhi also wrote to Ballabbhai Patel at the 

same time that Jawaharlal's attitude was not" as frightening 

as it seems from the fla~" and that he had a right to let 

off steams ••• " ?0 

1 7 .R .C .Dutt p-90 
18. Selected works -vol.6-p-281 
19. Collected works of Mahatma Gandhi, vol-LVIII,p.318 

20. Ibid p.318 
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This shows Jawaharlal's position in an interesting 

situation when he is upholding his freedom of expression 

although possibility of compromise are very much in existence. 

The annual session of the Congress held at Bombay in October 

made no concession to the socialist view, only the emphasis 

was made on the values of truth and non-violence by Rajendra 

Prasad, the president.21 

After the annual session of the Congress in October 1934, 

the Congress fought and won a resounding victory at the 

elections for the central legislative Assembly. There was, 

however, little in"the legislative activity of the Congress 

to interest Jawaharlal. About the same time he had to go 

to Europe for his wife Kamala's treatment. 

The ~bove discussion bears testimony to the fact that 

J awaharlal' s 
I 

views and convictions were not weightless to ·' ~ . . . 

the extent that they would be ignored by Congr~ss or Gandhi, 

though their wholesale endorsement also seemed equally 

problematic, given the diverse thinkings within Congress. 

~hen Nehru gave primacy to the unity of Congress his ideology 

would be, in the process, softened to the degree of avoiding 

a rift if and when it occured. But his exercise in socialism, 

as events &howed later did alarm the rightists in the Congress 

21. Indian Annual Register, 1934,vol.II,p.248 
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to a breaking point when a~lit in the organisation would 

have occured, but for Gandhi's mediation Jawaharlal's 

introduction of economic programmes with the thrust of his 

understanding would therefore be a unique affa!li~in the 

Congress sessions. But in his important capacities in the 

Congress he managed to get a great deal of it endorsed 

and adoptedJ 
/ 

During his absence in Europe J awaharlal, primarily at 

the instance of Gandhi,~had been elected president of the 
' ' 

forthcoming Congress session to be held in Lucknow(1936). 

In the meantime, the government of India Act, 1935 had been 

passed. Jawaharlal was basically opposed to the Act which 

he thought was designed to strengthen the vested and reactionary 

elements in the country. 

Indeed, for Jawaharlal the position was difficult. 

His appointment as president roused expectations among the 

younger and the more radical elements. On the other hand, 

the older and the more conservative elements, while accepting 

Gandhi'$ nomination of Jawaharlal, were determined to 

attack the latter's radicalism. It was in this constraint 

that Nehru had to face the economic questions and direct 

his effort for giving them place in Congress resolutions. 

The most crucial problem before Nehru was that of his obli-

gation to the left, especially on the peasant question. 
( 

{~e collapse of the civil disobedience movement in the early 
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thirties had convinced the socialists inside Congress 

that class based peasants' and workers' associations were 

necessary to a militant nationalist struggle. Non-violent 

non-cooperation was discredited even as a political tactic 

largely because the middle classes proved vulnerable to 

government pressure) Nehru told the Lucknow session of 
. I 

I 

Congress in 1936 that the middle class, "being too much 

tied up with property and the goods of the world ••• is 
I 

fearful .o~losing them and it is easier to bring pressure 

on it and exhaust its stamina ••• That has been very evident 

during our recent struggle, when our propertied classes 

were hit hard by the government's drastic p~licy of seizufe 

and confiscation of money and properties, and were thus 

induced to bring pressure for the suspen$ion of the struggle"~2 

Apart from the question of political tactics, moreover, 

Nehru was opposed to the strategy of class conciliation in 

principle, because he did not believe it would win economic 

freedom for the masses. An examination of his "Wither India"? 

shows, as we have seen, while he stopped short of a complete 

endorsement for the tactics of class war, Jawaharlal 

asserted that some measure of coereion would be necessary. 
:fo'""1 

It was not surprising that Nehr~'s political credo~a strong 

echo in the platform of the Congress socialists. 

22. Jawa~arlal Nehr~, Toward Freedom,Appendix B,p.395. 
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~t its first all India conference at Patna, CSP 

(Congress Socialist Party) proclaimed two political goals: 

complete independ~nce from Great Britain; and the establish

ment of a Socialist Party. At the second conference in 

Meerut, June 20, 1936, the CSP declared its endorsement 

for class-struggle tactics: " Marxism alone can guide the 

anti-imperialist forces to their ultimate destiny. Party 

members must, therefore, fully understand _the technique 

of revolution, the theory and practice of class struggle 

the nature of the state and processes leading to the socialist 

society" •2 ~ 
During the same year, moreover, the CSP Executive 

Committee decided to admit communists to membership in an 

attempt to unify all socialist groups~ Individual members 

of the communist party(CPI} thereafter joined the CSP, and 

in this way gained access to the entire Congfess Organisation 

The entry of communists into the Congress Party signalled 

a serious attempt by radical socialists to overturn Gandhian 

doctrines of non-violence and class conciliation as the 

organist"jprinciples of the nationalist movement. Without 

goin~ in to the formation andactivities of the CPI and 

the course through which it had progressed, till it was 

declared illegal and went underground in 1934, we can 

start with its position in 1935. 

23. Cited in Saul Rose, Socialism in Southern Asia, 
(London, 1959) p.17. 
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When the CPI went underground in 1934, they found it 

easy to maintain contacts with Marxist intellectuals 

inside the CSP.~ommanists readily accepted the initiation 

advanced by the socialists to join the C5P on an indivi

dual basis. Yet by 1935, the communists were following a 

more sophisticated approach to nationalist revolution, as~ 

advanced by the seventh world congress of the Communist 

International in its call for the creation of an anti-

imperialist people's Front. The new line recognised that 

CPI "did not possess sufficient forces independently to 

. f 1 d t. . . 1 . t -~~" 2 4 organ1se a power u an mass-an 1-1mper1a 1s move 

On the contrary it endorsed the necessity of establishrimg 

a united anti-imperialist front with the Indian National 

Congress. Even so, the communrusts did not propose merely 

to join forces with the Nationalist Congress. Even so, 

the communists did not propose merely to join forces with 

the Nationalist-leadership. Rather their purpose was to 

isolate Gandhi and his conservative colleagues from the 

rank and file, in the hope of achieving for themselves 

the dominant position in the direction of the nationalist 

movement. 

24. M.R.Ma~ani, T~~~P.~romunist Party of India, 
A short History"' tf'.,"57. 
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,'< 
'<-' r 
~rlhle communists 1 strategy rested on three types of initiatives: 
\._ 

the ffitablishment of separate "factions within CSP party 

units in order to build up a cohesive parallel organisation 

that could get communists elected to positions of power 

in the pDovincial and national executive organs of congress; 

the infiltration of mass organisations operating outside 

Congress in support of nationalist goals, but with a dual 

commitment to immediate social reform; and the use of 

strategic positions inside the Congress to bring pressure 

to bear on the national leadership for recognition of the 

principle of collective affiliation of mass organisations 

as the means of altering the balance of power in Annual 

Session. This would permit the communists to demand 

constitutional and policy changes, including elimination 

of the dogma of non-violence and the consequtive programme. 

The linchpin of this strategy rested on the assumption 

that the CSP and Nehru- its most powerful patron- would 

side with the radicals against the conservative High Command 

in any open confrontation over the principle of collective 

affiliation. Communist infiltration of peasants' associa·tions 

became the first step in the strategy to commit the nationa

list movement to an active programme of revolutionary 

class struggle. 
I 

/ 
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~ntil the 30s, in the states like U.P, Bihar, Bengal 

and also Madras the peasants had been organised in-to 

associations called Kisan Sabhas. But the most promient 
' 

expression of K:san Sabha activities was in Andhra. In 

Andhra, the· Kisan Sabha was led by N.G.Ranga who was an 

active member of the Congress and who mobilised peasants 

strength Kisan Morachas. In March 1933, the innovation of 

Kisan marches succeeded in bringing the peasant movement 

~~all India attention. In less than two years, Ranga 

organised four large marches, the last two extending to 

all parts of Mardras Presidency. In public speeches and 

processions, Kisan leaders emphasized on partial immediate 

demands like reduction in rent, occupancy rights for all 

tenants, a moratorium &i\ agricul turad debt, abolition of 

all feudal dues and an end to enhanced revenue assessments 

or assessments on uneconomic holding~ According to Ranga, 
;:? 

the marches were deliberately planned to "stir up the whole 

Andhra countryside and demonstrate the strength of the Kisan 

movement, to canvince the various Congress Committees 

that they could maintain their authority only by following 

our lead or welcoming our assistance"2? 

25. N.G.Ranga, Kisan Handbook, quoted in Francine Frane!, 
India's political Economy, OUP-1~t- p 55. 
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~y 1936, the Kisan associations were strong enough 

to form a national organisation , the All India Kisan 

Sabha(AIKS), which held its first meeting simultaneously 

with the annual congress session at Lucknow in April. 

At Lucknow a constitutional subcommittee, with 

Ranga as president, drafted qp All-India Kisan Manifesto 

claiming to represent the small landowners, tenants, and 

1 andless labourers. " Minimum demands" advanced by the 

Manifesto included abolition of all Zamindari tenures with-

out compensation, abolition of all debts, redistribution 

of cultivable wasteland vesting in government to subsistante 

foxmers and landless labourers, and a graduated income 

tax in ryotwari areas, with exemption for all families 

earning less than a net income of ~ 500 annually. Other 

"immediate demands" included reduction of rent by fifty 

percent; cancellation of rent and revenue arrears. 

Occupancy rights for all tenants; a five year moratoriam 

on agricultureal debts and attachements, cheap credit 

seeds, and fertilisers; marketing cooperatives to eliminate 

private traders; and the return of communal gra'2Ling ·,land 

to village councils. The manifesto, moreover, concluded 

with a call for direct action to enforce these demands. 

It advised all tenants without occupancy rights to refuse 

payment of rent; it endorsed social boycott of money-lenders 
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and their shops; and it directed landless labour~to strike 

against the Zamindars in order to enforce their demand for 
. . 26\ a mlnJ.mum wa:age :) 

~anga introduced the manifesto along with an AIKS 

appeal for collective affiliation to Congress at a meeting 

of the working committee at Lucknow. Nehru as the president: 

elect, responded as expected. He pressed hard for the ado

ption of Ranga's programme and the principle of coililective 

affilation. The conservative majority in the High Command 

reacted shrewdly. They avoided an outright veto of this 

suggestion. Instead, the¥ allowed the issue to be considered 

be~6re the AICC and again in the open session, correctly 

calculating on carrying a majority of the delegates. The 

proposal was rejected in each cas~ 

Neverthless, the Manifesto had achieved considerable 

visibility and could not simply be discussed without making 

congress vulnerable to charges of collusion with the 

lamindars. Gandhi, therefore did agree to appoint an 

agrarian subcommittee to the working committee to make 

recommendations for "improving the conditions of the Kisans". 

This committee was directed to consult with the provincial 

Congress committees and report its conclusions to the 

coming AICC meeting in August 1936. The resolution that 

26. The text of Kisan Manifesto, is given in N.G.Ranga 
Kisan speaks, Calcutta edition, p-272. 
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established the subcommittee, however, endorsed the pre

servation of Zamindari system. It defined as one point of 

reference the "sa~eguarding of the interest of the peasants 

where there are intermediaries between state and themselves"~? 

Jawaharlal was however, free to be categorical~ about 

his veiws in his presidential address. " I am convinced 

that the only key to the so~ution of the world's problems 

and India's problems lies in socialism, and when I ase 

this word I do so not in a vague humanitarian way but in 

the scientific, economic sense". "Socialism is thus for 

me not merely an economic doctrine which I favour; it is 

a vital creed which I hold with all my head and heart. I 

work for Indian independence because the nationalist in me 

can not tolerate alien domination, I work for it even more 

because for me it is the inevitable step to social and 

economic change 11 • 
28 

(The Lucknow Congress adopted an Agrarian Resolution 
'--

declaring "that the most important and urgent problem of the 

country is the apalling poverty, unemployment and indebtedness 

of the peasantry, fundamentally due to the antiquated and 

repressive land revenue system and intensified in recent 

years by the great slump in the prices of agricultural 

produce". A final solution to this problem", the Resolution 

2.7. AICC resolutions on Economic policy and 
1924-1954, p.12 

28. Presidential Address, Lucknow Con~ress, 
World,pp.64-107 

programme, 

India and the 
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added, "involves the removal of British Imperialism and 

exploitation, a thorough change of the land te~nure and 

revenue systems and unemployed masses 11 •
29 · 

The Congress called upon Provincial Congress Committee 

to make aetailed recommendations to the Provincial Congress 

Committees to make detailed recommendations to the working 

Committee in regard to such matters as freedom of organisa-

tion of agriculctural labourers and peasants, just fair 

relief of agricultural indebr_.tedness, emancipation of 

peasants from feudal and semifeudal bonds, substantial 

reduction for rent and revenue demands, and fostering indust

ries for relle~ving rural unemploymeni} 

However, in two vital respects, Jawaharlal failed to 

have his way at the Lucknow Congress. First, as has been 

discussed in regard to collective affiliation of peasants 

and workers erganisations and the second, in regard to 

office acceptance under the 1935 Government of India Act. 

This was mainly due to the Congress.strategy under 

Gandhi who while bringing the masses~ into political 

movement, did· not encourage them to discuss and develop 

political activity on their own, leave alone their own 

leadership. 

~ter Lucknow, left-wing political activity intensified, 

Numerous peasant conferences were organised to demonstrate 
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support for the Kisan Manifesto. Nehru himself spent much 

time touring the countryside and speaking about socialism. 

This was however, too much for the conservative group 

and on 29 June 1936 Babu Rajendra Prasad, Jairamdas 

Daulatram, Jamnalal Bajaj, Ballabhbhai Patel, Acharya 

Kripalani and S.D.Dev submitted their resignations from 

the working committee in a joint letter. 

" We feel the preaching and emphasing of socialism 

particmpa±lvsat this stage by the president and other 

socialist members of the working committee, while the 

Congress has not adopted it", they said, " as prejudicial 

to the best interests of the country, and to the success 

of the national struggle for freedom which we all hold to 

be the first and paramount concern of the country." 3V 
~andhi's personal intervention ultimately convinced 

them to remain, and suceeeded in averting a permanent split 

in the organisation. When the AICC met in Bombay in August 

1936, the All India Kisan Sabha again submitted the Kisan 

Manifesto for the consideration of the ~orking committee. 

The ~orking committee once again refused to take action, 

asking for additional time to receive recommendations from 

the provincial Congress committee~ 
J 

30. A Bunch of Old Letters, p.182. 
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Jawaharlal, despite his friction with the right 

wingers, continued his election compaign, speaking on the 

twin objectives of nationalism and socialism. As far 

as his attitude to the Congress socialists was concerned 

at the time, he agreed with the latter much more than with 

Gandhi's views on socialism, which he regarded merely as 

humanitarianism. But he doubted the capacity of the 

Congress Socialism to identify themselves with the masses 

and talk their language. 31 

~nother aspect of Jawaharlal 1 s activities during the 

period deserves mention. He was keen on organising a 

civil liberties union. However, , from the point of view 

of agrarian question there was nothing notable till the 

annual session of Congress at Faizpur, in December 1936. 

At Faizpur a decision on the agraian platform could 

no longer be postponed. Pattabhi Sitaarayya, the Congress 

historian, recalled that at Faizpur the atmosphere was 

"surcharged with socialist slogans emphasising the rights 

of the workers and peasant". One indication of left-

wing strength at Faizpur was the surprisingly large vote

more than one-third in both the AICC and the open session 

fer a communist sponsored amendment declaring that self 

Of>• e.' f· 
31. R.C.Dutt,._ p.106 
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government could be won only after an " uncompromising 

revolutionary struggle with imperialsim". The AIKS 

achieved maximum impact, organising a 200 mile peasants• 
' u.. 

march~the villages of Maharastra, which ended at an open 

session in Faizpur attended by some 40,000 peasants. The 

Sabha's demand for Zamindari abolition was reiterated 

by N.G.Ranga alongwith the demands for elimination of 

money lendiD~ interests in agricultural and also affirmed 

"the eagerness and readiness of socialists and comrades 

of Kisans and workers to welcome the class struggle 

coming to a head befofe· the contending classes". But his 

thanks to Nehru, who as Congress President, he said, had 

"sincerely and singlemindedly helWd) US. to organise 

ourselves to develop our own class consciousness, and 

to fight our class enemies". 3~ 
~t is certain, therefore that Nehru, in his turn, 

was helped by Ranga!:::.demonstration of peasant support. 

At Faizpur, Nehru finally succeeded in getting Gandhi's 

approaval for adoption of a far-reaching programme of agra

rian reform that became part of the Congress election 

manifesto of 1937. 

32. Ranga, Kisan Speaks, p.7 
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The resolution on agrarian programme adopted at 

this session was as follows: 33 

"The Congress at its last session, being fully 

conscious of the fact that the most important and urgent 

problem of the country is apalling poverty, unemployment 

and indebtedness of the peasantry called upon the provincial 

Congress Committee to make recommendations to enable the 

All India Agrarian Progfamme. Many Pradesh Congress Commiliees 

have not yet submitted their recommendations for such a 

programm~ The congress regrets this delay but realises 

that the subject is a vast and intricate one, requiring 

close study and investigation. It trusts that such 

PCCs as have not reported so far will take early steps to 

send their recommendations. 

" The Congress is convinced that the final solution 

of this problem involved the removal of British imperialistic 

exploitation and a radical change in the antiquated and 

repressive land tenure and revenue system. ~t fee~s 
'C 

however, that the deepening crisis has made the burden on 

the peasantry on intolerable one and immediate relief is 

urgently called for pedning the forming of an All India 

33. Rakesh Gupta, Bihar Peasantry and the Kisan Sabha, ffl-t Nf.AJJ Dt.U..· ,rt~~ 
pp.1982.pp.138-140 
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Agrarian Programme, therefore, the following steps are 

necessary: 

(1) Rent and revenue should be readjusted giving 

regard~:.,, to present codi tions and there should 

be substantial reduction in both. 

(2) Uneconomic holdings should be exempted from rent 

or land tax. 

~3) Agricultural incomes should be assessed to income 

tax like all other incomes on a progressive scale 

subject to a prescribed minimum. 

(4) Canal and irrigation rates should be substantially 

lowered. 

(5) All feudal dues and levies and forced labour 

should be abolished, and demands other than 

rent should be made illegal. 

(6) Fixity of tenure with heritable rights along 

with the right to build houses and plant trees 

should be provided for all tenants. 

(7) An effort should be made to introduce cooperative 

farming. 

(8) The crushing burden of rural debt should be 

removed. Special tribunals should be appointed 

to inquire into their debts which are unconcionable 

or beyond the capacity of peasants to pay, 



should be liquidated. Meanwhile a moratorium 

should be declared and steps should be taken 

to provide cheap credit facilities. 

(9) Arrears of rent for previous years should 

generally be wiped out. 
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(10) Common pasture lands should be p~ovided and the 

rights of the people in tanks, wells, ponds, 

forests and the like recognised and no enchroa

chment on these rights should be permitted. 

( 11) Arrears of rent should be recovera~~-~ in the 

same manner as civil debts and not by ejectment. 

(12) There should be statutory provision for securing 

a living wage and suitable working conditions 

for agricultural labourers. 

(1~) Peasant unions should be recognised. 

This agrarian programme was to operate within the 

general aim of Congress politics at that juncture. For the 

real object according to Nehru was to build up a powerful 

joint front of all the anti-imperiast forces in country~ 
../ 

(The most significant aspect of the Faizpur programme 
\ .... -

was that, it came to the very brink of recommending 

Zamindari abolition. Nehfu left no derift of his own inter-

pretation and he declared in his presidential address: " The 

land system can not endure, and an obvious step to remove 
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the intermediaries between the cultivator and the state", 

af~er which "cooperative or collective forming m!jlst follow. 34 

At the same time, however, when the conservative majority 

in the working committee finally took an open position 

against any change in the Congress Constitution to per~it 

collective affiliation, Nehru, who did not force the issue 

to the point of a split with the old guard\ 
/ 

Subsequently, the tune of AIKS propaganda became more 

strident. Although the Kisan Sabha supported Congress in 

the 1937 elections, the leadership charged that Kisan 

worker~ were deliberatly excluded from the ticket, and that 

"pacts and understandings" were being made with the reaction-

aries". The AIKS neverthless managed to take advantage of 

the elections to intensify recruitment activities. 

~he Congress went for election despite Nehru's 

wishes to the contrary. In confOrmity with his concern 

for High .. command~ decision he had to foresake his pers«»-al 

preference. The elections were faught in february 1937 

and they resulted in an overwhelming success for Congress 

'in the general constituencies, Congress obtained a clear 

majority in the six provinces of Madras, Bihar, V.P, Central 

provinces, Bombay and Or~saj 

34. Nehr~, Towards Freedom, Appendix B, p-427 
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Not a sinqle indivirlual was more responsible for 

this signal success than Jawaharlal Nehru whose hectic 

election compaian and addressing of mammoth gatherings 

produced miracle in election results. ~lthough Conqress 

took office only in August 1937, the October meeting of the 

AIKS passed a resolution attackina the ministeris for the 

"piecemeal, superficial and perfunctory manner" in 

which they were dealing with peasant grievances. They 

charged that Congress had failed to keep its camapiqn 

pledges for an immediate reduction of land revenue and 

rent, exemption on uneconomic holdings and moratoriumm 

on debt collections. Then, i~ early 1938, the AIKS lauched 

a viaorous agitation for the immediate implementation of 

the Faizpur programme, including Zamindari abolition. 

Peasant marches were oraanised in Punjab, Bihar, Mabara

stra, Benaal, Madras and the United Provinces. The movement 

had by this time adopted red flaa as standard anrl was virtually 

controllerl by communists) 
J 

By the time of the annual session of the Congress 

at Haripura, in February 1938, hostility between the Congress and 

the AIKS was so strong that the Reception Committee prohibited 

any kisan rally within Congress meeting qrounds. By 1938 

in fact, the communists harl succeeded not only in capturing 

the AIKS, but were well on their way to establishing control 
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of the CSP, for they had 1/3 of the seats in the CSP 
s-

executive-&ubhas~a fiery CSP leader was elected president 

of Congress. And Gandhi and his supporters rushed to pro

tect their control over the nationalist movement by pusimng 

through '' Revolution on Kisan Sabhas", which explicityly 

dissociated Congress from the activities of Congress in 

Kisan Sabha. However, the AIKS, while welcoming the 

success achieved by the Congress ministries also attacked 

them as the inadequacies which still remained in the 

implementation of the policies in land. The ministries 

had not made much progress toward implementation of the 

Faizpur programme. Although tenancy acts were passed in 

Bombay, Madras, the United Provinces, Central Provinces. 

Bihar and Bengal to confer occupancy rights on restjicted 

class of tenants, and to restrain landlords from summary 

eviction or attatchment of property for non-payment of 

rent, no substantial reductions or exemption in rent or 

revenue, or general moratorium on debts had been declared. 

On the whole basic inequities of the landlord-tenant 

relationship remained to a great measure, unchanged. 

~n this atmosphere, the AIKS meeting in annual session 

in Bengal in March 1938, suddenly described i~ultimate aim 
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as a Kisan Mazdoor Raj(peasants and workers state), in 

which "from each according to his capacity to each 

according to needs shall be the watchword" 3? In another 

resolution, the sabha specifically denouned the philosophy 

and techniques of conservative programme. 36) 

~t the Tripuri session of Congress in March 1939, 

Gandhi was determined to force a showdown with the Socialists 

and he decided to convert thede~ction of Cpngress president 

into an open test of his strength in the nationalist 

movement. Gandhi's candidate Sitaramayya lost to Bose 

whoo- contested for a second rge:rm. Gandhi thereupon decided 

on one last confrontation by declaring that he regarded 

Sitaramayya's defeat as his own. Following Gandhi's lead, 

twe~lve of the fifteen members of the working committee 

(Bose, his brother Sarat, and Nehru excluded), aheounced 

their resignations. At the same time, the old guard 

introduced a resolution at the open session calling an 

all delegates to reiterate their confidence in Gandhi's 

leadership by "requesting" Bose to appoint a working 

committee having Gandhi's approaval or else Gandhi would 

break all ties with the Congress. Ultimately faced with 

an mnpleasant situation Bose resigned. This marked the 

35. Rang~- Kisan Handbook, p.103 
36. Ibid-p. 71 



starting point of the rupture between the left and right 

in the Congress which would ultimately lead to the exclusion 

of communists from the mainstream of national movement. 3~ 
However, subsequent de~elopments in the organisational 

politics is not o~ scope of study. What is of interest 

is the beginning of planning when Bose was the president 

of Congress and the influence Jawaharlal had on the process 

of planning and the direction he gave to it. 

Dissatisfied as Jawaharlal was with the work of 

the Congress ministries in the provinces, and frustrated 

as he felt with the infighting at the highest level in 

Congress, he took the opportunity to take a concrete step 

towards the implementation of his idea of building up a 

socialist society in the country. The example of the 

Soviet Union had inextricably linked the concept of planning 

with socialist construction of society. 

~ October 1938, the Congress under the presidentship 

of Subhas Chandra Bose set up a National Planning Committee 

under the chairmanship of J awaharlal Nehru. The later thraw 

himself heart and soul into his work. At his instace a 

conference of ministers of industries was held, and this 

conference setup an All India National planning commission 

consisting of the representatives of the British Indian 

37. Nehru's characteristic role during the whole period of 
confrontation was one of mediator who in the event of 
rQPuture chose to side with Congress and Gandhi in 
confGrmity with his con~ictions. But this development 
left him unhappy. 
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Provinces and the Indian states to give effect to the 

recommendation of the planning committee. 

The National Planning Committee was constituted 

with socialists, economists, businessmen and industrialists 

as members, and first meeting of the Committee was held in 

December 1938. In course of its work the committee appointed 

twentynine subcommittees. Reports emerged from the sub

committees in the spring of 1940, and a comprehensive report 

was being forged out of them in May and June 1940 when 

political events overtook the work of planning on 22 

October 1939 the working committee directed provincial 

Congress ministeries to resign, and on 31 October 193~ 

Jawaharlal was arrested on his way back to Allahabad from 

Wardh~ He was refused permission to continue planning work 

• ~1 1n g~. Thus ended the first planning effort in India, 

put the-work was not without its significance. It threw 

up problems and gave considerable experience to future 

architects of nationa~ planning in independent India, and 

helped sp~ed up the pace when the country was really in a 

position to adopt planning as part of the process of 

development • 

.mwaharlal's approach to planning even at this early 

stage is of interest. He fully realised that national 



independence was an indispensable priliminary to implement 

a plan, but he felt that "this does not mean that we must 

wait for independence befofe doing anything towards the 

development.of planned economy". t_e wanted "to draw up a 

full plan which would apply to a free India and at the same 

time indicate what should be done now, and under present 

conditions, in the various departments of national activity"~' 
From the point of view of Nehru's socialism his views 

indicated a posture on the defensive. In a letter to 

K.T.Shah on 13 May 1939 he wrote: " obviously constituted 

as we are, and constituted as the planning committee is, 

we can hardly begin taek~ing the question a~ a socialist 

basis •• •At the same time, we must aim at something different 

though that need not be , so far as the Committee is 

concerned, full blooded in socialism ••• " The reason 

advanced by Nehru was that in India, " a premature conflict 

on class line would lead to a break-up and probably 

yo prolonged inability to build anything. The disruptive 

forces in the country seem to be growing and it almost 

seems we are going the way of China". 39 

38. From a Note circulated to Members, National Planning 
Committee, 4, June 1939(selected works, vol.8,p.377) 

39. Selected works, vol.9.pp.373-374. 
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iqp the agricultural front however, this caution~ 

did not inhibit the planning committee from making reco

mmendations of drastic nature. The subcommittee on Land 

Policy, Agriculture and Insure:nce recommended that "cultiva

tion of land should be organised in complete collectives 

whereever feasible, e.g.on cultivable wastelands and 

other lands acquired by state. Other forms of cooperative 

farming should be encouraged elsewhere ••• In such cooperatives, 

private ownership of land will continue, but the workin~ 

of such land shall be in common; and distribution of the 

produce will be regulated in accordance with the duty

weighted contribution made by each member in respect of 

land, labour, to~ls, implements and cattle required for 

cultivation ••• The collective farm- as distinguished from 

the cooperative or state farm mentioned above- may be oper-

ated in such a manner that, after paying from the produce 

all expenses of cultivation, including wages of workers, 

the surplus if any, after paying the state dues, will be 

available for the benefit of the collective colony and the 

common services or amenities required by it, so as to raise 

the standard of living as well as to make provision by 
... 

way of reserve against tuture contingencies"4/ 

40.· Note of the Sub-committee on Land p,olicy, Agriculture 
and insurence, quoted in R.C.Dutt~p~132. 
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The Sub-Committee also stated that "it has been 

decided that no intermediaties between the state and 

the cultivators should be recognised; and that all their 

rights and titles should be acquired by the state paying 

such compensation as may be considered necessary and 

desirable ••• 11 Finally, the subcommittee observed that 

"while these steps are being taken in the direction of 

collectiJ~tion, there wil~ continue to be large parts of ...... 

the country under the reg:ime of peasant proprietors or 

individual cultivators. Individual enterprise will thus 

continue", but the sub-committee added, 11 • ~. it must be 

subordinated to theneeds of the community 11 •
41 

~e ~esolution of the National planning committee 

on the Report of the subcommittee also deserve to be 

quoted at some length: 

(1) 11 Agricultural land, minus, quaries, rivers 

and forest are forms of natural wealth, 

ownership of which must vest absolutely in the 

people of Indian collectively. 

(2) 11 The cooperative p~inciple should be applied 

to the exploitation of land by developing 

41. Ibid-p.132 

collective and cooperative farms in order that 

agriculture may be conducted more scientifically 

and efficiently, waste avoided, and production 
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increased and at the same time the habit of 

mutual cooperation for the benefit of ~he 

community developed in place of indivmdual 
II 

profit motive. 

( 3) "No intermediaries of the types of Tabangdars, 

Zamindars etc.should be recognised in any of 

these forms of natural wealth after the tran-

sition period is over. The rights and titles 

possed by these classes should be progressively 

brought out by granting such compensation as 

may be considered necessary and desitable 

The practice of sub-infeudation and sub-letting 
tt 

of land should not be permitted. 

(4) "The subcommittee is required to consider and 

report on the forms of collective and cooperative 

farms, which may be suitable for India, and which 

they recommend. Such collective and cooperative 

farms which may be suitable for India, and which 

they recommend. Such collective and cooperative 

farming must be under state supervision and 

regulation" 42 

As planning progressed, there was interesting reaction 

within Congress itself. Though there was considerable 

divergence of views among the~ planners a broad term 

towards state control was emerging. This alarmed the 

conservatives. Even Gandhi was not impressed with t~ 
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the work:; In a letter to Amrit Kaur on 29 June 1939 

Gandhi conveyed his advice to stay away from the planning 

Committee, and added:"In my opinion, the whole of planning 

is a waste of effort. But he(Jawaharlal) can not be 

satisfied with anything that is not big". 43 

(However, as political events follwed their course, 

and newer problems cropped up they claimed the attention 

of Jawaharlal and thus any atempt at policy formulation 

on agrarian question would have to wait till independence. 

~' The years of war and partion claimed the attention of 
" 

national leadership and tho~ the phase of policy formula

tion came after a long respit:] 

43. Quoted by S.Gopal.in hisBiography of Jawaharlal 
Nehry-vol-I,p.447 
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CHAPTER IV 

NEHRU AND CONGRESS AGRARIAN POLICY AFTER INDEPENDENCE 

/Independence, when it finally came on August 15, 1947 
' 

was accompanied by unexpected trauma characterised by 

rCommunal tension, uncompromising demand of the Muslim 

leauae for a separate Islamic 5tate, communal riots in 

Benaal and Bihar which culminated in the partition of the . 
country. Immediately after a truncated India regained her 

freedom, unexpected communal violence took place in th~ 

Punjab now divided between India and Pakistan. Meanwhile 

Gandhi, because of his anti-communal posture earned the 

fierce hatred of Hindu fanatics and was assasinated on 

30th January 1948. 

~!though the socialists and Marxists had alienated 

themselves from the mainstream of natj.onal movement in 

the years precedirig independence, they were later 

influenced by the unfortunate happenings till Gandhi's 

assasination. But it is impossible to measure with 

any ecactness the effect of these events on them. These 

events had only a temporary impact on the dedicated 

Marxists inside the CPI, for the Communist understanding 

of the political situation in India was guided by inter

national communist movement which resulted, between 1948 
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and 1951, in the agrarian struggle launched in the communist 

stronghold of Telengana accompanied by attempt at orga

nising the peasantry in West Bengal, Madras and Bombay. 

The objective of the movement was to seize power on a 

wave of peasant uprisings throughout the country and the 

movement was suppressed by deploying army. But the move

ment did raise the urgency of land problem in India~ ~y 
/ 

1951, the communists, faced with the real threat of politi-

tical annihilation if they persisted in armed revolt had 

to reconsider their earlier assessment of the revolutionary 

potential in the country. Thus their strategy changed over 

to one of peaceful opposition through the arganisation of 

United Front alliance of left parties and this tactical 

consideration however did not rule out resort to violence 

methods in future if the situation became favourable"i 1 

/ 

(The Congress socialists, by contrast,underwent 
\ 

a more profound transformation of political outlook being 

deeply shaken by communal riots and Gandhi's death; and 

as opposed to their earlier advocacy of class struggle, 

resolved to work for a socialist society through peaceful 

means. 2 

1 • Overstreet and Windmiller-p. 303 

2. Francine R.Fra~l, India's political Economy, OUP, 
1 9J3C)-pp 65-66. 
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It is apparent from Nehru •.s own writings that 

he began to experience reservations about the wisdom of 

class struggle techniques in Indian conditions even earlier. 

Although he was the most influential advocate of socialism 

in-side the Congress, he had never formally joined the 

Congress Socialist Partyw Wh~n in 1936, he was elected 

Congress president, the working committee appointed by 

him carefully reflected the conservative majority in the 

AICC. Even in 1939, when with the reelection of Subhas 

Bose as Congress President in the face of open opposition, 

the socialists appeared in a position ~to captQre the 

party, Nehru chose not to go beyond the verbal confront-

ation with Gandhi that followed. 

, Thus Nehru's motives must alwa~; remain a matter 
\._. 

of some speculation. Brecher suggests that there were 

important psychological pressures affecting his behaviour. 

In particular Nehru was so emotionally dependent on Gandhi's 

esteem and affection that he preferred to give way even on 

issues of principle rather than risk an irriparable 

breach in their personal relations. 3 Yet it is also apparent 

that Nehru was concerned about preserving the Congress 

3. Brecher- p.140 
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Party as a unifying political force. He had moreover, 

reason to believe that his personal effectivenss was 

enhanced by remaining acceptable to the sonservative 
' 

elements inside the part~ 

Even-though he had refrained from packing the 
. ) 

working committee refused to issue an ultimatum on the 

question of collective affiliation he did manage to win 

a free hand in drafting the 1936 election manifesto, 

which committed the party as a whole to a radical programme 
r 

of agrarian reform. \.t!is conciliatory attitude towards 

the business class also brought significant gains. When 

the Congress working committee constituted a National 

planning Committee in 1938, co~posed of Socialists, 

crommunists and leading industrialists, Nehru as chairman 

deliberately avoided discussions of basic social policy 

or principles of social:: organisation that could split the 

committee, and contended himself with a consensus on the 

need for central economic plannin~ Like Gandhi in other 

Circusmstances he reasoned that the committee's endorse-

ment for the principle of planning, even without an 

explicit committment to the socialist pattern of society, 

would inevitably lead India towards establishing some 

of the fundamentals of the socialist structure. 
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(:erhaps the greatest incentive to Nehru of a 

conciliatory approach, however, was the prospect of 

achieving social reform and economic progress with a 

minimum of disruptive violence. 4 He observed, " if 

conflict was inevitable, it had to be faced. But if it 

could be avoided or minimised, that was an obvious gain". 5 

Even so, as late as 1945 Nehru was still not 

entirely persuaded of the practicability of a non-violent 

approach to social revolutio;J He confessed to nagging 

doubts: " ends and means: Were they tied up inseparably, 

acting and reacting on each other, the wrong means distorting, 

sometimes destroying the end in view ? But the right means 

may well be beyond the capacity of infirm and selfish 

6 '""' human nature. What then was o~ to do ?~ 

~evertheless, Nehru continued to move towards 

conciliatory approach. The Congress election manifesto, 

which he approaved in 1946, finally called outright for 

Zamindari abolition, but also promised payment of equitable 

compensation to Zamindars. 

4. Fr~l p.67 
5. Discovery of India p.405 
6. Ibid p.13 



After Gandhi's death, however, Nehru became 

unshakable in his commitment to nonviolence as the only 

valid policy in approaching problems of social reform in 

India. Although he did not hesitate to depart from 

Gandhi's thinking on questions of economic policy 

he self-consciously kept faith with what he considered the 

relevant core.of Gandhi's teaching in politics:«the most 

important principle(that) he laid down which is means are 
7\ 

as important as ends and are in fact convertible"·/ 
~ 

~aradoxically, however, in a striking departure 

from Gandhi's strategy- and his own earlier prudence-

Nehru permitted a radical formulation of Congress party's 

ultimate goals. In November 1947, at the Jaipur meeting 

of the AICC, the Committee on objectives and econot;nic 

programme set down the general principle that "land, with 

its mineral resources and other means of production, as 

well as distribution and exchange·, must belong to and 

be regulated by the community in its own interests". 

There was provision for state enterprise and key 

industries, regulation and control over private enter

prise,;.· in view of the objectives of national policies. 
/ 

7. R.K.Karanjia, The Mind of Mr. Nehru, p.25 
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~ithin the rural sector, the committee recommended 

the elimination of all private money lenders and traders; 

and the formation~village credit, marketing and processing 
I 

societies based on compulsory membership of all puitiv.ators~ 
' (jhe effect of the Jai~pur programme was heightened 

by publication in July 1949 of the report of the Congress 

Agrarian Reforms Committee~ This was the first major 
1 

product of socialist-Gandhian collaboration as an outstand-

ing public issue after independence.:Jrt was the most 

threatening document ever drafted by an official committee 

of the Congress party with respect to the property interests 

of tha landed estes. 

the Committee set down four standards that should 

determine the government's agricultural policy. They were 

(1) The agrarian economy should provide an oppor

tunity for the development of farmer's person

ality; 

(2) there should be no exploitation of one class 

by another; 

(3) there should be maximum efficiency of production; 

(4) the scheme of reform should be within the realm 

_____________ o_f __ P_r_a_cticabilit~ 

B. AICC, Resolutions on Economic Policy,Programme, 
1 924-1954, p. 18 

9. The agrarian reforms committee was oppointed with 
Nehru's approaval by Congress president Raj.nder 
Prasad towards the end of 1947. It was headed by 
Gandhian Economist J.C.Kumarappa. Two members with 
substantial holdings, N.G.Ranga and O.P.Ramaswamy Reddiar, 
e~resident of Madras, issued a "Minute of Dissent" to 
the main report arguing against virtually all recommendation 
to restrict private awnership rights in land especially 
compulsoty cooperative forming, which was recommended. 



(The report, which concede4that a capitalist 
-.......::.. 
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agrarian structure could achieve maximum efficiency in 

production, rejected such a pattern on political grounds 

because it would promote exploitation of one class by 

another. It assumed that full protection of priva~e 

property rights in land would encourage larger owners 

to mechanise production and ultimately to displace smaller 

and less-.: efficient producers: to deprive the agriculturists 

of their rights in land, turn them in to mere wage earners 

and subject soeity to capitalist control in such a vital 

matter as food. 19 
~t the same time, cotlective farming which might 

improve productive efficency and eliminate economic 

~xploitation as well, was found unsuitable on grounds of 

subordinating the individual peasant to a large army of 

technicians and bureaucrats. On balance, therefore, the 

committee favoured an agrarian pattern of intermediate-

size, village based cooperative associations as the best 

safeguard for the legitimate interest of both individual 

and community) 

1 o. Indian National Congress, AICIC, Report of the Congress 
Agrarian Reforms Committee, p.16 
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/ 

'With this central issue decided, the report went 
\___. 

on to recommend two types of farming related to differences 

in the size of holdings. All holdings below "basic" · 

size, that is uneconomic farms that could provide full 

employment and a reasonable standatd of living to an 

average family offive-about forty to fifty percent of the 

total-were to be amalgamated in joint cooperative farms. 

The report candidly expressed the hope that all land in 

village would ultimately come under joint cooperative 

managem~nt, and that family farms would gradu~lly disappear 

after an indefinite period of transition. 

To this end the report noted the need to fix a 

minimum wage for agricultural labour, which would not 

only benefit the landless workers, but also drive "the 

s.mall farms, i.e. the bulk of a~ricul tural farms out of 

cultivation ~nd the small holders into the cooperative 

farms. 1 ~ 
~inally, the authors of the report observed that 

propaganda, liberal state aid and other forms of economic 

inducement might be sufficient to establish a new agrarian 

pattern; some measure of compulsion might well be needed. 

11. Ibid,p.123. 
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By 1949, therefore, the propertied classes stood 

warned of the long-term threat to their economic 

interests in government initiatives for "social reform" 

in rurual sector. The mass of illiterate tenant farmers 

and landless labourers were of course only dimly aware 

of the exact recommendation for changes in the land tenure 

system. Still they were also encouraged to hope for a 

major imrovement in their condition as a result of the 

establishment of a popular government after independencej 

(:n the early years of independence two contradictory 

tendancies were already well-advanced inside the congress 

party. 12 The national party executive endorsed socialist 

principles of state ownership, regulation and control over 

key sectors of economy with a view to improve productivity 

and curb economic concentration. On the other hand, the 

National Congress government persued liberal economic 

polcies and gave incentives for private investment justified 

by the aim of increasing production. 

The phenomenon reflected serious att~ition in the 

strength of the socialist Gandhian intellegentia at all 

levels of party organisation. Thus national leadership was 

unable to command effective support for the implementation 

of official Congress policies on economic and social reforms. 

12. Frankel, p. 71 
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Patel as the most powerful spokesman of the conservative 

wing was instrumental in producing this situation. As 

a result Nehru's socialist support in~ide the Congress 

was sharply attenuate~ 
~nother hurdle on Nehru's way was the influence of '-. 

the new membership in the provincial Congress bodies after 

the 1936 which included prosp~erous landholding castes, 13 

who were least bothered about the scruples of controlling 

local organisations. The phenomenon assumed wider proportion 

after 1947. Thus by 1949, conservative coalitions built 

by dominant landowning castes in alliance with urban business 

men had captured effective control over most district and 

pradesh congress committees~ 
) 

(ouring the formative period therewere serious 

differences between Patel and Nehru, which gave rise to 

serious constraints on the latter~ initiatives. Patel 

provided a rival focus of power inside the cabinet, one that 

encouraged ministeries to exercise considerable autonomy 

on issues of national policy. Neljlru complained that he 

could not impose any close coordination on the decision 

taken in diffierent ministeries. In particular, his 

conern that cabinet must develop a g~eral economic policy 
" 

to meet the acute crisis created by the dislocation of 

----------------------------------
13. Stanley Ko•chanek: The Congress Party of Indi~ 

pp 337-338. 



partition found. no echo in government actions. The 
./ 

government'tgnored the 1946 recommendation of interim 

government's Advisory planning Board to establish a 

national planning agency "responsible to the cabinet 

which should denote its attention continually to the 
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whole field of .development1 4 Neither was there any response 

to the January 1948 recommendation of AICC's Economic 

programmesCommittee that a Planning Commission should be 

immediately established. Seven months later~n response 

to Nehru's suggestion of setting up a "Board or council 

of Expert advisers whesefunction would be to watch every 

aspect of the economic situation and advise on it, Patel 

countered with the suggestion of setting up a committee 

of experts drawn from among industrialists, economists 

and representatives of the government departments to 

achieve their cooperation in the effective implementation 

of policies that had already been set down to reassure 

the business community. Indeed, the years between 1947 and 

1950 saw a series of adhoc economic policies that were 

designed to create a favourable enviornment for private 
"-

investment. 15) 

14. A.H.Hanson, the Proc~ss of Planning, p.45 
Of>. c;t_, 

1 5. Frankel,"pp. 76-77. 
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(v,et, by far, the most important ini tia ti ves aimed 

at protecting the interests of the propertied classes 

were those incorporated into legal and instituional frame-

work of the new political order. During the period of 

Patel's life-time till death in 1950- the government took 

a series of key decisions on constitutional arrangements 

that set very narrow limits on the centre's powers for 

direct implementati9n of economic and social reforms. 

In t~e constitutional set up, which provided for a 

parliamentary farm of government, the constitutive powers 

of parliament were, limited in one vital respect. This 

was the requirement to carry out social and economic 

reforms through measures that were consistant with the 
~ 

fundamental rights of individuals guarenteed by~constitution. 

Indeed, the most egalitarian port~ioNof the 1950 con-

stitution were confined to the non-enforceable Directive 

principles of State Policy. By contrast, the operative 

portions of the constitution imposed limitations on the 

power of Central Parliament and the legislatures of each 

of the states against passing any law which takes away or 

abridge" the fundamental rights protected under the 

constitution. The fundamental rights as included in 

15. Frankel. pp .76-77. 
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part-III, included not only the basic political riaht 

such as equality before law and the freedom of religion, 

speech, expression·, assembly, association and movement, 

but also the freedom ijf property. Article 19, guarenteed 

the ri.ght to »acquire, hold and dispose of property» 

subject only to »reasonable restrictions» in the public 

interest. Article 31 stipulated that no property could 

be acquired for a public purpose unless the government 

paid compensation. The right of individual to challenge 

thP. compensation awards in the courts as inadequate or in 

violation of the right to equal protection of law was also 

guarenteed under the general provision of Article 32, 

confirming the right to appeal to the Supreme Court and/ 

or lower courts for the enforcement of fundamental rights 

The Drafting Committee, in fact, was more riqid in insisting 

on the absolute protection of economic ri.ghts than on the 

. ' invlolability of political freedoms• 
/ 

_Nehru pleaded that the constituion should clearly 

exempt the compensation clauses of the Zamindari 

Abolition Acts from Judicial Review under the Fundamental 

Rights provision. But the plea was rejected. By contrast, 

the framers endorsed the principle that it was necessary 

to qualify the civil rights guarenteed, by enabling both 
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the centre and the states to plan laws providing for 

Preventiui Detention for reasons connected with the 

security of state, the maintenance of public order 

or the maintenance of supply and services essential to 

the community. 

Similarly, Patel, as Home Minister, succeeded in 

imposing his arguments on Drafting Committee for 

constitutional provisions guarenteeing the privileged 
. 

conditions·of service~: the officers of British trained 

Indian Civil Service(ICS.),. The successor of ICS the 

Indian Administrative Service(I.AS) established by Patel, 

with its own terms and conditions of service also guarenteed 

under the constttutionJretained the structure and style 

of its elitist forerunner perpetuating a national administ-

rative system that in numbers and outlook was more suitable 

for carrying out thenarrow colonial functions of law and 

order than the broad responsibilities f,or~ec·onomic develop

ment of an independent government. Thus the legal and 

administrative fr~ework appeared to favour the protection 

of the rights and privileges of diverse local elites~ 
/ 

'-
But the distribution of powers between the Union 

and the states also acted as a brake in preventing 

sweeping changes of the social order by action from above. 

16. Ibid,p.81 



The strong powers vested in the Union were more useful 

as negative sanction in preventing open opposition by the 

states to basic principles o: national policy than as 

positive force for the effective implementation of 

central programmes. Except in the unusual case that 

two thirds of the members of the Rajyasabha were agreed 

parliament could not legislate on any subject of the 

state list. The state government, among other important 

things, retained virtually extensive control over the 

governance of the vast rural sector, including such key 

subjects as land reforms, agricul.tural credit, land revenue 

assessments and taxation of agricultural income) 
/ 

Thus the structure of government was mainly for 

coordination between the centre and the s~ates rather 

than central control over state polcies, programmes and 

administration. 17(~owever drastic departures could occur 

during emergencies. Under ordinary circumstances, the 

federal le§al and administrative framework imposed 

several limitations on the power of central government 

to carry out programmes of democratic social transformation •. 

These constraints assigned even greater salience to 

17. Paul Appleby- Public administration in India; 
Report of a Survey, Delhi-1953, p.16 
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to methods of social change that could build up organised 

popular pressure from below·on state governments for 

the effective implementation of economic and social refonns. 

There were in fact, a number of features in the 

new constitution that contained the potentialites for 

carrying out much a decentralised strategy of social 

change in response to popular pressure. Not least 

important was the provision for the adoption of universal 

adult suff&rage for both Lok Siabha and State Assemblies. 

Right to equality before law and equal protection of the 

law carried revolutionary implications. The constitution 

paved the way for establishing new institutions of popular 

participation at the local level. It directed the states 

to organise village panchayats and endow them with such 

powers and authority as may be necessary to enable them 

to function 

~his 
as units of self ~overnment~ - ./ 

framework of constitutional arrangements, with 

its short-term limitations and long-range opportunities 

for .carrying out democratic social reform, was in place 

by the time that Nehru finally suceeded in winning the 

cabinet approval for a national programme of planned 
18 development. The Prime Minister, whose power was still 

18. Frankel, p.84. 
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not· predominant in either the government or the Congre·ss 

party, followed his characteristic political style of getting 

agreement for broad principles of socialist transformation 

even while appr~ving the conservative economic policies 

endorsed in the Draft O~tline of the First Plan. 

The endorsement of radical economic and social 

goals proved sufficient, this line to alarm the conser-
t. • ..'.. 

vatives inside the Congress party. Nehru's arbiter role 

weakened the scialist contingent inside the Congress partyl 
/ 

.At the end of 1949, Nehru once again revived the 

idea of a _planning commission, this time fortified by a 

recommendation from an American advisor. Once again , 

the idea met resistance from Patel. But the prevailing 

economic crisis strengthened Nehru's hand and on January 

25, 1950, the working committee after acrimonious debate, 

finally agreed to a resolution calling for the creation of 

Planning Commission. 19 But so, far from endorsing government 

control in industry and land-reform in agriculture·, Sardar 

Patel prevailed once again in deleting a passage from the 

original draft that would have defined the purpose of planning 

as "the progressive elimination of social concentration 

of wealth and, means of production"~O All that Nehru could 

19. Ibid, pp 84-85 

20. Kochanek p.139 
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manage by way of compensation was a statement linking 

the work~ of the planners to Directive Principles of state 

Policy contained in the boncti tution. 2 ~ 

However, the planning commission with Nehru as its 

chairman was from the beginning relegated to an advisory 

status. The completed Draft Outline confirmed the existence 

of a wide chasm between statements of principle and progra

mmes of actio~\ Although the Directive principles of state 
I 

policy were accepted as the guide to economic and social 

pattern to be attained through plannings, it was at the 

same time, warned by planners that a hasty implementation 

of measures intended to bring about economic equality may, 

in the short run, affect savings and level of production 

adversely. 22 

011 programmes included in the plan were justified 

by reference to a single yard-stick: the economic goal of 

increasing production. It was from this point of view 

that the highest priority was given to agriculture, rural 

development, irrigation and power which accounted for 

43% of the total outlay. This was mainly keeping in view 

"!1 Tarlok Singh- Towards an integrated society pp.153-154 

22. 
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the shortage of food and raw materials2~ Again there was 

discrepancy between the prescriptive and the operational 

portion of the agricultural development programme. 

There was emphasis on increasing production to 

change agriculture from "subsistence farming to economic 

farming and (bringing) about changes, as will introduce 

substantial efficiency in farming operation and enable the 

low income farmer to increase his return.25 The ultimate 

objective was decribed as cooperative village management 

under which "all the land in the village is to be regarded 

as a single farm". In the interim, ·the smaller. holders 

sould be "encouraged and assisted to group themselves 

voluntarily into cooperative Farming societis. 26Moreover 

all producers were expected to belong to a village production 

plans, assess requirements for finance from .cooperative 

multipurpose societies to individual cultivators, and 

organise voluntary labour for community works~ 
I 

./ 

(In practice, institutional reform was assigned 

secondary importance in the programme for increasing 

agriculatural production.27 The planners ruled out nation-

alisation of land for collective cultivation on the 

2 4. Ibid, p. 75 
25. Ibid,p.94 
26. Ibid,p.104 

27. Frankel,p.87 
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grounds of a tradition of free peasant ownership. Next 

they rejected the propose~ to place a ceiling on 

existing holdings in order to redistribute land to 

" subsistence farmers, arguing ·.J that on the larger farms 

production will fall, and for a period at any rate, on 

other farms also and it may well be that the decline in 

production may have a serio~ effect on the well-being 

and stability of rural society as a whole. Apart from 

Zamindari abolition which was already in progress the only 

concrete proposals for land reform contained in the 

Draft outline centered around recommenda¢ions for legislation 

to protect tenants at will and to determine a ceiling on 

future acquisition of land by indi victuals\ 

\'"' h ) 
~- ~he greatest incentive in agricultural programme 

' was placed on the adoption of improved practices, parti-

cularly the introduction of irrigation and the application 

of chemical fertiliser. This strategy clearly favoured 

the large landowners. 

While socialists and Gandhians saw the plan as a 
.~ . 

cll,Rdown from the obj ectJ.ves cf(-: Congress as preached till 

recently, the industrialists and sympathisers of private 
• 

enterprise viewed the very establishment of a central 

planning agency with alarm. Thus as the arbiter between the 
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two extremes Nehru hae always to strike a compromise. 

The famous confrontation between Nehru and Tandon 

was suggestive of this tussile between the left and 

right inside the Congress although Nehru's arbitration 

did not wholly satisfy the socialist and Gandhian 

contingent in the Congress which led to their'withdrawal 

28 from Congress. 

However, as the most indispensable leader for the 

Congress party Nehru still exercised an indisputable 

authority in policy making. His prime concern, from this 

point of view, lay in maintaining the unity of Congress. 

This conviction was strengthened after the 1952 general 
\ 

29' election in which the Congress party had massive victory._/ 

(Qn the whole, the results were sufficient to suggest 

that for the time being only the Congress party could 

provide a focus for social mobilisation on the basis of 

common mational identity. All other groups, in Nehru's 

view, would divide the country further along caste, 

communal~ sectional or class lines. More than ever, 

Nehru thought in terms of applying Gandhian principles 

to problems of social change. 3~ 

Thus he reasoned: " It is clear that so far as this 

country is conerned. we can not attain this ideal of(:lass-

28. Frankel,pp,88-91 

29. Ibid, p.92 

30. Ibid,p.92 
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less society) by conflict andviolence. We have achieved 

manythings by way of peace and there is no particular 

reason why we should not do so, because however, high 

our ideals and objectives may be, if we try to attain them 

by methods of violence, matters will be very greatly 
31 delayed". 

Like Gandhi before him, Nehru maintained the 

tactical separation between an accomodative party 

ideology and organisation aimed at reassuring the 

propertied classes and an economic strategy that incor-

porated proposal, for institutional change designed.to 

speed up popular organisation and pressure from below 

on state governments for the implementation of social 

reforms. 

(!he final version of the First Five year Plan published 

in December 1952, reflected Nehru's new authority over 

national questions of economic and social policy, after 

Patel's death in 1951. It also contained the first indi-

cation of a new approach to economic development that in-

corporated a strategy for peaceful social change. The 

allocation to industry increased, compared to that in the 

31. J awaharlal Nehru, Planning and Development, 11 S.peech 
to Lok Sabha", December 15, 1952,p.6. 
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Draft outline, with the main emphasis on basic and heavy 

industries and imposing a measure of limits on private 

enterprise. 

The most striking innovation, however, occured 

in the approach to agricultural development. The draft 

outline had offered little by way of practical programmes 

to dissolve the apprarent contradiction between economic 

and social aims of planning with strong emphasis on a 

technocratic strategy. But the final version of the 

First plan paved the way for the reconciliation of growth 

and equity goals by reformulating the problem of 

agricultural development in terms of eliminating exploi

tative social and economic relations that inhibited more 

efficient use of existing labour intensive production 

practic~ to increase output_.32 

The planners identified the basic cause of India's 

backwardness not in the absence of modern technology perse, 

but in the persistence of certain inhibiting socio-economic 

factors which prevent the most dynamic forces fn:the economy 

from asserting themselves. 33 
/ 

~pplying this fomulation to rural sector, it became 

.feasible to argue that higher levels of output depended 

32. Frankel, p.95 
33. Ibid, p.95 
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less on the application of scientific methods to agri-

culture which few cultivators could afford- than on the 

transformation of institutional framework to provide small 

farmers. and agricultural workers with adequate incentives 

to increase production through more efficient application 

of traditional labour intensive techniques. 34 

However, there was substantial evidence of a 

chronic gap between productivity potential and actual 

output within~ the vast agricultural sector. Apparent 

since the turn of the century till 1946-47, the rate 

of increase in eut-put of foodgrains, estimated at 

12%, lagged far behind population growth over 40%~~ 
l§fforts to raise agricultural productivity 

within the existing agrarian framework, however, were 

almost certain to run into direct obstacles in the pattern 

of land distribution and land tenure. 36 The system of 

landownership based on individual proprietary rights, 

inherited from the British, imposed severe limitations 

on the efficient allocation of land, labour and capital. 37 

34. Ibid, pp.95-96 
.1. 

35. George Blyn, Agricultural Trends in India 
1891-1947, p.96 

36. Frankel, p.97. 
37. Ibid, p, 97. 
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The final version of the First Five Year Plan 

ruled out the undiluted capitalist pattern of agrarian re-

organisation. Instead, it adopted alternative proposals 

for land ·reform that made significant redistribution of 

land and some degree of change from individual to 

cooperative patterns of economic activity an integral 

part of the programme for agricultural developmen~• 

~he most striking departure occured in the 

recommendaation for ceilings. Reversing their earlier 

position in the Draft outline, the Planners announced that 

they were now » in favour of the principle that there should 

be an upper limit to the amount of land that an individual 

may hold.
39 

The planners endorsed the recommendation of the 

Congress Agrarian Reforms Committee to establish\: a ceiling 

at three times the family holding». Ceilings could apply 

both to the amount of land that could be resumed from the 

tenants-at-will for the purpose of personal cultivation. 

The plight of landless labourers was expected to be 

ameliorated but not removed by the redistribution of land • 
../ 

As in the Draft outline, the planning commission 

recommended that small and middle farmers be assisted ~ 

----·--------------------------
39. Ibid, p. 1 00 
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to group themselves voluntarily in to cooperative farming 

societies. This time however, the commission suggested a 

modest element of compulsion, 40sugge~ting that the decision 

of majority of the farmers to enter upon cooperative 

management should be binding on the village as a whole. 

The recommendations for land reforms and cooperative 

village management, neverthless, stopped far short of the 

generalised attack as private ownership rights in land that 

characterised the 1949 Report of Congress Agrarian Reforms 

Committee. The practice of accommodative politics was 

strengthened by the planning commission's projection of 

an extended time perspective for the organisation of co

operative farms of small and middle farmer~ The planners 

gave only a vague manadate to the states to organise a 

"good number" during the First Plan, without suggesting 
' any time-table for acheiving the ultimate goal of cooperative 

village management. 41 

~he planners beleived that the proposals for land 

reforms represented an important victory for the goal of 

socialism pattern and that they had achieved a consensus 

at the level of principle on the aim of a radical recon-

struction of rural society. Recommendations for ceilings 

40. Ibid, p.1 00 
41. Ibid, p.1 01 
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on land, ownership and the formation of cooperative farms 

had been endorsed by the cabinet, the Lok Sabha, and the 

Congress Party as part of their overall approval for the 

plan. 

The new approach to agricultural development also 

incorporated a set of proposals of a~ganisational changes 

at the village level that carried the potentiality for 

mobilising effective public opinion as a sanction in enfor-

cing plan policies of aqrarian reform. The core of the 

• approach was the recommendation of the community Develop-

ment programme •. Like its predecessor, the conservative 

programme, it was designed to stimulate popular pressures 

for social reform from below that would ultimately make 

institutional change inevitable, while avoiding the 

destabilising effects of a frontal attack on the preroga

tives ~f the propertied class~42 
' _./ 

I 
/The first fifty five community projects had been 
\..._ 

started in October 1952, under the supervision of the 

Planning Commission with American Technical and financial 

assistance. They were originally conceived solely as pro

gramme inte10sive agricultural development and were infact 

allocated~reas having water from irrigation and assured 

42. Ibid, p.102 
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with the narrow economic goals of the community pro-

jects. He particularly objected to the practice of 

picking out the best and most favourable spots for 

intensive development when the majority of the agricul

turists were economically backwarct. 43 Neverthless, 

two facets of the community projects impr~ssed him as 

vitally important for the social goals of plannings: 

One was the approach patterned after the constructive 

programme and the other was the community centrererl 

focus of the development proiects which stressed the 

principle of cooperetion and self help. 4;) 

(At the centre of community Development Programme 

was a plan to establish cooperative and Panchayat Raj 

institutions that aimed at reconstructing the whole village 

as the primary unit of economic and political action~ 

'--~-----------------------

43. Ministry of Community development, 
J awaharlal Nehru On Community develor.xnent 
(Delhi ~957), p.13. 

44. Frankel, p.102. 

/ 
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The proposal to place the village panchayat at the 

centre of planning and implementation of rural developmP.nt 

projects repre~ented a second aspect of the effort to 

create the community as a cohesive unit of political 

action. 45 In the redefinition of Rural Development 

strategy, planning commission subsequently assianed only 

secondary importance to the provision of modern scientific 

inputs in the prooramme for increasing production •. Thus, 

the primary emphasis was placed on initiatives for ·insti-

tutional change that could mobilse local manpower and 

resources for development. In the final version of thP. 

plan, the principle of selective and intensive development 

was comoletely abandoned. Instead planners announced 

the intention to create a national extension organisation 

morlellerl after the community projects, which would 

brino the entire cultivated area under extensive rlevelopment 

within a period of ten years. However, from the economic 

point of view,· the short-term prospPct for maximising 

agricultural productivity in Block was dimmed. The 

planners therefore thought in terms of long-term economic 

and soci.al advantages even if it involved sacrifice in 

t f d t
. ' 46 erms o pro uc 1on • 

) 

45. Ibid, p.1 03 

46. Ibid, p.106 
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With this policy formulation NehDu in 1953 attempted 

to forge new ties between Congress Party and Praja Socialist 

Party(PSP), which had been formed followi.na the 1951 

eler.tions. But excepting a few leaders, t~e P5P as a 

whole rejected tho irlea of formal cooperation or merger. 47 

Ironically, the differences that kept Nehru and socialists 

apart where, to a larqe extent, rooted in a common leqacy 

the thouqht and practice of Gandhi. 

~he Sarvoda-yists were more utopian and emphasisert 

the spiritual asppcts of Gandhi's thought that social 

reforms cannot be effected through leaislation from above. 

The P5P, partic1_~larly its militant wing, under the leader 

of Lohia advocated an approach of direct struggle. Nehru 

svmpathised with both points of view, but he accepted 

neither completely~ 
J 

~e did not believe that propertierl classes could 

be converted, to a new set of motives and behaviour simply 

by an ap~eal to traditional religious values. On the 

other hand, he was not prepared to weaken India's fragile 

political unity by an outri0ht att~ck on the propertied 

elements through Sweepina constitutional changes or 

encouragement to civil rlisoberlience as a rotl\ine response 

47. Ibid, 107 
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~6 injustice. Most important, he believed in the 

possibility of achieving the multiple, economic, social 

and political aims of Indian development throuah 

pressures qenerated from within the democratic system. 

His working assumption was that given the historical 

innovation of political. democracy in India, it was possible 

to rlo it in the Gandhian way. 48 Thus, the braod apnroach 

Nehr1.J followed, subject to shifting economic and political 

conditions was an adQptation of Gandhi's two-pronged 

strateqy of class conciliation and direct attack on social 

foundations of exploitat:i.o6) 

~n agricultural sector, the entire development 

strategy was conceived as an arganisational device for 

weakfning the social pillars of economic and political 

dominance by the landed castes. The community development 

programme was assianed the task of crea~ing in the mass of 

rural population an awareness and desire for the imple-

mentation of new principles of social justice based on 

equality and participation, which would find organised 

expression in ~oopRrative and panchayat Raj instituttons. 

Nehru characterised his own appro~ch as "mass 

approach" one that was aimed at changing the thinking 

masses and produce(ing) the co~rect m~ss reaction to any 

48. Karanjia, p.79. 
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A goorl ·part of his hooe for a democratic and peaceful 

solution to social change rested on the assumption that 

peasantry could be made to understand their common interest 
(" 

and ~trength the transcending parochial divisions to 

cooperate for economic reform. 50 The keystrl>ne of Nehru's 

faith in the efficiency of the new institutions was his 

belief that they would gradually generate a popular 

leadership drawn predominantly from amana the poorer 

sections of the peasantry with a capacity to oraanise 

the maj ori.ty for· a disciplined drive for social reform. 51 

~t was against these key premises that Nehru could 

claim that the advent of political ~emocracy offered a 

realistic hope of achieving a non-violent social revolution 

It is also against the background of these assumptions 

that Nehru's preoccupation with avoiding premature polari-

sation around sensitive issues of economic reform and 

his determination to maintain the Congress Party as a 

unifying force at the National level even at thP cost of 

short-term concesssions to the propertied classes became 

most convincing~ 
I 

--· -----------
49. Ibirl, p.62 

50. Ibid,p.67 

51. Ibid, p. 72 
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~fter 1955 the Plannino Commission became an 

extension of the Prime Minister's authority in the area 

of economic policy. 52 The demarcation originally envisaged 

between the advisory functions of the Planning Commission 

and the decision-making responsibilities of the central 

government grew blurred. Nehru's unique position in the 

government and the Congress party was central to this 

transformation •. From 1955 to 1964, Nehru's pivotal position 

permitted a handful of men to determine national economic 

and social policy and methods of development. The common 

thread in Nehru's appointment to the Planning Commission 

was the political orientation of the members. The men 

who served on the commission were firmly committed, or 

at least sympathetic, to the blend of socialist goals 

and Gandhian methods that provided the intellectual frame 

work for the approach to planned change. 53 All 616 them 

considered the process of development in broader terms 

than economic orowth, to include priorities for trans-

formation of the social order and the establisment of an 

egalitarian and socialistic pattern of modern society. 
J 

52. Frankel, p.113 

53. Ibid,p.115 
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(!:n the Second Five Year Plan, as a result of Nehru's 

initiative the problem of formulating an economic 

development strategy was subsequently considered from a 

dual perSpective.54 It. was agreed that over the period 

of ten or fifteen years, India should advance towards a 

socialist economy in which the public sector's share 

of investment and output in orqanised industries(especially) 

basic an0 heavy industries in the capital goods sector) 

was significantly increased relative to that of private 

sector; and rluring this same period, the foundations of a 

self-reliant industrial economy should be erected and the 

problem of unemployment solved. Thus, both the aovernrnent 

and the Congress Party endorsed these objectives) In 
/ 

January 1955, Nehru personally moved the resolution at the 

Avadhi session of Congress, which finally committed the 

party as a whole to the principle that planning should 

take place wtth a view to the establishment of a socialist 

oattern of society where the principal means of production 

are under social ownership or contro1?5 

,However, there was an inherent difficnlty in this 

strategy. The larae industrial programmes preempted the 

54. Ibid, p.117 

55. Ibid, p.117 
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lion's share of available resources for investment on 

cotstly modern technolog~es. Jhere was no possibility 

of increasing agricultural output by providing tens of 

millions of small peasant households with capital-inten-

sive production inputs such as mechanised irriqation, 

farm machinary or even chemical fertiliser. Instead 

agricultural productivity had to be increased by more 

efficient use of available land and resources within the 

rural sector. Thus, the ramifications of the large 

industrial proarammes went beyond the immediate problem :-

raisinq agricultural output with the actual resources 

at hand. 56 Apart from its potential for increasing agri-

cultural productivity with minimum new capital investment, 

Nehru's basic agrarian reorganisation programme promised 

to solve the problem of bui_lding up linkages between the 

modern industrial sector and vast rural hinterland, 

setting in motion the dynamic process of overall increase 

of income, consumption, employment and production at the 

core of self-sustaining economic growth.:? The coop~ratives 

had still other advantages. They providerl orqanisational 

infrastructure tbat was particularly suitable for the 

mobilisation of agricultural surpluses throuqh complusory 

state trading and price control)58 

56. Ibid.p.118 

57. Ibirl.p.119 

58. Ibid.p.120 
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( 
~However the economic rationale for speedy orga-

nisation of the agrarian sector in the conteK~ of the 

large inudstrial programmes projected for the second 

plan were hiqhly persuasive. 59 Such an approach as the 

planners and Nehru were aware appeared to be brinqing 

majore gains in the neiqhbouring China. The difference 

was that in India these changes had to be carried out 

without authoritarian methods, and in a peaceful democratic 

way. But neither Nehru nor-":!tlbe other members of the 

Planning Commission squarely faced the emeraing contradiction 

bPtwePn the requirements of the industrialisation strategy 

and these of peaceful social and political development. 

Still the effort at institutional chanaes at the village 

level, nonetheless were made, despite the uncertainities 

contained in the plan strategy on the lines envisaaed. 
- / 

~he decision in favour of rapid industrialisation 

sharply reduced the proportion of total outlay allocated 

to aariculture and irrigation, from 34.6 percent in the -First Plan to 17.5 percent in the Second plan. In 

absolute terms, total expenditure on aqriculture as a 
. 

whole dirl rise by over 25 percent. B ut within this 

cr~teqory, outlay on agricultural production prooramms 

contributinq directly to increased 

output, actually declined from 197 crores in the First 

Plan to~ 170 crores in the second plan. Fxpenditure on 

----· ·------
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on irrigation fell slightly in absolute terms and showed 

a sharp relative decline in total plan outlay, from 

16.3 percent to 7.9 percent. As a result, reliance on the 

mobilisation of local resources like voluntary contri-

butions of labour and money to carry out labour intensive 

development projects in agriculture, was even more pro-

nounced. Between the two plans, allocations to National 

extension and community development projects increased 

by more than two times~60 
/ 

(§tate trading was assiqned a maior role in 

stabilisi.nq domestic price level. A central role was 

assianed as in the plan frame, to the organisation of 

state partnered coopPratiues in agricultural credit, 

marketing and processing. A number of Na~ional Funds 

were created to permit the states to subscribe to , · 

share capital of apex(state) banks, central(rlistrict) 

banks, and large-size primary cridt societies, as well 

as to the share captal of non-crdit institutions, 

especially marketing and processing societi:J· 

(Neverthless, having created whAt appeared to be 

national financial and administrative apparatus for the 

supervision of ~he cooperative sector, the planners were 

unahle to avoirl numerous concessions on the scope and pace 

60. The Second Five Year Plan. 
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of agrarian reorganisation that seriously undermined 

the utility of cooperatives on instruments of government 

regulation over the agricultural economy. 61 In response 

to objections raised by the state leadership, the 

planning Commission declined to press the Rural Credit 

Survey's proposals for formal state control over?~ppointments 

to the boards of directors of cooperative banks, or official 
\ 

veto power over lendinq policies and apoointments by 

coopPratives. A critical concession was also made to the 

state leadership on the question of a time tahle for 

coopeEative reorqanisation of aariculture. Similarly, with 

reqard to land reforms concessions were made~ Although the 

Second Plan reiterated proposals for tenancy reforms and 

ceilinqs on land ownership, the planners were unable to extract 

any firm commitment from the states on a time schedule for 

completing leaislation. Moreover, while the Planning Commission 

believed thRt a substantial proportion of land should be cultivated 

under cooperatives within ten years they could not achieve 

any agreement with the state governments or taraets for thP 

formation of coopPrative farms. This question had to 

be left open for determination during the first ypar of 

the pla~. 
J 

---------------------------------
61 • Frankel, op. cit, p. 1 35 
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allowed to begin with a glaring descrepancy between 
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estimated requirements for agricultural production during 

plan pPriod, and the actual taraets adooted. The low 

agricul~ral tarqet would create serious inflationary 

pressures which would rise to serious proportion with the 

increasing population. The planning commission, afterwards, 

had to emphasise on the revised agricultural targe'ts. The 

attempt at emulating China's agricultural reoroanisation 

assumed importance and deleaations from India were &ent 

to explore the possibilities of adopting Chinese methods 

in Indian conditions. Based on their reports instructions 

were given to states for large scale proaramme. for cooperative 

farm during the second plan. However, the states proved 

more reluctant in accepting any large scale implementation. 

By the summer of 1957, economic pressure for more rapid reorga-

. nisation of the rural sector increased and starting in the spring 

of 1957, the Planninq Commission began to press the food 

ministry for rapid implementation of the Food arains. Enquiry 

Committee's recomrnendation62 to establish a Foodgrains 

Stabilisation Organisatton(FSO), witr branches in all 

important market towns, to undertake purchase anrl sale 

62. The Food Grans Enquiry Committee was appointed 
by the Ministry of Food and Agriculture in 1957. 
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of wheat and rice at controlled prices. But the Union 

Foorl Minister, A.P.Jain citing administrative and orga

nisational obstacles to its rapid implementation, delayed 

in carrying out the planning commission's recommenrlation 

to establish Food Stabilisation Oroanisation and instead 

complied with the least controversial recommendations of 

the Enquiry Committee's report. Towards the end of 1957 

however, the Union Ministry beaan procurement operations 

in which it did not score any qreater sucess. On the 

t th f · · 1 · · 63a 'd th fl. t con rary, as e lnancla cr1s1s eepene , e con lC 

between the Plannin0 commission and the states asst1mcd more 

critical dimension~ 

~he way out of this critical situation lay only 

in the rapid pace of agrarian reoroanisation. As early 

as 1957, Nehru told the Chief ministers that he saw no 

othor/ solution to thP problem of food s hortaaes than 

compulsory oovernment purchase of ~oodgrains at controlled 

prices. 64 Throughout 1958, there was increasing evidence 

that the government was preparing to ~ount a major effort 

for more rapid agrarian reorganisatio~ 
../ 

----·---------------------------
63. The ac6ount of factors contributing to this cr1s1s 

and the measures devised to overcome it have been 
dtscussed in Frankel;t-·cpp.147-151. 

64. Fortniahtly letter to Chief Ministers, 1948-63 
letter dated August 1, 1957. 
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Throughout 1958, there was increasing evidence that 

the government was preparing to mount a major effort for 

'd . . t' 65 1Th 1 . . . more rap1 agrar1an reorgan1sa 1on. ~ e p ann1ng comm1ss1on 

which had reluctantly endorsed the Rural Credit Survey's 

recommendation for laroe size coopPratives on grounds of 

economic efficiency, reverted to its orioinal preference 

for soci.eties organised around village ~the primary unit. 

In April 1958, the Planning Commission succedllfin persuading 

the states once again to accept a modest upward revision 
\ 

in the targets for f~rmation of cooperatives~ 
/ 

~owever, despite these attempts, by the summer of 

of 1958, the planners' determination to save the core 

industrial projects of the seconrl plan, and indeed, the 

entire economic development strategy- seemed to leave 

them little option than to try and force the pace of 

aararian reform, especially implementation of ceilings 

.on landownership and the organisation of coperative~. 

The serious economic cost of s-low progress towards 

agrarian reform in underming the formation of the 

second plan was compounded by the first signs in the 

late 1950s of emerging political di~content. The results 

of the 1957 elections both at the centre and in the states 
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revealed weaknesses in the performance of the Congress 

Party relative to opposition that were interpreted by 

national leadership as disappintment over the slow pace. of -

implementation of long-standing promises for improved 

living standard. 

~he electoral result led to new hear: searching in 

Nehru's government for creating uniformity between princi-

ples and practices of Congress Party. This found expression 

in the November 1958 resolutions of the National Development 

Council which, in fact, were part of a carefully publicised 

compaign initiated by Nehbu to push the Congress Party 

toward a major new programme of agrarian reform in support 

of the requirements of the basic approach of the Second 

plan. 66 At the October 1958 meeting of the AICC, Nehru had 

already set the process in motion with the appointment 

of an agricultural productivity sub-committee, to prepare 

a draft resolution on an integrated programme of agriculturd! 

development for consideration at the forthcoming annual 1 

session of Congress, scheduled for January 1959 at Nagpur. 
r 
(Ihe subcommittee's report, which was completed for 

presentation to the working committee at Nagpur on January 

6, 1959, endorsed dn agricultural strategy that was almost 

66. Ibid, p.162 
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entirely confined to institutional change as the instr11meDt 

of growth in rural sector. In a "Resolution on Aararian 

Oraanisationa! Pattern11 ,
67 approved and edited by Nehru, 

the working committee and the open session unanimously 

approved ctn agriculatural pronramme that caller1 for the 

immediate transformation of the agrarian structure. ThP 

resolution eDvisaged the completion of all land reforms, 

includina ceilingsS:landownership, within one year, by 

the end of 1959. It then went on to link land reforms to 

the formation of cooperative farms and recommended, in a 

departure from the Second Plan, that s11rplus land should 

vest in the village panchayat rather than individuals 

and be managed through cooperatives of landless labourers. 

The core of resolution was an elaboration and expansion of 

the decisions taken by the National Development Council , 
in November. According to the resolution, " the oraanisation 

of the village should be based on village panchayats and 

village cooperatives", both of which were expected to 

become the "spearheads of all developmental activities 

in the village". The resolution enderl with an endoresement 

of the introrluction of state trading in foorlnrains. 

However, this programme suddenly advanced a concrete 

67. Ibid, pp,162-63 
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timetable for aararian reorganisation that si~hificantly 

shortened the transition period to cooperative village 

management~ 
/ 

~he endorsement of the agrarian programme was 

alarming enough, not only for the critics outside party, 

but even within Congress and Nehru was illprepared for the 

wave of criticism. The procrammes although not new for 

Congress party and the two five year plans were new only 

in terms of Nehru's determination; more so because of the 

time limit within which they were to be implemented. Thus 

propPrtied interests within the Conoress were alarmed at 

the bleak prospect of accommodative politics. Under pressure 

Nehru was to modify his position at Nagpur, 68 and accordingly 

cooperative farms he said should be orqanised simultaneously 

with service cooperatives "wherever possible"~9 Organisation-

al affairs to establish_ training centre for Congress 

workers, met with failure for none of these camps were helc:) 

The record of state-trading in foodgrains was harrlly 

more encouraging than the performance on cooperative 
rtlJ 

policy for the state governments demostrate4,compliance for 

the national policy except at a minimal level. In the 

wake of food shortages and rising prices the need for state 

tra~ing however became more pronounced~ 
. _) 

68. Ibid, p, 168 

69. This happened after 1959, when Nehru's prestige was ale·e 
affected by the external factor of Chinese agqression 
of Tibet. Thus Chinese agrarian model was an object of 
attack by his critics. Nehru went on the defensive. 
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r 
~hus towards the end of 1958, as the first position 

papers on the tbird plan appeared, the national leadership 

wa~ becominq more deeply entrapped in the contradiction 

bwtwe~n economic and political development strategies. 

According to the planners, the most important factor in 

maintaininq the delicate financial balance required for 

the success of the third plan was the order of increase 

achieved in agricultural production. 70 

Nehru once aqain applied pressure against the 

Chief Ministers at the 1959 meeting of National Development 

Counc~l for bringing about institutional change. The 

state leaders once again publicly deferred to Nehru and h~ 

appeared to believe that he had finally gained the active 

support of the state leadership. The appearance of a 

uniterl party was reinforced d~ng the week-long Ooty 

seminar organised by AICC in ,June 1959 to discuss strategy, 

resources, and economic anq social objectives of the ~hiro 

Plan. The seminar s~pported .all major elements of the 

agricultural development strategy. 

The recommenqatiqns of the National Development 

Council and the Ooty .seminar, coming on the heels of the 

Nagpur resolutions, intensified the growing sense of alamm~ 71 

) 
---------------------------------
70. Frankel:t~~176 

71. Ibid, pp.178-180 
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r 
~he greatest apprehension was voiced by the Forum of 

Free ~nterprise(FFE). Minoo Masani, the FFE's most 

articulate spokesman, warned that the rulinq party had 

now embarked on assault to cripple the free enterprise 

system. Soon he was -joined by other supporters of propertied 

interests- Rajagopalachari and N.G.Ranga.eouplerl with 

~ic dissidence was the external pressure. The plannina 

;sion\increasingly radical rhetoric also raised 

\ension among Western aid-givers, incJ.uding the 

Bank and Consortium powers. Th:ey expressed the 

~hat India's public sector programme was overly 

.ous and that private enterprise in collaboration 

:oreian capital should be assianed a larger role. 

The United States, in particular, opposed the primary 

;is on h~avy industry in the pattern of investment 

1tion, and urged a revised set of proportions to 

:irst claim on resources to agriculture. The most 

mtial statement of the American position appeared in 

Apr1L,1959, with the publication of the Ford Founrlation's 

Repo£t.on India's Foorl Crisis and steps to Meet it. The 

experts aroued that unless an all out emeraency programme 

was undertaken and adequate resources were made available 

The Ford Foundation report implicitly criticised the entire 

approach of institutional. change as the keystone of the 
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agricultural strategy. Instead, it echoed the food 

ministry's position in favour of a technocratic approach 

baserl on price incentives to individual. farmers for higher 

private investment in modern inputs, especially fertilisers~ 

Simultaneously, the report recomme~ed the formula, abenden~ 
" 

in 1952 on the grounds of social equity, of an intensive 

and selective development strategy, involving the concentration 

of modern practices- improved seeds, chemical fertilisers 

and pesticides- in irrigated areas of the country~ 
..:/ 

~~ effect of these mutually reinforcina pressures 

e~ the planners as they worked to give final shape to the 

Draft outline once aqain strengthened the tendency towards 

political compromise on the pace of structur~l chanae. 72 

The planners made substantial revisions in favour of the 

partisansof agriculture in the distribution of investment 

outlay from 18% in working committee estimates first to 

23% later. The increase in the ratio of agricultural 

investment to total plan putlay( from initial projection 

of 16 to 23), raised .the absolute amount of expenditure by 

70% over second plan levels. At the same time, output 
jrorn 

of foodqrains was expected to arow'"33 to 40% over th~ 
" 

Third Plan periorl, about 6 to 8 percent annually; as opposen 

to the actual achievement of approximately 16%(3;3% per 

annum) during the Seconrl Plan. The Planning Commission, 

72. Ibid,pp.180-183 
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therefore ~as proposinq to more than double the rate of 

growth in foodgrains production, whi~e increasing total 

exp~nditure on agriculture by about 70%. This might have 

been compensated by much larger expenditures projecterl for 

fertiliser, except that the planners refused to alter their 

basic approach to the distribution of agricultural inputs. 

Sp~cifically, the draft outline reiterated the principle 

of all-India coverage under the community Development 

Programme. Available resources were to be spread thinly 

and evenly tyroughtut the country in an effort to reach 

all farmers. The Ford Foundation's recommendation for an 

intensive and selectlve development programme in irriaated 

areas was accepted as an experimental pilot scheme to be 

started sometime during the five-year period in one district 

in each state) 

As in thP Second Plan, the Planninq Commiss:i.on ., 
Pmphasised that financial outlay would have to be supplemented 

in the rural sector by the use of idle manpower to the maximum 
' 

extent possible. InstibJtional change, especially the 

orqanisatiqn of village cooperatives and panchayats, was 

once again assigned th~(; central role of rural resources 

mobilisation. Cooperatives were again assigned pri.mary 

responsibilitv for arranging credit and supplies. 
/ 



~ev~rthless, the critical questions of a.timetable 

for land reforms, the organisation of coopPr~tives, and 

the introduction of state trading in food orains went 

unanswered. 73 The planners did no more than note the 

record of ineffective implementation of land reforms, 

and reiterate the need for regulation of rents, securtty 

of tenure, ownership rights for tena~s and a ceiling on 

ownershiP'. 
I 

The final version of the Third Plan revealed that 

the Planning Commissj,on had been completely unsuccessful 

in convincing the state leaders to accept an accelerated 

f ¥. • t• 74 0 th t th pace o agrar1an reoraan1sa 1on. n e con rary e 

Chief ministers prevailed in making their case for even 

greater concessions to the landed classes as the price 

of party unity. Thus contridictions between plan policies 

and programmes in the rural sector not only remained but 

qrew worse. 

(the planners failed to oet the state leadership's 

regulation of land reforms as a positive programme of 

development and an integral part of the community based 

effort to increase agricultural production. 75 Some of the 

worst discrepancies occured in the organisation of cooper

atives. Although the Planning Commission emphasi~ed that 

"all families in the vtllage, especially those enqaged in 

73. Ibid,p.183 

74. Third Five Year Plan, p.304 

75. Frankel, p.184 
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cultivation must be involved in the agricultural effort 

through the village cooperative", the actual membership 

targets were su~tnatially lower than the National Deve-
"' 

lopment Council's November 1958 projection and even less 

than the food and aariru 1 ture ministry 1 s illustrative 

figure of 74 percent cited in the Draft Outline. But 

areater burden was placed on the cooperatives for finan

cing agricltural production. Similarly, the political 

compulsion of conciliating the larger farmers and traders 

was also apparent in the gap between the statement of Plan 

Policy and proposals for government action on state 

trading in foodgrains) 

thus, concessions to the propertied classes, designed 

to win their cooperationfor moderate reforms were, in 

fact, so larqe as to prevent the possibility of carryinq 

out institutional change on any meaningful scale. But 

in the absence of effective implementation of proposals 

for basic agrarian reform, there was little likelihood of 

mobilising the additional rural resources that were con-

s idered necessary to augument planned fi. nancial outlays. 

The outllok appeared even more bleak in the light of new 

estimates of population growth derived from 1961 census. 

The pressing need to find additional finances in order to 

mount a larger plan was satisfied at the symbolic level 

only)· 
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~e compromise in agrarian front resulted in parado

xical outcome of a development strategy that was inimical 

to the goal of increasing production. The larger farmers 

who appreci.ated the profitability of modern techniques 

were often hobbled by severe shortages of supply. Also 

they had to learn from the education interms of improved 

practice. Meanwhile, Community Development found its 

village programmes more and more confined to the 

availability of central qovernment funds. The efforts 

to mobilise local manpower and resources for construction 

of capital projects met with little success. While richer 

farmers qenerally could contribute cash to village projects, 

subsistence cultivators and landless labourers, of necessity 

were asked to donate labour and it was not possible to 

mobilise idel man-power for unpaid work. 

The ability of the Central Government to impose its 

own principles of socialistic economic policy on the states 

was eroding. Farmers in implementing instituional change 

had not only impaired the entire economic strategy, but 

produced social effects opposite of those intended. By 

the early 1960s, disparities in income,. status and power 

between the 

cultivators 

larger pnd 

.and 1fj1el s 
(I 

\ 

owners and the majority of subsistence 

labourers perceptibly began to widen~ 
/ 
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' 
~he national leadership's inability to enlist 

the support of state leaders for effective implementation 

of land reforms resulted in defective leoislation that 

actually aggravated existing inequalities in the distri-

bution of protected land rights enjoyed by landoweers and 

those without land. 77similarly, the failure to activa~e 

party workers in setting up new village institutions 

left a leadership gap at the local level that was quickly 

filled by members of the dominant landed castes. 

The abolition by state legislation between 1950 

and 1954 of intermediary rights and tenures did accomplish 

major changes in the pattern of landownership in the 

states like Assam, Bihar, West Bengal, Ontissa, Utt.Jtr 
Q. 

Pradesh, Rajasthan, Saurashtra, and Hydrabad where 
" 

Zamindari system had existed on a laroe scale. Propriet9ry 

riahts over vast agricultural estates exten~inq over several 

villages, even taluks, were transferred from a handful of 

absentee landle~ds to state governments. Even so, Zamindari 

abolition fell far short of an agrarian transformation. 

(~e la1\refo~ laws bore obvious marks of politi:a[ 

compromise. ~~ile they abolished the Zamindari svstem 

the provision~\topped well short of expropriatinq 

Zamindars. On the other hand, the Zamindars were permitted 

to keep land in their direct occupation for personal 
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cultivation, and in most cases no ceiling was placed on 

the size of "home farm" so retained. 

The acts, moreover, conferred full ownership rights 

on the ex~ntermediaries with resp~ct to their home farms. 

By contrast, tenants in direct ocC\lllpation of land on 

resumed estates were confirmed only in the leqal riahts 

they enjoyed on the date immediately preceding vesting, 

which left rooms for the cultivator's inferior status in 

relatien to former Zamindars. 

Furt'her,"landlordism" was not ended. In Assam, 

Bihar and Orissa, many of the tenants who came into 

relationship wi.th the state had not been cultivating the 

land directly. ,Rather, they leased out some or all of 

their holdings to sub-tentants and share croppers. Even 

in states such as West Benaal and Saurastra, where all 
' 

tenure holders were subsequently forbidden to let or 

sublet their holdings, the word "lease" was carefully 

defined to exclude share croppinq agreements. 

(the balance of social costs and benefits of Zamindari 
....__ 

abolition were skewed even further to favour the exinter-

mediaries by generous formulas for co·~pensation in'the 

loss of ownership or revenue riahts on resumed estates. 



The areat absentee landlords were, in general, not 

ruined by Zamindari abolition. Many reamai.ned men of 
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considerable wealth. Those with superior education and 

skills were able to rebuild their fbrtunes by taking 

up new activities in commercial aariculture, trading, or 

manufacturing or, by~ entering politics. Meanwhile, 

compensation payable to intermediatll'es proved a substantial 

burden on state budaets. A similar pattern emeraed in the 

aftermath of ceiling legislation. The principle of imposinq 

ceilings on land-holdings was first announced in 1953. 

Detailed recommendations for leaislation were not made 

until 1956 and most states did not actually pass enabling 

legislation until 1960 or 1961?9 The landowners, therefore 

had a period of seven or eight years to arrange partitions 

and transferes of holding to escape the impact of new law:) 
! 

'Worse still, legislation to provide security of 

tenure and reasonable rents to tenants included loopholes 

that not only deprived cultivators of promised benefits, 

but in some cases actually jeopardized the customary 

rights they already enjoyed. 
. 

Many landlords were, neverthless, alarmed anticipati.ng 

that land records miaht be revi~ed in the future. The 

safest course therefore was to show as much as land possible 

under personal cultivatioh. Two glaring loopholes in the 

---------------------------·n. Planninq Commission, Panel on Land reforms, Report 
of the committee on ceiling on Land Holdings(New Delhi 
1961),pp.5-8. 



tenancy acts were particularly useful for this purpose. 

First, " personal cultivation", was not defined to require 

manual labour. It was sufficient if the owner, or a 

member of his family, supervised cultivation carried on 

by farm servants. Second, most tenancy acts also provided 

that tenants could "volutarily surrender" their holdings 

in favour of landlord, and that in such cases no ceiling 

restriction as the right of resumption would appty. 

Together, these two provisions virb1ally incited the 

landlords to evict tenants from their h_-oldings under the 

guise of voluntary surrender in order to show the maximum 

area under personal cultivation~ 

(:_he state governments, h:owever, with few exceptions, 

made virtually no effort to stop such abuses. On the 

contrary they rarely appointed additional staff to 

supervise implementation. Land records continued to 

be prepared by village officers who had traditionally 

kept the revenue rolls. Being low salaried employees 

they found it convinient to colloborate with landowners 

in protecting the latter's interest. Sup~rior officers 

w~re too few in number to exercise effective supervision~ 
/ 

r 
~As regards coopPrative movement, the responsibility 

for establishing the cooperative that were expected to 

function as strong "people's instib•tion" was left in the 
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hands of bureaucrats who staffed the state departments 

of cooperation with far reaching administrative appar.t'atus. 

There was considerable power in the hands of administration. 

But the Department of cooperation, functioning in local 

environments of entrenched heirarchies, and generally 

unsympathetic to the ·egalitarian goals of national policy, 

preferrred to operate in ~ays, more congenial to the 

interests of the existinq power structure with few excep

tions, cooperatives continued to follow, with impunity. 

conservative banking principles requiring land, jewelry, 

a personal surety by a landowner as security for all 

loans. Crops loans, a crucial inqredient in the qovernment 

plan to oroanise production proorammes around the 

p~rticipation of millions of small cultivators, rarely 

became available. Those with very small holdings, 

especially tenant cultivators, were, in fact, often 

exclurlerl from membership, and in any case found little 

reason to want to join it. As a result, the president 

and other executive members of the managing committees 

of the cooperative societis were disproportionately drawn 

from among the big people of the villages who had their 

fingers in many other pies as well as cooperation, 

including trade, government contracts, loc~l politics 
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and rice milling among others. The failures of the 

coopP.ratives to implement the crop loan system inevitably 

dist~~ed the intenrled flow of credit from the majority 

of subsistence cultivators to the upper 20-30 percent of 

agriculturi~t families able to satisfy conventional 

banking criteria _for credit worthness. As the only 

cultivators with access to sufficient resources either from 

savings or low-interest, loans to experiment with and risk 

ad9ption of improyed methods of cjltivation, the most 

substantial landowners early acquired the additional 

prestige of being identified by administrative staff as 

"prooressive farmers in the villages and drew further 
' -

advantages from their strategic position. They could 

strengthen their role as interrnediaties in wirier markets 

their virtual monopoly over the disposition of aaricultural 

savinqs and surpluses. As the national leadership searched 

for new ins ti t1J tional devices to outflank tbe intermediaries 

and break their stronghold over village institutions, 

attention was drawn to proposals for devolution of admini

strative control over the eommunity D@velopment Programme 

fforn development officers and offcially appointed advisory 

qroups to indirectly elected Block and district panchayat 

bodies. At the Block and district levels, indirectly elected 
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councils promised to raise the stakes of winning local 

contests so that eventually rival leaders would be forced 

to appeal for the support of backward and scheduled castes 

with promises of more effective implementation of Qovernment 

policy on econqmic reform. But under the system of 

indirect electi·ons ·to Block and llistrict panchayat insti

tutions,~jl nojables, mobilisi_ng their followers through 
' I f 

the fan~ilar-~e~~-~ vertical factional alignments cross-

cuttin(c{as~ines, won the village elections and then 

simply~se-r€pr;sentatives from among their own ranks 

to pyramid their influence at higher levels of government) 

{Experience had already shown that attempts at social 

transformation throuoh institutional change that stopped 

short of direct peasant organisation only compounded the 

problem of democratic reform. The dominant landed caste 

were successful in manipulating the majority of subsistence 

cultivators and landless workers fragmented by vertical 

factional structures to capture the village institutions. 

They increased their access to scarce development resources 

and strengthened their posi.tion as stra·tegic intennediaries, 

· linking local markets and power structures to state anrl 

national economic and political systems) 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSTON 

Nntionalism as the theme has centrality in Nehru's 

ideoloay and politics before independence. Socialism makes 

his nationalism unique, in so far as it ~ives economic 

contQt to the anti-imperialist movement which comprised 

different classes and accomodated their needs and interests. 

Irirlian Nationalism harl a middle class origin and the middle 

class monopoly was broken only after Gandhi mobilised tho 

rural population in the anti-imperialist straggle. Neverth-

less, lack of an economic programme encompassinq the 

interests of the working class and peasantry till the 

late twenties was a major shortcoming of the Indian 

National Congress and this gradually produced a disgrunt

lement in this vast national body and the need was felt 

for orienting the Congress in an economic ideological 

direction. The new task had as much to do with ideology 

as with politics and in no leader of Indian Nationalism 

it was better synchronised than J awaharlal Nehrn. His 

ideological understanding viewed anti-imperialism as the 

primary objective, for, given the colonial nature of 

Indian society social change was heavily depend~on 
national liberation and so social change wasC:~ltimate 
objective. 
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This ideological position took some time in its 

evolution. Notwithstanding Nehru's liberal outllok which 

had been from the early d.ays of his life influenced by his 

family background and education in Britain, he wap profound! 

influenced by the progressive ideas in the Burssels Congress 

and by the Socialist experiment in Russia. Alrearly moved 

by the peasant conditions in his home state U.P, when he 

came in contact with the progressive ideas in mid-twenties, 

Nehru bAcame a~ardent socialist in his conviction. Deeply 

influenced by Marxist ideas he not only developed a powerful 

sense of history but also came to believe in the basic ideals 

of soc:i.alist society, although he did not believe in the 

communi~t method of achieving this goal. In his perceptions 

of India and the mode of arriving at those perceptions was 

infonned by scientific approach as opposed to communal, 

-----QDf>(Urarffist or mystifying understanding. At the same time 

he gave evidence of a certain-subjectivism in matters of 

solv;ng problems of tr~~J polity of India. 

Nehr~'s ideo~~sition thus distinguished him 

not only from the early nationalists but even from most of 

his contemporaries within Congress including Gandhi. 

Similarly, being a cautious synthesiser of different ideas 

which would preserve the unity of Congress as the only 

powerful anti-imperialist orqanisation in India he was far

r~moved from being a communist. ·we have describerl this 

specificity of Jawaharlal Nehru's irleoloay as radical 

nationalism. Nehru's views on India's history and society 
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bear tesi:imoney to the scientific dimension of his outlook. 

Thus process of continuity and change are not ignored in 

his understanding of Indian history; and the sci~ntific 

understanding of capitalist system of society and the 

phenomenon of colonialism helped him to view all the 

maior problems of India in their light. 

The impact of British imperialism on Indian econo

my and society was the mosV?ron~~)in aoriculture. For, 

British 1 according to him
1
desfroyed India's age long 

industry by forcing it to c!mpete with the superior 

industry of Britain. Unable to compete with the products 

from BritEin which had the advantage of superior techniques 

of industrial revolution era Indian industry met with 

destruction. Thus the population removed from industry 

in India turned to land and the pressure on land gave rise 

to pennanent crisis in aqriculture. Creation of private 

propPrty in land also affected the Indian peasantry 

thereby creating intermediaries between the peasantry 

and the state. This was a classic example of colonial 

economy that India had became under colonial rule. The 

British, by destroying the Indian undustry and intDoducina 

pr&vate property in land changed the traditional village 

society and its self sufficient economy. Thus while in 

Britain capitalism was a wealth producing system, its 

encroachment to colonies like India in its exploitative 

fnrm produced tremendous misery and stagnation. 
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I 

It was based on this u~derstanding that Nehru 

viewed freedom from imperialism as the first objective. 

Once this objective was realised, the second question 

was of divesting the vested interests created under the 

British rule. From this point of view socialism was the 

accompanying objective; in fact it was to be the ideoloqy 

of the 'swaraj 1 which the nationalists were striving for. 

In this understanding of India's economic problems agrarian 

question figures as the most important question in India. 

It had many dimension. 

First question that confronted Nehru was that of 

abolition of intermediaries between the peasantry and th~ 
' 

state and that is why he emphasised the abolition of 

landlordism so that land goes to the actual tiller. 
/ 

Thus restructuring of ~roperty relationship was essential 

for bringing about transfer of land from parasitic landlords 

to the actual tillers. 

Second dimension of land problem which conerned 

Nehru was that of low productivity of land. While re

structuring of the land rights in favour of the tiller 

will redistribute the fruits of production in favour of 

the tiller and land reform should also involve such re-

designing of the land operation pattern as was dictated 
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by the necessity of modernising the production techniques. 

Thus he was led towards considering consolidation of 

holdings and coopPrative farming as indispensable for 

aaricultural modernisation as small holders cannot absorb 

modern technoloqy because of the smallness of their 

holdings and the paucity of resources Rt their disposal. 

Thirdly, the problem of tremendous population 

pressure on land and agriculture formed an important 
. It 

dimension of land reform in Nehru's view. therefor-e en com..... 

passed the gradual transfer of population from agri.culture 

to non-aqricultural occupations, especially to industry

whether village-based cottage industries and small-scale 

industries or of modern industry wherevere possible. 

Fourthly, the cultural and educational backwardness 

of Indian peasant concerned Nehru. Thus social reform of 

peasant was an essential part of Nehru's conception of 

aorarian reorqanisation. Spread of literacy education and 

skills and movements for social reform were to contribute 

to social change in the desired direction. 

In this backaround land reforms are basic to Nehru's 

perspective of economic development with social justice. 

While this was Nehru's tentative approach towards agrarian 

problem in an independent India, he spared no attempt to 

put agrarian problem at the centre of deliberations before 
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1\.L 
inrlependence. As a leader of peasantry in,United Provinces 

he had gained intimate knowledae of the peasant conditions 

there and this helped him ~reatly in understanding the 

problem at a broao national level. Thus while the 

land-to-the-tiller thrust which had all alona been there 

in his espousal the amelioration of peasant irievances 

of more immediate nature claimed his attention for solvina 

the parti~l demands of the peasantry as part of the anti

imperialist struagle. For while this would at least 

alleviate the burden on all sections of peasantry the 

very demand for partial solution woult? also according 

to him keep peasantry as an important ally in the national 

movement. It was Nehru who of all leaders in the Congress 

favoured the affiliation of peasant association to the 

Indian National Congress~ that the inclusion of peasantry 
" 

in the Congress in an organised form, would significantly 

transform the character of this organisation in favour of 

peasantry. However, the most sianificant aspect of Nehru's 

endeavour was his· attempt at incorporating resolutions which 

bore the impress of his ideology. From the U.P Provincial 

Congress Committee's economic resolution onwards the · ~ · 
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consistency of Nehru's effort towards giving the agrarian 

problem priority also becomes manifest in the Congress 

resolutions in its annual sessions. This phase of politics 

before independence shows him as the hero of socialists 

inside the Congress who worked even at cross purposes 

with the ri.qhtists and even Gandhi. 

At a proarammatic level, therefore, the sympiosis 

of leftists of all hues found its culmination at Faizpur 

where the major triumph for Nehru lay in getting an 

eloborate agrarian programme endorsed by Congress by 

making use of the pressure exerted by the All India Kisan 

Sabha. This was also the oeriod when at political level 

he found himself working closely with the Communist when 

the United Front strategy brought him and them together. 

Personally not in favour of office acceptance of 

Congress in line with the Government of India Act( 193"') 

in the beginning he pressed for the implementation of the 

agrarian programme of Congress in the States. When Congress 

fina~ly went for effice acceptance. Lack of satisfactory 

implementation of even the partial programmes kept him 

unhap~y. 

Thus he could get his wish fulfilled in the constitution 

and his involvement in the policy directions of the Planning 

Committee of which he was the secretary. Although 
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conscious ·of the powerful interests of industrialists 

in the Congress he made compromise~ on the industrial -
front, on the agrarian side his approach suffered the 

least distoration from any snch pressure. Thus formation 

of sub-committees for agrarian reorganisation with the 

thrust on land reforms formerl the co~e of his approach 

to planning on agrarian front. Althoggh exercise in 

planning at this stage was a short-lived one, Nehru 

nevertheless revived his attempt at Planning after 

inrlependence in his capacity as ~he Prime Minister. 

In the years that preceded independence, wa~ 

communal problem and partition took the attention of 

leadership off the problems of planning. When independence 

arrived,the impact of these traumatic events culminating 

in Gandhi's assosination considerably influenced the 

leadership's approach .to the question of development. 

National. unity was the foremost question. Thus peaceful 

social chanqe formed the main thrust of Nehru's develop

ment strategy although he retained his commitment to 

radical proarammes. Here onwards Nehru's ideology was 

intended to accommodate the diversities of Indian reality. 

Thus, socia1 change through democratic means formed the 
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core of his approach. While the echo ofhis socialist 

ideals remained, it was mixed with the Gandhian method of 

peaceful revolution. Based on this approach as it was, 

Nehru's prime concern for developmental questions lay 

in foraino a balance between socialist and capitalist 

systems of development. And Nehru came to believe,sociaJ_ 

transfonnation throuqh peaceful means was possible- a 

mellowing of his radicalism before independence when, he 

beliPved in a certain measure of coercion for diverting 

vested interests although he discarded coercion as the 

sole me~hod. 

However, agrarian policy after independence, from 

the programmatic point of view remained unaffected by th~ 

accommodative aporo8ch to development. Riaht from J ainpur 

programme which was acdompanied by the Report of the 

Congress Agrarian Reforms Cammittee(1949) one can 

visualise a clear trend in Ne~ru's effort to make 

agrarian transformation on his desired lines, a part of 

the Congress policy as a whole. But hurdles existed at 

different levels. 

At the time of independence India was the most 

stratified society in the world and dominant social qroups 

were influential in politics at all levels of social heir

archy. Dominant landed castes had made their inroad into 
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positions of power and privileqe rjght from the local 

to national level. Thus Conqressr~itself represented the 

interest of these landed groups and when the representa

tives of the industrialists allied with them, it was the 

most difficult to get endorsement for radical programmes 

in policy matters. The political institutions which took 

form under Congress leadership similarly reflected the 

conservative bias in favour of private property. The 

constitution while it guarenteed the right to property, 

relegated the questions of social equality to the 

Directive Principles os States Policy, Nehru's attempt 

at incorporating clauses relevant to land reform went 

unheeded by the conservative qroups. Again~the over all 

federal set-up which assigned tremmendous responsibilities 

to the states in the implementation of agrarian proqrammes 

it~elf created the unbridgeble cleavage between the centre 

and the states. In the existing bureacratic set-up of 

states, by the time a policy initiated by the centre 

could reach local level it was bound to be influenced by 

the dominant interests at local level supported by bureau

cracy. The process of implementation was to be a tortuous one. 



Main thrust of Nehru's development strategy for India 

was in planning. Agrarian policv formed part of the 

overall planned development. The process of planning too 

had an uneasy beginning and not until Patel died th?t 

Nehru had his way in launching the plans with his own 

authority. 

The agrarian policv therefore had all the above 

mentioned factors be~nd its formulation and the policy 

initiatives. While in the hands of the prime minister 

and his appointed boadies the imolementation process 

depended heavily on the institutional structure in which 
Db-only the legislative side could claim a measure-<euccess 

while the administrative structure was too sluqgish in 

its approach to implementation. 

Thus the goals of planning qave priority to increase 

agricultural production for which drastic agrarian reorga

nisation through land reforms, creation of basic institutions 

which because of the economic ~ains they made by government 

policy would become the organs of political power at the 

local level by supplanting the entrenched powers of the 
WOI..J..id_,e"/.4.JO..I {4ped..~ p-~ooL~~ ali.Jl.~ '1\Ltt...ll 

dominant landed groups~. But the first problem arose at 

the macro level where the government's approach to the 

problem of agrarian reorganisation could not be effective 

enough bPcause of the simultaneous importance given to 
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rapid industrial development. The government, as a result 

became-selective in its approach to technoloaical development 

in aariculture and thus emerged pockets of development. Local 

landed interests on the other hand because of their superior 

ability to manipulate the facilities comina from above and to 

make use of the leaal loopholes in the land reform leaisla-

tions managed to retain their interest. These failures 

were reflected in the implementation of land reform, 

cooperative farming and land ceiling. Thus, social and 

institutional hurdles raised obstacles for Nehru's aararian 

policies in terms of their objective results. 

More than three decades and a half have passed since 

India's independence. And more than a decade and a half 

has elapsed ~fter Nehru passed away from the Indian scene. 

What has followed till the present time is a mixed picture 

of achievements and short-falls. There is no doubt that 

the semi-feudal aararian structure of the colonial era is 

no more, that the programmes of the ruling and non-ruling 

elites have succeeded in achievinq partial emancipation 

of the peasantry from the burdens of the past and in 

releasing new productive forces contributing to India's 

considerable self-reliance in the matter of food 

and other agricultural products. The shift towards 

dynamism of the agricultural economy from a larqe phase 

of stagnation during the colonial e~is an evidence of 

success ahieved since independence. 



At the same time, one is also struck by the 

sharpening contradition between what is scientifically 

and technologically realisable in terms of the objectives 

enunciAted by Nehru and what is socially and politically 

feasible because of the dominant property and power stru-~l~~e 

in today's India. It must be noted that Nehru' was very 

much influenced by the Western and Soviet experiences on 

aqricultural modernisation where l?rge farms of private 

or of the cooperative collective variety were agents of 

agricultural transformation. In India a dualistic agra

rian strucutre has emeraed consisting of the large farm 

sector on the one hand and the peasant sector consisting 

of small peasants and landless laboureres on the other. 

Developmental process has today made the larger producer 

the principal agent of agricultural transformation. The 

remunerative prices agitation is evidence of the 'ie 1 

·iif!§ 

crampness which even a rich peasant feels in the present 

context of bourgeois ~evelopment and bourgeois state. It 

may be stated here that the Nehru model of agrarian solu

tions of the land problem aimed at helping the small 

peasant has not yet worked itself out. Instead after the 

land ceilings act it is now claimed that there is no more 

surplus land to be distributed though land hunger has not 
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subsided. Thu~ the task on agrarian froht would entail 

the solution of the question of land to the tiller, the· 

question of wages of agricultural workers(who cannot get 

land now) and preparation for uniting them for struggle 

for socialism- an ideal dear to Nehru. 
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